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Figure 1: Results of the user study: (top) Freehand drawings of objects without using ShadowDraw, (bottom) freehand drawings of objects
using ShadowDraw. Notice the improved spacing and proportions while maintaining the subjects’ own unique styles.

Abstract

1

We present ShadowDraw, a system for guiding the freeform drawing of objects. As the user draws, ShadowDraw dynamically updates a shadow image underlying the user’s strokes. The shadows
are suggestive of object contours that guide the user as they continue drawing. This paradigm is similar to tracing, with two major
differences. First, we do not provide a single image from which the
user can trace; rather ShadowDraw automatically blends relevant
images from a large database to construct the shadows. Second,
the system dynamically adapts to the user’s drawings in real-time
and produces suggestions accordingly. ShadowDraw works by efficiently matching local edge patches between the query, constructed
from the current drawing, and a database of images. A hashing
technique enforces both local and global similarity and provides
sufficient speed for interactive feedback. Shadows are created by
aggregating the edge maps from the best database matches, spatially weighted by their match scores. We test our approach with
human subjects and show comparisons between the drawings that
were produced with and without the system. The results show that
our system produces more realistically proportioned line drawings.

If asked to draw a face, the result for most of us (those with little
practice in drawing) might look like one of those in the upper row
of Figure 1, created by subjects in our user study using a standard
drawing interface. Similarly, if asked to draw a bicycle, most of
us would have a difficult time depicting how the frame and wheels
relate to each other. One solution is to search for an image of the
thing we want to draw, and to either trace it or to use it in some other
way as a reference. However, aside from the difficulty of finding a
photo of what we want to draw, simply tracing object edges eliminates much of the essence of drawing, i.e., there is very little freedom in tracing strokes. Conversely, drawing on a blank paper with
only the image in the mind’s eye gives the drawer a lot of freedom,
but freehand drawing can be frustrating without significant training.
To address this, we present ShadowDraw, a drawing interface that
automatically infers what you are drawing and then dynamically
depicts relevant shadows (Figures 5 and 6) underneath the drawing.
These shadows may be either used or ignored by the drawer.
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Introduction

ShadowDraw preserves the essence of drawing, i.e., freedom and
expressiveness, and at the same time uses visual references, shadows, to guide the drawer. Furthermore, shadows from real images
can enlighten the artist with the gist of many images simultaneously. The creation becomes a mix of both human intuition and
computer intelligence. The computer, in essence, is a partner in the
drawing process, providing guidance like a teacher, instead of actually producing the final artwork. The drawings in the bottom row
of Figure 1 were drawn by the same subjects, this time using ShadowDraw. Notice how the users’ own creative styles remain consistent between the drawings, while the overall shapes and spacing are
more realistic.
ShadowDraw consists of two main computational steps plus the
user interface. The first offline step consists of building a database
from a collection of 30,000 images collected from the Web. Each
image is converted to an edge drawing using the long edge detector
technique developed by [Bhat et al. 2009] and stored. Overlapping windows in each edge image are analyzed, coded, and stored.
Each window is converted to edge descriptors, and further coded
as sketches with distinct hash keys using min-hash [Chum et al.
2008]. In the second online step, as the user draws, ShadowDraw
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Figure 1: Our implicit canvas generalizes the traditional 2D painting metaphor to 3D, enabling a new class of expressive 3D painting.
Strokes on the cat’s tail, for example, do not conform to any precise 3D surface, but are painted in space to give the tail its rough, stylized
look.

Abstract

1

We present a technique to generalize the 2D painting metaphor
to 3D that allows the artist to treat the full 3D space as a canvas.
Strokes painted in the 2D viewport window must be embedded in
3D space in a way that gives creative freedom to the artist while
maintaining an acceptable level of controllability. We address this
challenge by proposing a canvas concept defined implicitly by a 3D
scalar field. The artist shapes the implicit canvas by creating approximate 3D proxy geometry. An optimization procedure is then
used to embed painted strokes in space by satisfying different objective criteria defined on the scalar field. This functionality allows
us to implement tools for painting along level set surfaces or across
different level sets. Our method gives the power of fine-tuning
the implicit canvas to the artist using a unified painting/sculpting
metaphor. A sculpting tool can be used to paint into the implicit
canvas. Rather than adding color, this tool creates a local change in
the scalar field that results in outward or inward protrusions along
the field’s gradient direction. We address a visibility ambiguity inherent in 3D stroke rendering with a depth offsetting method that is
well suited for hardware acceleration. We demonstrate results with
a number of 3D paintings that exhibit effects difficult to realize with
existing systems.

An empty canvas represents the work space in which a painter realizes his or her creative vision. Working directly with brushes and
paint to fill the canvas gives the artist full creative freedom of expression, evidenced by the huge variety of styles that have been explored through art’s rich history. Modern digital painting software
emulates the traditional painting metaphor while further empowering the user with control over layering, compositing, filtering, and
other effects. As a result, digital artists have an extremely powerful,
flexible, and expressive tool set for creating 2D digital paintings.

Keywords: digital painting, 3D painting, stroke based rendering

In our research, we experiment with an alternate way to define the
3D painter’s workspace that targets existing limitations. We elevate
the 2D painting metaphor to 3D with a generalization that allows
the artist to treat the full 3D space as a canvas. With this new 3D
canvas, painting no longer focuses on how to paint on an object, but
rather how to paint in space. Figure 1 demonstrates a 3D painting
created by our prototype system called “OverCoat.” The implementation of the generalized canvas concept in OverCoat, which makes
this painting possible, poses several challenges.
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Introduction

The same is not true for 3D digital painting. Most attempts to bring
digital painting into the third dimension focus on texture painting
or methods that project stroke centerlines onto an object’s surface.
The strokes must precisely conform to the object’s surface, and the
mathematical nature of these algorithms can betray the underlying
3D structure of the scene, leading to a “gift-wrapped” appearance.
Stylistic effects that require off-surface brush strokes cannot easily
be realized. Indistinct structures such as fur, hair, or smoke must
be addressed using special-purpose modeling software without the
direct control afforded by painting. These limitations ultimately
restrict the variety of styles possible with 3D digital painting and
may hinder the artist’s ability to realize their creative vision.

Strokes painted in the 2D viewport window must be embedded in
3D space in a way that gives creative freedom to the artist while
maintaining an acceptable level of control. We address this challenge by proposing a canvas concept defined implicitly by a 3D
scalar function. The artist shapes the implicit canvas by creating
approximate 3D proxy geometry that defines a scalar distance field.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 28, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Our system was used to author artistic volumetric effects for the movie Tangled. Our technique’s ability to produce curving light
beams is used to match the organic artistic style of the film.

Abstract
We present a method for generating art-directable volumetric effects, ranging from physically-accurate to non-physical results. Our
system mimics the way experienced artists think about volumetric
effects by using an intuitive lighting primitive, and decoupling the
modeling and shading of this primitive. To accomplish this, we
generalize the physically-based photon beams method to allow arbitrarily programmable simulation and shading phases. This provides
an intuitive design space for artists to rapidly explore a wide range
of physically-based as well as plausible, but exaggerated, volumetric effects. We integrate our approach into a real-world production
pipeline and couple our volumetric effects to surface shading.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture
Keywords: Lighting design, artist control, participating media
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1 Introduction
Light scattering in participating media is responsible for many natural phenomena. Simulating the evolution of volumetric media
over time, as well as the complex light transport within it, are
difficult problems in animation (e.g. [Fedkiw et al. 2001; Hong
et al. 2007]) and rendering [Jensen and Christensen 1998; Jarosz
et al. 2011]. Recent advances have made it feasible to incorporate
a wider range of such effects in feature animation production; however, most of this work has focused on accelerating computation
and increasing accuracy. Given physically accurate techniques, manipulating physical parameters to attain a target look is a challeng-

ing process. Previous work addresses this problem by investigating
art-directable control of light transport for surface reflectance (e.g.
[Kerr et al. 2010]). However, artistic authoring and manipulation of
volumetric lighting remains an unsolved problem.
Guiding accurate fluid animation using arbitrary source terms,
while maintaining a principled framework, has been previously explored [McNamara et al. 2004; Treuille et al. 2003]. Similarly, our
framework allows for programmatic and art-directed injection of
source terms into physically-based volumetric light transport.
While physically accurate and art-directable rendering have seemingly conflicting goals, recent efforts to incorporate physicallybased rendering into production have shown great potential [Tabellion and Lamorlette 2004; Křivánek et al. 2010]. Such techniques
are seeing increased adoption because they provide complex and
subtle lighting which would otherwise take extensive manual manipulation to replicate with ad-hoc techniques. Unfortunately, physically accurate rendering is often not sufficiently expressive for the
caricatured nature of animated films: though physically-based rendering may provide a great starting point, the challenge then becomes introducing controls necessary to obtain a desired artistic vision. We carefully combine these two areas and choose to generalize an existing physically-based approach for rendering volumetric
lighting to art-directable shading and simulation (Section 4).
We present a system for generating target stylizations of volume
effects, mimicking the way professional artists hand draw these effects. We base our approach on photon beams [Jarosz et al. 2011],
which provide physically-based rendering of participating media.
We make the following contributions while generalizing photon
beams to allow for artistic control of volumetric effects:
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• We observe that manipulating physical parameters of participating media results in unintuitive changes to the final image. To
address this we derive physically-based scattering properties to
match a user-specified target appearance, providing an intuitive
space for appearance modeling of participating media.
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• To allow for non-physical effects, we generalize both the photon generation and radiance estimation stages of the photon
beams method. We replace each stage with a procedural, programmable component. While each component could implement the physically-based approach, this provides enough programmatic flexibility for artist-driven volumetric effects.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 29, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
A wide variety of non-photorealistic rendering techniques make use
of random variation in the placement or appearance of primitives.
In order to avoid the “shower-door” effect, this random variation
should move with the objects in the scene. Here we present coherent noise tailored to this purpose. We compute the coherent noise
with a specialized filter that uses the depth and velocity fields of a
source sequence. The computation is fast and suitable for interactive applications like games.

velocity fields. We then take a block of white noise as a function of
(x, y,t) and filter it, taking into account the depth and velocity fields
and their consequent occlusion relationships. The result is what we
call a coherent noise field. Each frame alone looks like independent
white noise, but the variation from frame to frame is consistent with
the movement in the scene. The resulting noise can be queried by
non-photorealistic rendering algorithms to create random variation
with uniform image-plane spatial properties that nonetheless appear
firmly attached to the 2d projections of the 3D objects.

2
CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]—Picture/Image Generation; I.4.3 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]—contrast
enhancement, filtering
Keywords: Non-photorealistic rendering, noise, painterly rendering
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Introduction

In 1985, Peachey [1985] and Perlin [1985] simultaneously introduced the idea of using procedural noise for solid texturing. Since
then, the method has been refined (e.g. [Cook and DeRose 2005;
Lagae et al. 2009]) to provide greater control over the spectral characteristics of the noise and has become an essential tool in photorealistic rendering. The demands of non-photorealistic rendering,
however, are different enough that existing noise techniques fail to
address some important issues.
While non-photorealistic rendering is a wide and heterogeneous
field, many of the important applications for random variation
have common requirements. Styles derived from hand painting
and drawing tend to need relatively uniform 2D spectral properties in the image plane to achieve a unity of composition and style.
Nonetheless, the random variations must track the movement of objects to avoid the well-known shower door effect, the illusion that
the random variation exists on a piece of glass through which the
scene is being viewed. None of the traditional techniques for generating noise are well-suited to these requirements. Solid or surface
noise attached to objects in 3D will have non-uniform 2D spectra.
Noise generated in the image plane will generally not track the motion of the objects in the scene.
Here we introduce a new approach for computing random variation
with the needed characteristics. We begin with rendered depth and
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Previous Work

Bousseau et al. [2007] developed a technique for watercolor stylization that can be used for very similar purposes to the present
work. Their method is based on the idea of advecting texture coordinates. To initialize it, texture coordinates are assigned to each
pixel on the first frame of a sequence using an undistorted rectilinear map. From frame to frame, the texture coordinates are advected
based on the image-space velocity of each pixel. If these texture coordinates are used to index into a noise texture, the noise will move
with the objects in the scene.
The difficulty with the prior work on advecting texture coordinates [Max and Becker 1995; Neyret 2003] is that as a sequence
progresses, the mapping implied by the texture coordinates become
more and more distorted, and the fill-in at disoccluded regions becomes problematic. As a result, the texture-mapped noise starts to
acquire non-stationary spatial frequencies. Areas stretched out by
the mapping will become blurry, and compressed areas will display
higher spatial frequencies than in the original noise.
Bousseau et al. provide a solution to this problem, although it
comes with a key limitation. They divide each sequence into blocks
of frames. For each block, they compute two sets of advected texture coordinates. One set of coordinates is computed as before,
starting at the first frame in the block and advecting forward through
time. The other set of coordinates is initialized on the last frame in
the block, and advected backwards in time. Noise mapped through
the first set of coordinates gets more and more distorted as time
progresses. Noise mapped through the second set becomes less and
less distorted. With a suitable blend of the two mapped noise functions, Bousseau et al. achieve noise that appears relatively stationary.
The key limitation of this approach is that it requires knowledge
about the future. For offline rendering of non-photorealistic animation, this is not a problem. Information about the future of each
frame can be made available at rendering time. For interactive or
real-time applications, however, this information is not available,
and the method cannot be used. For these types of applications, we
offer our coherent noise instead.
In concurrent work, Benard et al. [2010] propose a method based on
Gabor noise. They splat Gabor kernels around a set of seed points
on 3D models. Since their seed points are fixed to the 3D model, the
method can generate directional noise with a direction fixed to the
3D surface. Our image-space method lacks any fixed 3D reference,
so it does not have this capability.
The kernel splat used by Benard et al., however, does not respect
visibility. When a seed point is visible, the entire kernel is splatted.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 30, Publication date: July 2011.
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This article shows how statistical motion priors can be combined seamlessly
with physical constraints for human motion modeling and generation. The
key idea of the approach is to learn a nonlinear probabilistic force field
function from prerecorded motion data with Gaussian processes and combine it with physical constraints in a probabilistic framework. In addition,
we show how to effectively utilize the new model to generate a wide range
of natural-looking motions that achieve the goals specified by users. Unlike previous statistical motion models, our model can generate physically
realistic animations that react to external forces or changes in physical quantities of human bodies and interaction environments. We have evaluated the
performance of our system by comparing against ground-truth motion data
and alternative methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A central goal in human motion modeling and generation is to construct a generative motion model to predict how humans move. The
problem has attracted the attention of a large number of researchers
because of both its theoretical and applied consequences. A generative motion model, for instance, can be used to generate realistic
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movement for animated human characters or constrain the solution
space for modeling 3D human motion in monocular video streams.
Decades of research in computer animation have explored two distinctive approaches for human motion modeling: statistical motion
modeling and physics-based motion modeling. Despite the efforts,
accurate modeling of human motion remains a challenging task.
Statistical motion models are often represented as a set of mathematical equations or functions that describe human motion using
a finite number of parameters and their associated probability distributions. Statistical models are desirable for human motion representation because they can model any human movement as long as
relevant motion data are available. A fundamental limitation is that
they do not consider the dynamics that cause the motion. Therefore,
they fail to predict human motion that reacts to external forces or
changes in the physical quantities of human bodies and in the interaction environments. Moreover, when motion data are generalized
to achieve new goals, the results are often physically implausible
and thereby display noticeable visual artifacts such as unbalanced
motions, foot sliding, and motion jerkiness.
Physics-based motion models could overcome the aforementioned limitations by applying physics to modeling human movements. However, physical laws alone are often insufficient to generate natural human movement because a motion can be physically
correct without appearing natural. One way to address the problem is to define a global performance criterion based on either the
smoothness of the movement or the minimization of needed controls
or control rates (e.g., minimal muscle usage). These heuristics show
promise for highly dynamic motions, but it remains challenging to
model low-energy motion or highly stylized human actions. In addition, it is unclear if a single global performance objective such
as minimal torque is appropriate to model heterogeneous human
actions such as running→walking→jumping.
In this article, we show how statistical modeling techniques can
be combined with physics-based modeling techniques to address the
limitations of both techniques. Physical motion models and statistical motion models are complementary to each other as they capture
different aspects of human movements. On the one hand, physical
models can utilize statistical priors to constrain the motion to lie
in the space of natural appearance and more significantly, learn an
appropriate performance criterion to model natural-looking human
actions. On the other hand, statistical motion models can rely on
physical constraints to generate physically correct human motion
that reacts to external forces, satisfies friction limit constraints, and
respects physical quantities of human bodies or interaction environments. By accounting for physical constraints and statistical priors
simultaneously, we not only instill physical realism into statistical
motion models but also extend physics-based modeling to a wide
variety of human actions such as stylized walking.
The key idea of our motion modeling process is to learn nonlinear probabilistic force field functions from prerecorded motion data
with Gaussian Process (GP) models and combine them with physical constraints in a probabilistic framework. In our formulation, a
force field function u = g(q, q̇) maps kinematic states (joint poses q
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 19, Publication date: May 2011.
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Figure 1: Capturing both relative and global motion in natural environments using cameras mounted on the body.

Abstract

1

Motion capture technology generally requires that recordings be
performed in a laboratory or closed stage setting with controlled
lighting. This restriction precludes the capture of motions that require an outdoor setting or the traversal of large areas. In this paper,
we present the theory and practice of using body-mounted cameras
to reconstruct the motion of a subject. Outward-looking cameras
are attached to the limbs of the subject, and the joint angles and root
pose are estimated through non-linear optimization. The optimization objective function incorporates terms for image matching error
and temporal continuity of motion. Structure-from-motion is used
to estimate the skeleton structure and to provide initialization for
the non-linear optimization procedure. Global motion is estimated
and drift is controlled by matching the captured set of videos to reference imagery. We show results in settings where capture would be
difficult or impossible with traditional motion capture systems, including walking outside and swinging on monkey bars. The quality
of the motion reconstruction is evaluated by comparing our results
against motion capture data produced by a commercially available
optical system.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation;
Keywords: Motion capture, structure-from-motion, articulated
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Introduction

Motion capture has been used to provide much of the character motion in several recent theatrical releases. In Avatar, motion capture
was used to animate characters riding on direhorses and flying on
the back of mountain banshees [Duncan 2010]. To capture realistic
motion for such scenes, the actors rode horses and robotic mockups in an expansive motion capture studio requiring a large number
of cameras. Coverage and lighting problems often prevent directors
from capturing motion in natural settings or in other large environments. Inertial systems, such as the one described by Vlasic and
colleagues [2007], allow capture to occur in outdoor spaces but are
designed to recover only the relative motion of the joints, not the
global root motion.
In this paper, we present a wearable system of outward-looking
cameras that allow the reconstruction of the relative and the global
motion of an actor outside of a laboratory or closed stage. The
cameras can be mounted on casual clothing (Figure 1(a)), are
easily mounted and removed using Velcro attachments, and are
lightweight enough to allow unimpeded movement. Structurefrom-motion (SfM) is used to estimate the pose of the cameras
throughout the capture. The estimated camera movements from a
range-of-motion sequence are used to automatically build a skeleton using co-occurring transformations of the limbs connecting
each joint. The reconstructed cameras and skeleton (Figure 1(b))
are used as an initialization for an overall optimization to compute
the root position, orientation, and joint angles while minimizing the
image matching error. Reference imagery of the capture area is
leveraged to reduce drift. We render the motion of a skinned character by applying the recovered skeletal motion (Figure 1(c)).
By estimating the camera poses, the global and relative motion of
an actor can be captured outdoors under a wide variety of lighting conditions or in extended indoor regions without any additional
equipment. We also avoid some of the missing data problems introduced by occlusions between the markers and cameras in traditional optical motion capture, because, in our system, any visually
distinctive feature in the world can serve as a marker in the traditional systems. A by-product of the capture process is a sparse 3D
structure of the scene. This structure is useful as a guide for defining the ground geometry and as a first sketch of the scene for 3D
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 31, Publication date: July 2011.
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The development of methods and tools for the generation of visually appealing motion sequences using prerecorded motion capture data has become
an important research area in computer animation. In particular, data-driven
approaches have been used for reconstructing high-dimensional motion sequences from low-dimensional control signals. In this article, we contribute
to this strand of research by introducing a novel framework for generating full-body animations controlled by only four 3D accelerometers that
are attached to the extremities of a human actor. Our approach relies on a
knowledge base that consists of a large number of motion clips obtained from
marker-based motion capturing. Based on the sparse accelerometer input a
cross-domain retrieval procedure is applied to build up a lazy neighborhood
graph in an online fashion. This graph structure points to suitable motion
fragments in the knowledge base, which are then used in the reconstruction
step. Supported by a kd-tree index structure, our procedure scales to even
large datasets consisting of millions of frames. Our combined approach allows for reconstructing visually plausible continuous motion streams, even
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing availability and demand of high-quality motion capture (mocap) data has become a driving force for the development
of data-driven methods in computer animation. One major strand
of research deals with the generation of plausible and visually appealing motion sequences by suitably modifying and combining
already existing mocap material. In the synthesis step, task- and
application-specific constraints are to be considered. Such constraints may be specified by textual descriptions [Arikan et al. 2003]
or by low-dimensional control signals as supplied by recent game
consoles Nintendo [2010]. In Chai and Hodgins [2005], a datadriven scenario is described where a sparse set of video-based control signals is used for creating believable character animations. In
their seminal work, Chai and Hodgins present a complete online animation system, where control data obtained by tracking 6–9 retroreflective markers is used to construct a local model of the user’s
motion from a prerecorded set of mocap data. From this model,
high-dimensional naturally looking animation is synthesized that
approximates the controller-specified constraints. One drawback of
this approach is that the usage of retro-reflective markers and calibrated cameras to generate the control input imposes various constraints on the recording environment (e. g., illumination, volume,
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 18, Publication date: May 2011.
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Video-based Characters –
Creating New Human Performances from a Multi-view Video Database
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Figure 1: An animation of an actor created with our method from a multi-view video database. The motion was designed by an animator and
the camera was tracked from the background with a commercial camera tracker. In the composited scene of animation and background, the
synthesized character and her spatio-temporal appearance look close to lifelike.

Abstract

1

We present a method to synthesize plausible video sequences of
humans according to user-defined body motions and viewpoints.
We first capture a small database of multi-view video sequences
of an actor performing various basic motions. This database needs
to be captured only once and serves as the input to our synthesis
algorithm. We then apply a marker-less model-based performance
capture approach to the entire database to obtain pose and geometry
of the actor in each database frame. To create novel video sequences
of the actor from the database, a user animates a 3D human skeleton
with novel motion and viewpoints. Our technique then synthesizes
a realistic video sequence of the actor performing the specified motion based only on the initial database. The first key component
of our approach is a new efficient retrieval strategy to find appropriate spatio-temporally coherent database frames from which to
synthesize target video frames. The second key component is a
warping-based texture synthesis approach that uses the retrieved
most-similar database frames to synthesize spatio-temporally coherent target video frames. For instance, this enables us to easily
create video sequences of actors performing dangerous stunts without them being placed in harm’s way. We show through a variety
of result videos and a user study that we can synthesize realistic
videos of people, even if the target motions and camera views are
different from the database content.

There is still a substantial quality gap between photo-realistic video
sequences and fully animated human characters. In current video
games, animation techniques are highly developed and intricate
motions can be created. However, the realism of the rendered animation sequences still does not match a captured video. In contrast, acquired video sequences for movie productions are realistic
because they are directly captured through high-quality cameras.
However, all required motions and actions need to be performed
by actors, and it is very difficult to make any kind of motion edits
later on – even changing body appearance in videos with the same
motion is already a challenge [Jain et al. 2010]. This means that
actors need to repeat their performance many times until the desired
motion/action is achieved to a sufficient quality. Consequently, generating photo-realistic sequences of human beings is highly desirable for both computer games and movie production. Video-texture
methods first attempted to synthesize new video footage by recombining existing video clips [Schödl et al. 2000]. However, they
do not allow modification of the camera viewpoint and they face
a big challenge in resynthesizing videos showing plausible articulated body motion [Flagg et al. 2009]. To our knowledge, our
proposed method is the first technique that enables the synthesis of
photo-realistic videos of human characters performing user-defined
motions, observed from user-defined viewpoints.

CR Categories: I.4.8 [Computer Graphics]: Scene Analysis—
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Introduction

One of the main difficulties in synthesizing photo-realistic videos of
animated characters lies in the creation of realistic textures. When
people perform different kinds of motions, their appearance continually changes according to their motion. For example, highlights
appear and disappear, folds and wrinkles form and move on clothes,
and skin color varies with motion. As the appearance of human
characters is affected by various physical conditions, simulating realistic texture is a difficult problem [Jimenez et al. 2010].
In our scheme, we develop an image-based method to overcome this
difficulty. We build and search a multi-view multi-motion database
for video frames with appropriate texture to synthesize frames of
a novel target animation. We do not run any kind of simulation
but rather perform retrieval and image-based warping to achieve
realistic textures. Image-warping is guided by a detailed model of
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 32, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Exploring collections of 3D shapes. We present an approach for learning variability within a set of similar shapes, such
as a collection of airplanes, without any labels or correspondences (a). Our analysis automatically extracts a deformation model that
characterizes variability based on the spatial arrangement of components in a template shape. Here, the primary mode of variation involves
the wings moving along the fuselage in a coupled manner (b). We use this deformation model to provide a constrained manipulation interface
for exploring the collection (c). Remarkably, our method avoids establishing correspondences between shapes at any stage of the algorithm.
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As large public repositories of 3D shapes continue to grow, the
amount of shape variability in such collections also increases, both
in terms of the number of different classes of shapes, as well as the
geometric variability of shapes within each class. While this gives
users more choice for shape selection, it can be difficult to explore
large collections and understand the range of variations amongst
the shapes. Exploration is particularly challenging for public shape
repositories, which are often only loosely tagged and contain neither point-based nor part-based correspondences. In this paper, we
present a method for discovering and exploring continuous variability in a collection of 3D shapes without correspondences. Our
method is based on a novel navigation interface that allows users to
explore a collection of related shapes by deforming a base template
shape through a set of intuitive deformation controls. We also help
the user to select the most meaningful deformations using a novel
technique for learning shape variability in terms of deformations of
the template. Our technique assumes that the set of shapes lies near
a low-dimensional manifold in a certain descriptor space, which
allows us to avoid establishing correspondences between shapes,
while being rotation and scaling invariant. We present results on
several shape collections taken directly from public repositories.

A growing number and variety of 3D models are becoming available on the web via online repositories. Popular websites such as
TurboSquid or Google 3D Warehouse contain hundreds of thousands of models from a wide range of object classes, including airplanes, cars, furniture, etc. One key benefit of these repositories is
that they make it possible to incorporate 3D models into a variety of
workflows without having to create 3D geometry from scratch. For
example, authoring a 3D game or animation often requires modeling the environment where the action takes place. Using repository
models to populate these environments significantly reduces the
required modeling effort. In addition, 2D graphic designers sometimes incorporate 3D content into their work so that they can tweak
perspective and lighting while creating the final image, and thus
also benefit from diverse repositories of 3D models.

Keywords: 3D database exploration, shape descriptors, shape
analysis, morphable models, model variability
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Introduction

While the growing availability of 3D models gives users an increasing range of content from which to choose, exploring large repositories can be a challenging task. Most online repositories support
text-based search/filtering and return a list of all the matching models. This interface can help users quickly select a class of objects
(e.g., all the cars), but it does not support easy exploration of the
variations within that class. For example, searching for “car” in
the Google 3D Warehouse returns tens of thousands of models on
thousands of results pages, and it is difficult to get an overall sense
for what types of cars are available or the range of different car
shapes without looking at all the results. Furthermore, text-based
search does not allow users to explore collections of shapes based
on geometric characteristics; for instance, while looking at one car
in the collection, a user may want to see if there are similar models
with skinnier bodies or larger wheels.
Another approach to exploring collections of 3D models is to organize them based on geometric similarities and differences. The
most basic operations in this context are shape comparison and retrieval, which consists of finding models in a collection that are
most similar to a given 3D shape. Along these lines, there is a large
body of existing work on shape descriptors that attempt to capture
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 33, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
Modeling virtual environments is a time consuming and expensive
task that is becoming increasingly popular for both professional and
casual artists. The model density and complexity of the scenes representing these virtual environments is rising rapidly. This trend
suggests that data-mining a 3D scene corpus could be a very powerful tool enabling more efficient scene design. In this paper, we
show how to represent scenes as graphs that encode models and
their semantic relationships. We then define a kernel between these
relationship graphs that compares common virtual substructures in
two graphs and captures the similarity between their corresponding scenes. We apply this framework to several scene modeling
problems, such as finding similar scenes, relevance feedback, and
context-based model search. We show that incorporating structural
relationships allows our method to provide a more relevant set of results when compared against previous approaches to model context
search.
Keywords: 3D model search, scene modeling, graph kernel, structural relationships

1

Introduction

A growing demand for massive virtual environments combined
with increasingly powerful tools for modeling and visualizing
shapes has made a large number of 3D models available. These
models have been aggregated into online databases that other artists
can use to build up scenes composed of many models. Numerous
methods for querying a model database based on properties such as
shape and keywords have been proposed, the majority of which are
focused on searching for isolated objects.
When a scene modeler searches for a new object, an implicit part of
that search is a need to find objects that fit well within their scene.
This task has many parallels to existing approaches for suggestionbased modeling interfaces, which offer model parts as relevant suggestions during object modeling [Funkhouser et al. 2004; Chaudhuri and Koltun 2010]. Understanding which objects best fit into
a scene requires developing a way to compare the relevant parts of
the supporting scene against scenes already in the database. The
focus of this work is on representing scenes in a way that captures
structural relationships between objects, such as coplanar contact
or enclosure, and can enable this type of comparison.
Scene comparison is a challenging problem because scenes contain important structure at many different resolutions. The chal∗ e-mail:
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Figure 1: A set of scenes in the Google 3D Warehouse with “living
room” in their scene name. Many properties of a scene are not
reflected well in the scene name. For example, a user looking for
models to add to an entertainment center would only be pleased
with the three scenes on the bottom. All images in this paper are
used with permission from Google 3D Warehouse.
lenge of comparing highly structured data occurs in a variety of
fields, such as web search [Habegger and Debarbieux 2006], protein function prediction [Borgwardt et al. 2005], and image classification [Lazebnik et al. 2006]. In all of these problems, attempting to
directly compare the finest-level data is rarely successful. Instead,
the data is often transformed into a representation that enables the
comparison of important features. In this work, we will show how
to transform scenes into a relationship graph whose nodes represent
semantically meaningful objects, and whose edges represent different types of relationships between nodes. This graph representation
greatly facilitates comparing scenes and parts of scenes.
One simple approach to scene comparison is to directly compare
the tags artists have provided for a scene or the name attached to
the scene. Unfortunately, while a scene name can provide useful
information about the scene’s category, it cannot easily express the
stylistic variation within these categories. Likewise, it is challenging for the scene tags to encompass all the interesting substructures
within the scene. In Figure 1, we show nine scenes retrieved from
Google 3D Warehouse using a keyword search for “living room”.
Understanding the relationships between these scenes requires a
method to compare different aspects of the scene’s internal structure. These problems all demonstrate the need for a more effective
way to characterize and compare the substructure of scenes.
In this work we will describe how we can take a 3D scene and
extract a set of spatial relationships between objects in the scene.
We show how we can use this set of spatial relationships to define a positive-definite kernel between any two 3D scenes. We use
this kernel to execute several different types of queries for complete
scenes that incorporate the structural relationships between objects.
We show how our scene kernel can also be used to search for models that belong in a particular context and have a specified spatial
relationship to other objects. For example, a user could issue a
search for models that can be hung on a wall in the bedroom they
are modeling.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 34, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: 3D models created with our assembly-based 3D modeling tool.

Abstract

Links:

Assembly-based modeling is a promising approach to broadening
the accessibility of 3D modeling. In assembly-based modeling,
new models are assembled from shape components extracted from
a database. A key challenge in assembly-based modeling is the
identification of relevant components to be presented to the user.
In this paper, we introduce a probabilistic reasoning approach to
this problem. Given a repository of shapes, our approach learns a
probabilistic graphical model that encodes semantic and geometric
relationships among shape components. The probabilistic model is
used to present components that are semantically and stylistically
compatible with the 3D model that is being assembled. Our experiments indicate that the probabilistic model increases the relevance
of presented components.
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Introduction
What remains hard is modeling. The structure inherent in three-dimensional models is difficult for people
to grasp and difficult too for user interfaces to reveal
and manipulate. Only the determined model threedimensional objects, and they rarely invent a shape at
a computer, but only record a shape so that analysis or
manufacturing can proceed. The grand challenges in
three-dimensional graphics are to make simple modeling easy and to make complex modeling accessible to
far more people.
— Robert F. Sproull [1990]

Providing easy-to-use tools for the creation of detailed threedimensional content is a key challenge in computer graphics. With the accessibility of comprehensive game development environments, individual programmers and small teams can
build and deploy realistic computer games and virtual worlds
[Epic Games 2011; Unity Technologies 2011]. Yet the creation of
compelling three-dimensional content to populate such worlds remains out of reach for most developers, who lack 3D modeling expertise.
A promising approach to 3D modeling is assembly-based
modeling, in which new models are assembled from preexisting components.
The set of components can be designed specifically for this purpose or derived from a repository of shapes [Funkhouser et al. 2004; Kraevoy et al. 2007;
Maxis Software 2008; Chaudhuri and Koltun 2010]. The advantage of assembly-based modeling is that users do not need to specACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 35, Publication date: July 2011.
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The computer vision and pattern recognition communities have recently witnessed a surge of feature-based methods in object recognition and image retrieval
applications. These methods allow representing images as collections of “visual words” and treat them using text search approaches following the “bag of
features” paradigm. In this article, we explore analogous approaches in the 3D world applied to the problem of nonrigid shape retrieval in large databases.
Using multiscale diffusion heat kernels as “geometric words,” we construct compact and informative shape descriptors by means of the “bag of features”
approach. We also show that considering pairs of “geometric words” (“geometric expressions”) allows creating spatially sensitive bags of features with better
discriminative power. Finally, adopting metric learning approaches, we show that shapes can be efficiently represented as binary codes. Our approach achieves
state-of-the-art results on the SHREC 2010 large-scale shape retrieval benchmark.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The availability of large public-domain databases of 3D models
such as the Google 3D Warehouse has created the demand for
shape search and retrieval algorithms capable of finding similar
shapes in the same way a search engine responds to text queries.
However, while text search methods are sufficiently developed to
be ubiquitously used, for example, in a Web application, the search
and retrieval of 3D shapes remains a challenging problem. Shape
retrieval based on text metadata (annotations and tags added by
humans) is often not capable of providing the same experience as a
text search engine [Min et al. 2004].
Content-based shape retrieval using the shape itself as a query and
based on the comparison of the geometric and topological properties
of shapes is complicated by the fact that many 3D objects manifest

rich variability, and shape retrieval must often be invariant under
different classes of transformations. A particularly challenging setting, which we address in this article, is the case of nonrigid or
deformable shapes, which includes a wide range of shape transformations such as bending and articulated motion.
An analogous problem in the image domain is image retrieval:
the problem of finding images depicting similar scenes or objects.
Similar to 3D shapes, images may manifest significant variability (Figure 1), and the aim of a successful retrieval approach is
to be insensitive to such changes while maintaining high discriminative power. Significant advances have been made in designing
efficient image retrieval techniques (see an overview in Veltkamp
and Hagedoorn [2001]), but the majority of 2D retrieval methods
do not immediately generalize to 3D shape retrieval [Tangelder and
Veltkamp 2008].
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Eulerian Solid Simulation with Contact
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(a) Sliding

(b) CT

(c) Sharp Impact

(d) Before Crunch

(e) During Crunch

Figure 1: (a) A dragon slides down two frictionless ramps. (b) A teddy bear can be simulated directly from CT data. (c) A bunny is struck
by a quickly rotating block. (d-e) 6 bunnies and 3 dragons get to know each other. No explicit object meshes were used to generate these
examples.

Abstract
Simulating viscoelastic solids undergoing large, nonlinear deformations in close contact is challenging. In addition to inter-object
contact, methods relying on Lagrangian discretizations must handle
degenerate cases by explicitly remeshing or resampling the object.
Eulerian methods, which discretize space itself, provide an interesting alternative due to the fixed nature of the discretization. In this
paper we present a new Eulerian method for viscoelastic materials that features a collision detection and resolution scheme which
does not require explicit surface tracking to achieve accurate collision response. Time-stepping with contact is performed by the
efficient solution of large sparse quadratic programs; this avoids
constraint sticking and other difficulties. Simulation and collision
processing can share the same uniform grid, making the algorithm
easy to parallelize. We demonstrate an implementation of all the
steps of the algorithm on the GPU. The method is effective for simulation of complicated contact scenarios involving multiple highly
deformable objects, and can directly simulate volumetric models
obtained from medical imaging techniques such as CT and MRI.
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Introduction

Computer animation relies on the visual dynamism provided by deformable objects: The impact of a boxer’s fist sends ripples across a
face, a bullet is compressed as it strikes a superhero, and a cartoon
character is squashed flat by an anvil. Most current methods for
physically-based deformation use Lagrangian formulations. However, these challenging examples need to manage large deformations, close contact detection, and robust contact resolution, which
are difficult using Lagrangian methods.
We present an Eulerian method for simulating viscoelastic solids
undergoing large deformation. The method utilizes a spatial grid
as both the simulation and collision data structure and can provide
subgrid collision detection and response. No explicit meshes of the
deformable objects are required and this makes the algorithm ideal
for simulating volumetric data such as that acquired from Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).
Furthermore, the fixed nature of the grid makes this method trivially parallelizable and we demonstrate this with a GPU-based implementation. The simulator has only 5 user defined parameters and
is therefore easy to use. See Fig. 1 for the range of examples that
can be simulated with this technique.

1.1

Related Work

Physically-based simulation of deformable solids was introduced
to computer graphics by Terzopoulos et al. [1987]. Typically these
simulations consist of degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) that move with
the deforming object, explicitly tracking an object’s updated configuration in the spatial domain. This is known as a Lagrangian
description. Methods of this type are best distinguished by their
selected discretization; Finite Element (FE) based simulations tend
to rely on tetrahedral [Irving et al. 2004] or hexahedral meshes
[Müller et al. 2004b] while recently particle and frame based methods have gained popularity due to their mesh-free nature [Desbrun
and Gascuel 1996; Müller et al. 2004a; Solenthaler et al. 2007;
Gilles et al. 2011]. Accurate tetrahedral and hexahedral mesh generation from surface data requires additional algorithms [Labelle
and Shewchuk 2007; Lévy and Liu 2010] and in cases of large deformation, these meshes must be updated over time to avoid numerical instabilities [Bargteil et al. 2007; Wicke et al. 2010]. Particle
methods require an initial distribution of points and transient reACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 36, Publication date: July 2011.

Efficient elasticity for character skinning with contact and collisions
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Figure 1: Our method takes a geometric internal skeleton (left) and a source surface mesh (not pictured) as input. Based on a hexahedral
lattice (center) it then simulates a deformed surface (right) obeying self-collision and volumetric elasticity. The example shown here has
106,567 cells and simulates at 5.5 seconds per frame. c Disney Enterprises, Inc.

Abstract

1

We present a new algorithm for near-interactive simulation of skeleton driven, high resolution elasticity models. Our methodology is
used for soft tissue deformation in character animation. The algorithm is based on a novel discretization of corotational elasticity over a hexahedral lattice. Within this framework we enforce
positive definiteness of the stiffness matrix to allow efficient quasistatics and dynamics. In addition, we present a multigrid method
that converges with very high efficiency. Our design targets performance through parallelism using a fully vectorized and branch-free
SVD algorithm as well as a stable one-point quadrature scheme.
Since body collisions, self collisions and soft-constraints are necessary for real-world examples, we present a simple framework for
enforcing them. The whole approach is demonstrated in an end-toend production-level character skinning system.
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Introduction

Creating appealing characters is essential for feature animation.
One challenging aspect is the production of life-like deformations
for soft tissues comprising both humans and animals. In order to
provide the necessary control and performance for an animator,
such deformations are typically computed using a skinning technique and/or an example based interpolation method. Meanwhile,
physical simulation of flesh-like material is usually avoided or relegated to an offline process due to its high computational cost.
However, simulations create a range of very desirable effects, like
squash-and-stretch and contact deformations. The latter is especially important as it can guarantee pinch-free geometry, which is
important for subsequent simulations like cloth and hair.
Although the benefits of solving the equations of the underlying
physical laws for character deformation are clear, computational
methods are traditionally far too slow to accommodate the rapid
interaction demanded by animators. Many simplified approaches
to physical simulation can satisfy interactivity demands, but any
such approach must provide all of the following functionality to be
useful in production: (1) robustness to large deformation, (2) support for high-resolution geometric detail, (3) fast and accurate collision response (both self and external objects). Ideally, for rigging,
it should also provide path independent deformations determined
completely by a kinematic skeleton. However, this is not possible
since contact deformations in general depend on the path taken to
the colliding state.
Whereas previous works have addressed many of these concerns
individually, e.g., robustness to large deformation in [Irving et al.
2004], high resolution detail [Zhu et al. 2010], and quasistatic simulation [Teran et al. 2005], we present a novel algorithmic framework
for the simulation of hyperelastic soft tissues that targets all aspects
discussed above. Our approach is robust to large deformation (even
inverted configurations) and extremely stable by virtue of careful
treatment of linearization. We present a new multigrid approach
to efficiently support hundreds of thousands of degrees of freedom
(rather than the few thousands typical of existing techniques) in a
production environment. Furthermore, these performance and robustness improvements are guaranteed in the presence of both colliACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 37, Publication date: July 2011.

Toward High-Quality Modal Contact Sound
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Figure 1: A Rube-Goldberg contraption that demonstrates many challenging multibody contact sounds. A noisy block feeder (Left) with
flexible tubes ejects marbles into a double helix of plastic chutes (Middle), which causes a cup to fill up, lifting a lever that drops a bunny into
a runaway shopping cart (Right) producing familiar clattering and clanging sounds due to deformable micro-collisions. Our approach can
accurately resolve modal vibrations and contact sounds using an asynchronous, adaptive, frictional contact solver.

Abstract
Contact sound models based on linear modal analysis are commonly used with rigid body dynamics. Unfortunately, treating vibrating objects as “rigid” during collision and contact processing
fundamentally limits the range of sounds that can be computed, and
contact solvers for rigid body animation can be ill-suited for modal
contact sound synthesis, producing various sound artifacts. In this
paper, we resolve modal vibrations in both collision and frictional
contact processing stages, thereby enabling non-rigid sound phenomena such as micro-collisions, vibrational energy exchange, and
chattering. We propose a frictional multibody contact formulation
and modified Staggered Projections solver which is well-suited to
sound rendering and avoids noise artifacts associated with spatial
and temporal contact-force fluctuations which plague prior methods. To enable practical animation and sound synthesis of numerous bodies with many coupled modes, we propose a novel asynchronous integrator with model-level adaptivity built into the frictional contact solver. Vibrational contact damping is modeled to
approximate contact-dependent sound dissipation. Results are provided that demonstrate high-quality contact resolution with sound.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and
Object Modeling—Physically based modeling; I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of Simulation—Animation; H.5.5 [Information Systems]: Information Interfaces and Presentation—Sound and Music Computing
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Introduction

Sound models based on linear modal vibrations are widely used to
efficiently synthesize plausible contact sounds for so-called rigid
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bodies in computer animation and interactive virtual environments.
Unfortunately, there still remain a number of significant contactrelated deficiencies that limit the realism of modal contact sounds
in practice. To begin with, for speed and simplicity, modal sound
models are usually just excited by using contact force impulses
from rigid body contact solvers. In reality, there is no such thing as
a “rigid” object, and the same small vibrations that produce sound
also play an important role in producing rich contact events: microcollisions, chattering, squeaking, coupled vibrations, contact damping, etc. Ignoring contact-level vibrations is the source of many
sound-related deficiencies, as these small vibrations can be visually
inconsequential but aurally significant. For example, pounding on
a seemingly “rigid” dinner table can shake dishes—and may also
upset your friends (see Figure 2). Frictional contact and deformation coupling is also important for sound; for example, slip-stick
phenomena is responsible for many familiar squeaking and scraping sounds, e.g., fingernails scraping on a chalkboard. Resolving
these vibrational contact effects is challenging due to the need to
resolve deformable collisions and contact at high temporal rates.
Even in seemingly rigid scenarios, such as an object resting on a
plane, current contact solver implementations can generate temporally incoherent contact impulses which lead to sound artifacts,
such as resting objects that strangely humm or buzz when integrated
at near-audio rates. These artifacts are a consequence of the fundamental non-uniqueness of rigid body contact forces (e.g., static
indeterminacy) which can lead to point-like and nonphysical contact force (traction) distributions. Additionally, rigid-body contact
impulses can exhibit nonphysical temporal fluctuations, which lead
to noise-related sound artifacts (especially with iterative contact solution techniques) that must be dissipated artificially.
Moreover, the sound of a resting object should also depend on its
contact state, and how contacts oppose surface vibrations. For example, a coffee mug exhibits distinctive vibrational damping when
placed in different orientations on surfaces (see Figure 4). This contact damping phenomena involves complex vibrational and contact
coupling effects, and is ignored in current sound models or handled
in ad hoc ways, e.g., “increase damping when in contact.”
In this paper, we propose the first approach to address all of these
concerns and enable richer contact sounds (see Figure 3). We adopt
a flexible multibody dynamics formulation, wherein each seemingly rigid object is allowed to deform with linear modal vibrations.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 38, Publication date: July 2011.

A Nonsmooth Newton Solver for Capturing Exact Coulomb
Friction in Fiber Assemblies
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We focus on the challenging problem of simulating thin elastic rods in contact, in the presence of friction. Most previous approaches in computer graphics rely
on a linear complementarity formulation for handling contact in a stable way, and approximate Coulombs’s friction law for making the problem tractable. In
contrast, following the seminal work by Alart and Curnier in contact mechanics, we simultaneously model contact and exact Coulomb friction as a zero finding
problem of a nonsmooth function. A semi-implicit time-stepping scheme is then employed to discretize the dynamics of rods constrained by frictional contact:
this leads to a set of linear equations subject to an equality constraint involving a nondifferentiable function. To solve this one-step problem we introduce a
simple and practical nonsmooth Newton algorithm which proves to be reasonably efficient and robust for systems that are not overconstrained. We show that
our method is able to finely capture the subtle effects that occur when thin elastic rods with various geometries enter into contact, such as stick-slip instabilities
in free configurations, entangling curls, resting contacts in braid-like structures, or the formation of tight knots under large constraints. Our method can be
viewed as a first step towards the accurate modeling of dynamic fibrous materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation

Objects composed of thin deformable rods in contact are widely
spread in the real world: hair, wool, entangled ropes or wires, knots
in suture strands, etc., all fall into this category. Simulating such systems is particularly challenging, for three main reasons: first, finding
a robust model for an individual strand that properly captures the important modes of deformation—bending and twisting—is known to
be a difficult problem, mainly due to the stiff, high-order equations
that characterize such a system. Second, resolving the multiple impacts and resting contacts occurring within a single entangled rope
or an assembly of fibers is complex, and made even more difficult
by the slender geometry of individual fibers. This calls for the use
of extremely robust methods both for collision detection and response. Third, capturing the typical stick-slip effects, or tangles and
knots that often occur in fibrous materials (see Figure 1), requires a
realistic, nonsmooth model for friction.
Recently, a number of successful models for the dynamics of
thin elastic rods (also referred to as “strands”) were proposed in the
computer graphics (CG) community [Bertails et al. 2006; Hadap
2006; Spillmann and Teschner 2007; Theetten et al. 2008; Bergou

et al. 2008; Selle et al. 2008]. In this article, we focus on the specific
problem of the contact and friction response applied to thin elastic
rods. This topic was hardly addressed in the past, because of the
complexity of such a problem and the inability of classical methods
to bring satisfying solutions. We propose here a first step towards
the realistic modeling of dynamic rods subject to frictional contact.

1.2 Related Work
We briefly review existing models for thin elastic rods before presenting the main approaches for simulating contact and friction in
the general case of interacting (rigid or deformable) bodies. Finally,
we summarize the different techniques that have been employed for
simulating contact and friction in the case of thin elastic rods.
1.2.1 Modeling Thin Elastic Rods. Models for thin elastic rods
can be categorized into two distinct families: maximal-coordinates
and reduced-coordinates models.
Maximal-coordinates models generally parameterize the centerline of the rod explicitly as a sequence of 3D space points,
and formulate extra constraints to enforce the kinematics of the
rod [Rosenblum et al. 1991; Lenoir et al. 2004; Choe et al. 2005;
Spillmann and Teschner 2007; Bergou et al. 2008; Selle et al. 2008].
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Large-Scale Dynamic Simulation of Highly Constrained Strands
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(a) Compound pulley

(b) Robotic arm

(c) Chain gears

(d) Line shaft

Figure 1: Various examples that demonstrate the scalability and robustness of our approach. (a) Compound pulley: our framework allows us
to simulate a compound pulley system composed of up to 1024 pulleys connected by a single strand. (b) Robot arm: the cable for controlling
the proximal arm is routed through a small aperture so that the arm can be controlled even when the robot body is rotated. (c) A cabled
system with two 2:1 chain gear drives. (d) Large-scale simulation–subcomponents connected by an overhead line shaft.

Abstract

1

A significant challenge in applications of computer animation is the
simulation of ropes, cables, and other highly constrained strandlike physical curves. Such scenarios occur frequently, for instance,
when a strand wraps around rigid bodies or passes through narrow
sheaths. Purely Lagrangian methods designed for less constrained
applications such as hair simulation suffer from difficulties in these
important cases. To overcome this, we introduce a new framework
that combines Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches. The two key
contributions are the reduced node, whose degrees of freedom precisely match the constraint, and the Eulerian node, which allows
constraint handling that is independent of the initial discretization
of the strand. The resulting system generates robust, efficient, and
accurate simulations of massively constrained systems of rigid bodies and strands.

Many applications of computer graphics require the simulation of
ropes, chains, belts, cables, tendons, hair, and other thin, curvelike physical objects. Using the terminology of Pai [2002] these
objects are called strands to indicate that these are not just space
curves but also have mass, elasticity, and other physical properties
that influence their dynamics. During the last decade many efficient
methods have been proposed for spatial discretization of strands
for efficient dynamic simulation. See §1.2 for a brief review. These
methods perform well when the strands are relatively unconstrained
(e.g., hair strands fixed at one end and free at the other).
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Introduction

However, many important applications in engineering and biomechanics require strands to be highly constrained. Indeed, a major
reason for using strand-like structures in engineering is that they are
strong enough to transmit force axially, but can be wrapped around
pulley-like structures or passed through holes (e.g., grommets) to
constrain their movement. Robust, large-scale simulation of highly
constrained strands, such as the 1024 pulleys in series (Figs. 1a, 8)
or the line shaft scene (Fig. 1d), is difficult using previous methods.
If the strand does not have enough degrees of freedom (DoF), interactions between the discretization of the strand and constraints
on the strand’s path can result in unexpected locking and other unintuitive behaviors. With our approach for handling constraints,
the coupled dynamics of a wire inside a sheath can also be implemented, as shown in Fig. 3.
To understand these difficulties, consider a simple example shown
in Fig. 2a[I]. A string passes through a long frictionless tube in a
rigid body, like a bead on a necklace. The string is fixed to the
world at its ends, and the rigid body is free to slide along the string.
Notice that the string has to bend sharply as it exits the tube, if
the bending stiffness of the string is low relative to the mass of the
body (a common occurrence). To simulate the string as a strand, we
discretize its geometry using a finite number of nodes (or control
points) whose positions determine the shape of the strand. Note
that this does not mean that mass is lumped at the nodes (though
some methods do resort to this): mass and energy can be integrated
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 39, Publication date: July 2011.

HDR-VDP-2: A calibrated visual metric for visibility and quality predictions
in all luminance conditions
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Figure 1: Predicted visibility differences between the test and the reference images. The test image contains interleaved vertical stripes of
blur and white noise. The images are tone-mapped versions of an HDR input. The two color-coded maps on the right represent a probability
that an average observer will notice a difference between the image pair. Both maps represent the same values, but use different color maps,
optimized either for screen viewing or for gray-scale/color printing. The probability of detection drops with lower luminance (luminance
sensitivity) and higher texture activity (contrast masking). Image courtesy of HDR-VFX, LLC 2008.

Abstract

1

Visual metrics can play an important role in the evaluation of novel
lighting, rendering, and imaging algorithms. Unfortunately, current
metrics only work well for narrow intensity ranges, and do not correlate well with experimental data outside these ranges. To address
these issues, we propose a visual metric for predicting visibility
(discrimination) and quality (mean-opinion-score). The metric is
based on a new visual model for all luminance conditions, which
has been derived from new contrast sensitivity measurements. The
model is calibrated and validated against several contrast discrimination data sets, and image quality databases (LIVE and TID2008).
The visibility metric is shown to provide much improved predictions as compared to the original HDR-VDP and VDP metrics, especially for low luminance conditions. The image quality predictions are comparable to or better than for the MS-SSIM, which is
considered one of the most successful quality metrics. The code of
the proposed metric is available on-line.
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Introduction

Validating results in computer graphics and imaging is a challenging task. It is difficult to prove with all scientific rigor that the
results produced by a new algorithm (usually images) are statistically significantly better than the results of another state-of-the-art
method. A human observer can easily choose which one of the two
images looks better; yet running an extensive user study for numerous possible images and algorithm parameter variations is often impractical. Therefore, there is a need for computational metrics that
could predict a visually significant difference between a test image
and its reference, and thus replace tedious user studies.
Visual metrics are often integrated with imaging algorithms to
achieve the best compromise between efficiency and perceptual quality. A classical example is image or video compression, but the metrics have been also used in graphics
to control global illumination solutions [Myszkowski et al. 1999;
Ramasubramanian et al. 1999], or find the optimal tone-mapping
curve [Mantiuk et al. 2008]. In fact any algorithm that minimizes
root-mean-square-error between a pair of images, could instead use
a visual metric to be driven towards visually important goals rather
than to minimize a mathematical difference.
The main focus of this work is a calibrated visual model for scenes
of arbitrary luminance range. Handling a wide range of luminance
is essential for the new high dynamic range display technologies or
physical rendering techniques, where the range of luminance can
vary greatly. The majority of the existing visual models are intended for very limited luminance ranges, usually restricted to the
range available on a CRT display or print [Daly 1993; Lubin 1995;
Rohaly et al. 1997; Watson and Ahumada Jr 2005]. Several visual
models have been proposed for images with arbitrary dynamic
range [Pattanaik et al. 1998; Mantiuk et al. 2005]. However, these
so far have not been rigorously tested and calibrated against experimental data. The visual model derived in this work is the
result of testing several alternative model components against a
set of psychophysical measurements, choosing the best components, and then fitting the model parameters to that data. We
will refer to the newly proposed metric as the HDR-VDP-2 as
it shares the origins and the HDR capability with the original HDR-VDP [Mantiuk et al. 2005]. However, the new metric
and its components constitute a complete overhaul rather than
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 40, Publication date: July 2011.

A Versatile HDR Video Production System
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Figure 1: HDR image acquired with our proposed system. On the left we show the final image acquired with our camera and merged with
the proposed algorithm. The inset photos show the individual LDR images from the high, medium, and low-exposure sensors, respectively.

Abstract
Although High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging has been the subject of significant research over the past fifteen years, the goal of
acquiring cinema-quality HDR images of fast-moving scenes using available components has not yet been achieved. In this work,
we present an optical architecture for HDR imaging that allows simultaneous capture of high, medium, and low-exposure images on
three sensors at high fidelity with efficient use of the available light.
We also present an HDR merging algorithm to complement this architecture, which avoids undesired artifacts when there is a large exposure difference between the images. We implemented a prototype
high-definition HDR-video system and we present still frames from
the acquired HDR video, tonemapped with various techniques.
CR Categories: I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Digitization and Image capture—Radiometry

Our proposed system is simple, uses only off-the-shelf technology,
and is flexible in terms of the sensors that are used. Specifically, our
HDR optical architecture: (1) captures optically-aligned, multipleexposure images simultaneously that do not need image manipulation to account for motion, (2) extends the dynamic range of available image sensors (by over 7 photographic stops in our current
prototype), (3) is inexpensive to implement, (4) utilizes a single,
standard camera lens, and (5) efficiently uses the light from the lens.
To complement our system, we also propose a novel HDR imagemerging algorithm that: (1) combines images separated by more
than 3 stops in exposure, (2) spatially blends pre-demosaiced pixel
data to reduce unwanted artifacts, (3) produces HDR images that
are radiometrically correct, and (4) uses the highest-fidelity (lowest
quantized-noise) pixel data available. We demonstrate a working
prototype and present images and video acquired with this system.

Keywords: HDR video, merging HDR images
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Introduction

The extension of the dynamic range of digital images has been the
subject of significant research in both academia and industry. Despite all this previous work, however, there are currently no readilyimplemented solutions for capturing high-quality HDR video of
fast-moving scenes. In this paper, we describe an end-to-end system for capturing HDR video with high pixel fidelity, using a lightefficient optical architecture that fits into a single hand-held unit.
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2 Previous Work
2.1 HDR Acquisition systems
The process of capturing HDR images has been the focus of work
by dozens of researchers and hundreds of artists and photographers.
As a result, there are many published papers and patents describing methods and systems for capturing HDR images. Because of
space limits, we focus only on the principal technologies currently
available for HDR video and refer interested readers to texts on the
subject (e.g., [Myszkowski et al. 2008]) for more information.
The simplest approach for HDR imaging involves taking a series of
images with different exposure times (e.g., [Mann and Picard 1995;
Debevec and Malik 1997]). Although this method works well for
static scenes, it is not well-suited for video because of the different moments in time and exposure lengths for each photograph,
which result in varying amounts of motion blur and other timerelated effects. Nevertheless, researchers have extended this approach to video, by capturing frames with alternating bright and
dark exposures [Ginosar et al. 1992; Kang et al. 2003] or using a
rolling shutter with varying exposures [Unger and Gustavson 2007;
Krymski 2008]. These approaches require image manipulation to
register the images, which also introduces artifacts.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 41, Publication date: July 2011.

Perceptually Based Tone Mapping for Low-Light Conditions
Adam G. Kirk

James F. O’Brien
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Figure 1: Left: A high dynamic range (HDR) image showing UC Berkeley’s South Hall captured at night shown without perceptual tone
mapping. Center: Perceptual tone mapping for low-light conditions. Right: Perceptual tone mapping for low-light conditions with scene
intensities scaled to one-eighth that of the center image.

Abstract

1

In this paper we present a perceptually based algorithm for modeling the color shift that occurs for human viewers in low-light
scenes. Known as the Purkinje effect, this color shift occurs as
the eye transitions from photopic, cone-mediated vision in well-lit
scenes to scotopic, rod-mediated vision in dark scenes. At intermediate light levels vision is mesopic with both the rods and cones
active. Although the rods have a spectral response distinct from
the cones, they still share the same neural pathways. As light levels decrease and the rods become increasingly active they cause a
perceived shift in color. We model this process so that we can compute perceived colors for mesopic and scotopic scenes from spectral
image data. We also describe how the effect can be approximated
from standard high dynamic range RGB images. Once we have
determined rod and cone responses, we map them to RGB values
that can be displayed on a standard monitor to elicit the intended
color perception when viewed photopically. Our method focuses
on computing the color shift associated with low-light conditions
and leverages current HDR techniques to control the image’s dynamic range. We include results generated from both spectral and
RGB input images.

Reproducing the perception of low-light scenes presents challenges
due to changes in how the human visual system responds at different light levels. In well-lit scenes, the eye behaves photopically
with light perception mediated by the short, medium, and long cone
cells. The three types of cone cells have distinct spectral response
functions and they allow perception of a three-dimensional color
space. In near-dark scenes, the eye functions scotopically, with only
the rod cells active. The rod cells have a spectral response function
that is distinct from the cones, and when only the rods are active
color discrimination is dominated by a single perceptual axis, leading to primarily monochromatic vision. In between the photopic
and scotopic regimens are low-light scenes, such as the one shown
in Figure 1, where the eye functions mesopically. In mesopic vision all four types of receptors are active and contribute to color
perception.

Keywords: High dynamic range imaging, tone mapping, human
perception, scotopic mesopic photopic vision, Purkinje effect, dayfor-night processing.
CR Categories: I.4.3 [Image Processing]: Enhancement—Tone
Mapping; I.4.8 [Image Processing]: Scene Analysis—Color.
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Illumination Decomposition for Material Recoloring
with Consistent Interreflections
Robert Carroll
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(b) Modified Reflectance Only
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(c) Our Result: Modified Reflectance and Shading

Figure 1: We seek to recolor the input image (a). However, changing the color (reflectance) of the shirt alone, without modifying the
illumination, does not account for the correct diffuse reflection on the girl’s arm or interreflections in the fine texture of the shirt (b). Indeed,
the image in (b) still has bluish reflections on the arm and a purple color shift on the shirt. Our user-assisted decomposition (Figure 2) lets
us modify indirect illumination to match the modified shirt color (c), leading to a much more consistent and natural looking recoloring.

Abstract
Changing the color of an object is a basic image editing operation,
but a high quality result must also preserve natural shading. A common approach is to first compute reflectance and illumination intrinsic images. Reflectances can then be edited independently, and
recomposed with the illumination. However, manipulating only
the reflectance color does not account for diffuse interreflections,
and can result in inconsistent shading in the edited image. We propose an approach for further decomposing illumination into direct
lighting, and indirect diffuse illumination from each material. This
decomposition allows us to change indirect illumination from an
individual material independently, so it matches the modified reflectance color. To address the underconstrained problem of decomposing illumination into multiple components, we take advantage of its smooth nature, as well as user-provided constraints. We
demonstrate our approach on a number of examples, where we consistently edit material colors and the associated interreflections.
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Introduction

Adjusting the color of an object is a common photo editing task.
Yet, the color we see at each pixel is the result of complex interactions between the lighting and the reflectance of materials in the
scene. A promising approach for recoloring objects is to first estimate intrinsic images [Barrow and Tenenbaum 1978] that separate
each image pixel into a component due to illumination or shad-
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Illumination/Reflectance

Direct

Indirect: Shirt

Indirect: Strap

Indirect: Arm

Modified Illumination
and Reflectance

Figure 2: Our technique takes an illumination/reflectance intrinsic
image pair and further factors the illumination into contributions
due to direct lighting and indirect lighting from various material
colors. The user can add strokes to the decomposition to locally
remove the contribution of individual sources. In this example, the
user added a long stroke across the arm to prevent attributing indirect illumination to the strap. With the decomposition we can
individually modify the indirect illumination components to match
the modified reflectance colors.
ing and a component due to reflectance. Users can then modify
the reflected color of an object independently from the shading and
recombine the two to produce the recolored image [Weiss 2001;
Bousseau et al. 2009].
However, editing the reflectance image alone does not properly account for diffuse interreflections. Such interreflections are subtle,
but visually important features of natural photographs. Photographs
appear visually incorrect when the colors of the diffuse interreflections are inconsistent with the colors of the materials. In Figure 1b
for example, we altered the color of the shirt from blue to pink, but
the reflection on the arm remains blue. In addition, the shirt appears
purple rather than pink because the blue interreflections caused by
the fine texture of the shirt are unchanged.
In this paper we propose a user-assisted method for further separating the illumination image into direct and multiple indirect components (Figure 2). With this decomposition users can recolor materials, and our system updates the colors of the diffuse interreflections
accordingly. Figure 1c shows that our approach is able to recolor
the interreflections to match the modified color, leading to a more
consistent and natural looking image. It would be very difficult to
properly modify these interreflections using traditional image editing tools.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 43, Publication date: July 2011.

Building Volumetric Appearance Models of Fabric using Micro CT Imaging
Shuang Zhao
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Figure 1: We build volumetric appearance models of complex materials like velvet using CT imaging: (left) CT data gives scalar density
over a small volume; (center) we extract fiber orientation (shown in false color) and tile larger surfaces; and (right) we match appearance
parameters to photographs to create a complete appearance model. Both fine detail and the characteristic highlights of velvet are reproduced.

Abstract

1

The appearance of complex, thick materials like textiles is determined by their 3D structure, and they are incompletely described by
surface reflection models alone. While volume scattering can produce highly realistic images of such materials, creating the required
volume density models is difficult. Procedural approaches require significant programmer effort and intuition to design specialpurpose algorithms for each material. Further, the resulting models
lack the visual complexity of real materials with their naturallyarising irregularities.

The appearance of materials like cloth is determined by 3D structure. Volume rendering has been explored for decades as an approach for rendering such materials, for which the usual surfacebased models are inappropriate [Kajiya and Kay 1989; Perlin and
Hoffert 1989; Xu et al. 2001]. Recent developments [Jakob et al.
2010] have brought enough generality to volume scattering that we
can begin to render fully physically-based volumetric appearance
models for cloth, fur, and other thick, non-surface-like materials.
However, a fundamental problem remains: creating these volumetric models themselves. For surfaces, texture maps derived from
photographs are simple and effective, but volumes are not so easy.
Previous work has primarily relied on procedural methods for modeling volume density, but this has limited generality: significant
creative effort is needed to design special algorithms for each new
material. Further, these models often miss the subtle irregularities
that appear in real materials.

This paper proposes a new approach to acquiring volume models,
based on density data from X-ray computed tomography (CT) scans
and appearance data from photographs under uncontrolled illumination. To model a material, a CT scan is made, resulting in a scalar
density volume. This 3D data is processed to extract orientation
information and remove noise. The resulting density and orientation fields are used in an appearance matching procedure to define
scattering properties in the volume that, when rendered, produce
images with texture statistics that match the photographs. As our
results show, this approach can easily produce volume appearance
models with extreme detail, and at larger scales the distinctive textures and highlights of a range of very different fabrics like satin and
velvet emerge automatically—all based simply on having accurate
mesoscale geometry.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics—Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism
Keywords: appearance modeling, volume rendering, cloth
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Introduction

This paper explores an entirely different approach to building volume appearance models, focusing particularly on cloth. Since
cloth’s detailed geometric structure is so difficult to model well, we
use volume imaging to measure structure directly, then fill in optical properties using a reference photograph. We do this by solving
an inverse problem that statistically matches the texture between
photographs and physically based renderings (which include global
illumination and multiple scattering). We focus on textiles because
they exhibit a wide range of appearance, but share a common basic
structure of long, shiny fibers. Textile rendering is important for
many applications, but is challenging because cloth is structured,
causing complicated textures and reflectance functions, yet irregular, causing difficult-to-model randomness. The thick, fuzzy nature
of cloth makes volume models a good fit, if only there were a general solution for constructing them.
Many volume imaging technologies have been developed, including computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance, ultrasound,
and others, but unlike photographs, the resulting data does not directly relate to the optical appearance of the material; only to its
structure. As a result, volume renderings of these images are useful
for illustrating hidden internal geometry, but not directly for rendering realistic images. For instance, a micro CT scan of woven
cotton cloth gives a detailed view of the interlaced yarns and their
component fibers, showing exactly how the fibers are oriented and
how the yarns are positioned, but no information about how they inACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 44, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: We capture spatially-varying, isotropic reflectance in about half a minute of casual scanning using three simple tools shown on the far left. Rendered
results from four captured examples are shown on the right.

Abstract
We present a simple, fast solution for reflectance acquisition using
tools that fit into a pocket. Our method captures video of a flat target
surface from a fixed video camera lit by a hand-held, moving, linear
light source. After processing, we obtain an SVBRDF.
We introduce a BRDF chart, analogous to a color “checker” chart,
which arranges a set of known-BRDF reference tiles over a small
card. A sequence of light responses from the chart tiles as well as
from points on the target is captured and matched to reconstruct the
target’s appearance.
We develop a new algorithm for BRDF reconstruction which works
directly on these LDR responses, without knowing the light or camera position, or acquiring HDR lighting. It compensates for spatial
variation caused by the local (finite distance) camera and light position by warping responses over time to align them to a specular
reference. After alignment, we find an optimal linear combination
of the Lambertian and purely specular reference responses to match
each target point’s response. The same weights are then applied to
the corresponding (known) reference BRDFs to reconstruct the target point’s BRDF. We extend the basic algorithm to also recover
varying surface normals by adding two spherical caps for diffuse
and specular references to the BRDF chart.
We demonstrate convincing results obtained after less than 30 seconds of data capture, using commercial mobile phone cameras in a
casual environment.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture;
Keywords: BRDF chart, dynamic time warping (DTW), local
linear embedding, reflectance sequence/response, spatially varying
BRDF (SVBRDF)
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Introduction

Even neglecting wavelength dependence, an object’s spatiallyvarying reflectance is a complex, 6D function: its SVBRDF. Realis-

tic reflectance is critical for convincing CG rendering. Capturing it
from real world targets remains a challenging problem that requires
expensive hardware and slow scanning and processing.
Our goal is to make reflectance acquisition easy for almost anyone. More ubiquitous reflectometry engenders applications that
customize virtual environments, with materials captured from each
user’s own home, workplace, or places he might visit. Examples
include user design of personalized car body finishes and decals
in a racing game, or scanning of fabric and upholstery samples by
individual clothing and furniture makers for e-commerce preview.
Essentially, we seek a more accessible SVBRDF design type, which
can be chosen and tuned with little more difficulty than textured region fills in a 2D drawing program.
Our method takes a video of the target, along with a reference
BRDF chart, under a moving light. We use a linear light source
[Gardner et al. 2003] to adequately sample highlights on most targets via a simple 1D movement from periphery to overhead. This
measurement yields a 1D (per rgb channel) reflectance response
over time for each chart tile, called a representative, and for each
target point. At each target point, we match over a neighborhood or
set of similar representative responses using a distance metric that
performs temporal warping to compensate for the variation of view
and light directions over an extended target. We then compute an
overall diffuse and specular coefficient as well as an optimal blending of specular components over this neighborhood. Our BRDF
chart is deisgned for generality by condensing a large measured
database but could also be specialized to smaller domains such as
textiles, fabrics, building materials, etc.
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Microgeometry Capture using an Elastomeric Sensor
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Figure 1: Our microgeometry capture system consists of an elastomeric sensor and a high-magnification camera (a). The retrographic sensor
replaces the BRDF of the subject with its own (b), allowing microscopic geometry (in this case, human skin) to be accurately captured (c).
The same principles can be applied to a portable system (d) that can measure surface detail rapidly and easily; again human skin (e).

Abstract

1

We describe a system for capturing microscopic surface geometry.
The system extends the retrographic sensor [Johnson and Adelson
2009] to the microscopic domain, demonstrating spatial resolution
as small as 2 microns. In contrast to existing microgeometry capture techniques, the system is not affected by the optical characteristics of the surface being measured—it captures the same geometry whether the object is matte, glossy, or transparent. In addition,
the hardware design allows for a variety of form factors, including a
hand-held device that can be used to capture high-resolution surface
geometry in the field. We achieve these results with a combination
of improved sensor materials, illumination design, and reconstruction algorithm, as compared to the original sensor of Johnson and
Adelson [2009].

This paper presents a new system for capturing microscopic surface geometry of a wide range of materials, including translucent
materials such as human skin. Our system adopts the retrographic
sensor approach of Johnson and Adelson [2009] and extends it to
allow fast, accurate capture of surface detail with spatial resolution
as fine as 2 microns.

CR Categories:
I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Digitization and Image Capture—Geometry; I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—
Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems; I.3.7 [Computer
Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Color,
shading, shadowing, and texture

Systems based on passive or active scanning, however, are often
confounded by the optical properties of surfaces at the microscopic
scale. Most scanning systems based on active light, for example,
assume an opaque, diffuse subject material. While this assumption
often holds at the macro scale, it generally does not hold at the micro scale. For example, paper appears matte at the macro scale,
but when viewed at a micro scale the individual cellulose fibers are
transparent and specular. Diffuse paint can sometimes be applied
to the subject to alleviate these issues, but paint has many disadvantages. It is inconvenient or impossible to paint many surfaces,
and it is difficult to attain a coating that preserves the detail of a
microstructured surface.
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Introduction

Current systems for capturing fine scale surface detail based on
active light scanning [Levoy et al. 2000; Alexander et al. 2009]
or photometric stereo [Woodham 1980; Tagare and de Figueiredo
1991; Hernández et al. 2007] can capture detail at sub-millimeter
resolution. Systems based on shape-from-focus [Nayar and Nakagawa 1994] can resolve microscopic surface detail under certain
conditions.

To circumvent these difficulties, commercial instruments for estimating depth at the micron scale or below use sophisticated techniques such as white light interferometry or scanning focal microscopy. These laboratory-based devices tend to be large, slow,
and expensive ($100,000 or more).
The retrographic sensor proposed by Johnson and Adelson is immune to the problems posed by transparent or specular surfaces,
because the sensor skin imposes a known BRDF. However, limitations in the sensor material, lighting design, and reconstruction
algorithm prevented the original retrographic sensor from achieving the fidelity possible with our system. This paper introduces a
new sensor material, an accompanying new lighting design, and a
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 46, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
We introduce an interactive method to assess cataracts in the human eye by crafting an optical solution that measures the perceptual impact of forward scattering on the foveal region. Current solutions rely on highly-trained clinicians to check the back scattering
in the crystallin lens and test their predictions on visual acuity tests.
Close-range parallax barriers create collimated beams of light to
scan through sub-apertures, scattering light as it strikes a cataract.
User feedback generates maps for opacity, attenuation, contrast and
sub-aperture point-spread functions. The goal is to allow a general audience to operate a portable high-contrast light-field display
to gain a meaningful understanding of their own visual conditions.
User evaluations and validation with modified camera optics are
performed. Compiled data is used to reconstruct the individual’s
cataract-affected view, offering a novel approach for capturing information for screening, diagnostic, and clinical analysis.
Keywords: cataracts; light-fields; computer-human interaction.
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Introduction

Cataracts are the leading cause of avoidable blindness worldwide.
A cataract-affected eye scatters and refracts light before it reaches
the retina. This is caused by a fogging or clouding of the crystallin. We measure this scattering by allowing one to compare a
good light path with a path attenuated by the cataract. Our interactive and compact solution (called CATRA: http://eyecatra.com)
goes beyond traditional cataract evaluation procedures by taking
advantage of forward scattering to compute quantitative maps for
opacity, attenuation, contrast, and point-spread function (PSF) of
cataracts. The dissemination of devices with the ability to estimate intrinsic parameters of the eye may drive the development of
future user-sensible technology for displays, rendering techniques,
and improve our understanding of the human visual experience.
Cataracts are generally detected subjectively by locating a white
reflex during a slit lamp examination. Research tools range from
high-end Shack-Hartmann [Donnelly et al. 2004] and femtosecond optical coherence tomography systems [Palanker et al. 2010],
to retro-illuminated image processing techniques [Camparini et al.
2000]. CATRA uses modified parallax barriers to create collimated
beams of light to scan the crystallin lens (Figure 1). Placed close to
the viewers’ eye, the device ensures the beams are projected onto
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Figure 1: Can we create a device that makes people aware of
their early cataract condition? Using a light-field display, our
method projects time-dependent patterns onto the fovea. Subject
matches these alternating patterns that have passed through scattering (green) and clear (red) regions of the lens. An interactive
software measures the attenuation and point-spread function across
sub-apertures of the eye. Cataracts size, position, density, and scattering profile are then estimated.
the fovea. Our patient-centric interactive approach, coupled with
a simple optical setup, creates four comprehensive measurement
maps. To verify their accuracy and precision, we cross-reference
our results utilizing user studies and modified camera optics with
partially masked diffusers. We go a step further reconstructing the
individual experience of a cataract-affected view, previously unexplored by the graphics and vision communities.

1.1

Contributions

We propose a novel optical design combined with interactive techniques to scan and measure the forward scattering of a cataractaffected lens without moving the users’ visual point of reference
by creating steady images in the center of the fovea. The main
contributions of our paper include:
• A co-design of optics and user interaction that creates an effective solution to measure optical scattering inside the human eye. Mechanically moving parts are exchanged for moving patterns, on-screen, and forego the need to use external
sensors. Off-the-shelf display and simple optical components
make the device safe, cheap, and compact;
• Four interactive measurement techniques used to assess the
size, position, attenuation, contrast, and point-spread function
of scattering spots in imaging systems. These maps quantify and predict the scattering behavior inside the eye, and an
image-based technique simulates the individual’s eyesight.
The interactive technique efficiently reduces the search space for
the PSF of a subject’s eye. The captured data is more detailed than
currently used techniques and no quantitative gold standard is established for in-vivo accuracy comparison. To our knowledge, this
is the first method to interactively measure a sub-aperture PSF map
of an eye, the first to measure sub-aperture contrast sensitivities,
and the first to explore an individual cataract-affected view.
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Blue-Noise Point Sampling using Kernel Density Model
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Figure 1: Our result on uniform stochastic point distribution with isotropic spectrum and spatially-varying point density (13,000 points).

Abstract

1 Introduction

Stochastic point distributions with blue-noise spectrum are used
extensively in computer graphics for various applications such as
avoiding aliasing artifacts in ray tracing, halftoning, stippling, etc.
In this paper we present a new approach for generating point sets
with high-quality blue noise properties that formulates the problem using a statistical mechanics interacting particle model. Points
distributions are generated by sampling this model. This new formulation of the problem unifies randomness with the requirement
for equidistant point spacing, responsible for the enhanced blue
noise spectral properties. We derive a highly efficient multi-scale
sampling scheme for drawing random point distributions from this
model. The new scheme avoids the critical slowing down phenomena that plagues this type of models. This derivation is accompanied by a model-specific analysis.

Stochastic point arrangements, or point distributions, are used
in various computer graphics applications. Originally these distributions were used to overcome the visually disturbing aliasing artifacts, such as Moiré patterns, that arise in regular sampling when the grid spacing fails to meet the signal’s Nyquist
rate. Dippé et al. [1985] and Cook [1986] analyze the spectral
properties of different stochastic point sampling procedures and
demonstrate their ability to produce perceptually superior images
in which the spurious aliasing patterns of regular sampling are converted into featureless noise. Among these stochastic point distributions, the Poisson disk distribution (a.k.a. minimal-distance
Poisson) stands out for the blue noise characteristics its spectrum possess. Such distributions accurately capture the visually important lower-end frequency content of a signal and scatter the higher frequencies into broadband random noise. Interestingly, Yellott [1983] found that the arrangement of photoreceptors in the extra-foveal part of the human retina possesses blue
noise characteristics. Since then, stochastic blue-noise point distributions were used for various other applications such as populating plants in virtual ecosystems [Deussen et al. 1998], and basis functions in procedural textures [Cohen et al. 2003], halftoning and stippling [Deussen et al. 2000; Secord 2002], illumination quadrature [Kollig and Keller 2003], and geometry processing [Surazhsky et al. 2003]. Recently, the generation of stochastic point distributions was extended to arbitrary manifold surfaces [Bowers et al. 2010], multiple classes of samples [Wei 2010]
and anisotropic samples [Li et al. 2010].

Altogether, our approach generates high-quality point distributions,
supports spatially-varying spatial point density, and runs in time
that is linear in the number of points generated.
Keywords: Poisson disk distribution, stochastic sampling, importance sampling, blue noise, image synthesis, and anti-aliasing.
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The use of the quantization optimization method by Lloyd [1982],
first proposed by McCool et al. [1992], became a popular mean of
enhancing the blue noise properties of a given distribution. Lloyd’s
method is a deterministic iterative procedure that spreads the points
more evenly in space. It is commonly used as a post-processing
step. Being an optimization procedure, Lloyd’s method is known to
converge to compact piecewise hexagonal patterns and reintroduces
periodicity to the sampling pattern. Therefore, only a small number
of iterations is used in practice. However, as pointed out by Balzer
et al. [2009], there is no known satisfactory termination criterion
for Lloyd’s method—a problem that is most acute when patterns of
spatially-varying density are sought for. In their work, Balzer et al.
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Figure 1: A Poisson-disk sampling of a non-convex domain (left). The gray-shaded disks show the sampling is maximal (right).

Abstract
We solve the problem of generating a uniform Poisson-disk sampling that is both maximal and unbiased over bounded non-convex
domains. To our knowledge this is the first provably correct algorithm with time and space dependent only on the number of points
produced. Our method has two phases, both based on classical dartthrowing. The first phase uses a background grid of square cells
to rapidly create an unbiased, near-maximal covering of the domain. The second phase completes the maximal covering by calculating the connected components of the remaining uncovered voids,
and by using their geometry to efficiently place unbiased samples
that cover them. The second phase converges quickly, overcoming a common difficulty in dart-throwing methods. The deterministic memory is O(n) and the expected running time is O(n log n),
where n is the output size, the number of points in the final sample. Our serial implementation verifies that the log n dependence
is minor, and nearly O(n) performance for both time and memory
is achieved in practice. We also present a parallel implementation
on GPUs to demonstrate the parallel-friendly nature of our method,
which achieves 2.4× the performance of our serial version.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics—Computational Geometry and Object Modeling; F.2.2
[Theory of Computation]: Analysis of Algorithms and Problem
Complexity—Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems
Keywords: Poisson disk, maximal, provable convergence, linear
complexity, sampling, blue noise
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1

Introduction

Maximal Poisson-disk sampling distributions are useful in many
applications. In computer graphics these distributions are desirable because the randomness avoids aliasing, and they have the blue
noise property. Blue noise means the inter-sample distances follow
a certain power law, with high frequencies more common. The lack
of low-frequency noise produces visually pleasing results for rendering, imaging, and geometry processing [Pharr and Humphreys
2004]. The bias-free property is crucial in fracture propagation
simulations. In this process, a random point cloud is required to
minimize the effect of the dynamic re-meshing on the direction of
the crack growth. “Regular geometries tend to form preferential
directions for crack propagation.” [Bolander and Saito 1998] “A
randomly generated particle system, on the other hand, approximates isotropic fracture properties well.” [Jirásek and Bazant 1995]
A maximal distribution improves the quality bounds and performance of meshing methods such as Delaunay triangulation [Attali
and Boissonnat 2004].

Poisson-disk sampling is a process that selects a random set of
points, X = {xi }, from a given domain, D, in some Kdimensional space. The samples are at least a minimum distance
apart, satisfying an empty disk criterion. In this work, we focus on
the two-dimensional uniform case, where the disk radius, r, is constant regardless of location or iteration. Inserting a new point, xi ,
defines a smaller domain, Di ⊂ D, available for future insertions,
where Do = D. The maximal condition requires that the sample
disks overlap, in the sense that they cover the whole domain leaving no room to insert an additional point. This property identifies
the termination criterion of the associated sampling process. Biasfree or unbiased means that the likelihood of a sample being inside
any subdomain is proportional to the area of the subdomain, provided the subdomain is completely outside all prior samples’ disks.
This is uniform sampling from the uncovered area. This definition
of “unbiased” is standard in the Poisson-disk context [Gamito and
Maddock 2009] and is equivalent to the Matérn second process in
statistics [1960]. (And it goes by other names in other sciences.)
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 49, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
Sampling is a core component for many graphics applications including rendering, imaging, animation, and geometry processing.
The efficacy of these applications often crucially depends upon the
distribution quality of the underlying samples. While uniform sampling can be analyzed by using existing spatial and spectral methods, these cannot be easily extended to general non-uniform settings, such as adaptive, anisotropic, or non-Euclidean domains.
We present new methods for analyzing non-uniform sample distributions. Our key insight is that standard Fourier analysis, which
depends on samples’ spatial locations, can be reformulated into an
equivalent form that depends only on the distribution of their location differentials. We call this differential domain analysis. The
main benefit of this reformulation is that it bridges the fundamental
connection between the samples’ spatial statistics and their spectral
properties. In addition, it allows us to generalize our method with
different computation kernels and differential measurements. Using
this analysis, we can quantitatively measure the spatial and spectral
properties of various non-uniform sample distributions, including
adaptive, anisotropic, and non-Euclidean domains.
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Introduction

Sampling is a fundamental component for a variety of graphics algorithms, with applications ranging from rendering, imaging, animation, to geometry processing [Lloyd 1983; Dippé and Wold
1985; Cook 1986; Mitchell 1987; Turk 1992; Glassner 1994; Alliez
et al. 2002; Dutre et al. 2002; Pharr and Humphreys 2004; Ostromoukhov et al. 2004; Kopf et al. 2006; Ostromoukhov 2007; Fu
and Zhou 2008; Balzer et al. 2009; Wei 2010; Öztireli et al. 2010].
Despite the diverse algorithm characteristics and application domains, two common methodologies exist for evaluating the quality of samples: (1) spatial uniformity, including measures such as
discrepancy [Shirley 1991] and ρ – the normalized minimum spacing between pairs of samples [Lagae and Dutré 2008]; (2) power
spectrum analysis, including radial mean and anisotropy [Lagae and
Dutré 2008]. However, existing methods are primarily designed for
uniform Euclidean domains and can not be easily extended to general non-uniform scenarios, such as adaptive, anisotropic, or surface
sampling (see Figure 1). To our knowledge, even though a few
techniques exist for limited situations (e.g. warpable anisotropic
domains [Li et al. 2010] or uniform surface domains [Bowers et al.
2010]), direct analysis of general non-uniform sampling patterns remains an important open problem. Specifically, many applications
require certain forms of non-uniform sampling, and for a given
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Figure 1: Differential domain analysis.

Here we demonstrate uniform
(top) and non-uniform (bottom) sampling patterns analyzed by traditional
Fourier spectrum (left) and our method (right). Each group is produced by
10 sets of Poisson disk sampling with rmin = 0.03 and 628 samples per
set. Within each group are the spectrum image, the corresponding radial
mean profile (red curve), and the spatial sample pattern. The non-uniform
sampling follows the importance function from [Ostromoukhov 2007]. As
shown, traditional Fourier method fails to produce meaningful results for
non-uniform sampling: note the excessive low frequency energy and the lack
of typical blue noise characteristic as compared to the uniform sampling
result. Our method analyzes the sample set in differential domain, and thus
can well capture the blue noise characteristic: note the existence of a peak
value around rmin = 0.03 in our radial mean profiles, and their consistent
appearance across both uniform and non-uniform cases.

non-uniform pattern the underlying generation algorithm may be
unknown and thus the analysis must be based on the samples only.
Even when the sampling algorithm is known, its property in general
non-uniform settings may not be reliably inferred from its behavior in the uniform domain (e.g. the hierarchical warping method in
[Clarberg et al. 2005] that may introduce anisotropic stretch).
In this paper, we present new methods for analyzing non-uniform
sample distributions, including adaptive, anisotropic, and surface
domain samplings. Our key insight is that standard Fourier spectrum analysis, which depends on sample locations, can be reformulated into an equivalent form that only depends on the distribution of sample location differentials. We call this differential
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 50, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Existing noise functions either introduce discontinuities of the solid noise at sharp edges, which is the case for wavelet noise (b.1)
and Gabor noise (c.1), or result in detail loss when anti-aliased, which is the case for Perlin noise (a.2) and wavelet noise (b.2). We present
a new noise function that preserves continuity over sharp edges (d.1) and supports high-quality anti-aliasing (d.2).

Abstract

1

Solid noise is a fundamental tool in computer graphics. Surprisingly, no existing noise function supports both high-quality antialiasing and continuity across sharp edges. In this paper we show
that a slicing approach is required to preserve continuity across
sharp edges, and we present a new noise function that supports
anisotropic filtering of sliced solid noise. This is made possible by
individually filtering the slices of Gabor kernels, which requires the
proper treatment of phase. This in turn leads to the introduction of
the phase-augmented Gabor kernel and random-phase Gabor noise,
our new noise function. We demonstrate that our new noise function supports both high-quality anti-aliasing and continuity across
sharp edges, as well as anisotropy.

Solid texturing [Perlin 1985; Peachy 1985] is a popular method for
objects that are sculpted or carved out of a solid material (e.g., a
marble statue). To avoid excessive storage requirements, solid or
3D textures are typically procedural, and are often based on procedural solid noise (e.g., Perlin Noise [Perlin 1985]). To achieve
high-quality rendering, solid textures must be properly anti-aliased,
similarly to traditional textures.
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been renewed interest in the problem
of anti-aliasing procedural textures. This has resulted in the introduction of several new noise functions that support filtering
[Hart et al. 1999; Cook and DeRose 2005; Goldberg et al. 2008;
Lagae et al. 2009]. However, despite these recent advances, no existing noise function supports both high-quality anti-aliasing and
continuity across sharp edges. We illustrate this in Fig. 1. Please
also refer to the videos in the supplemental material, which illustrate this more clearly. More specifically, Perlin noise [Perlin 1985]
results in detail loss when filtered (Fig. 1(a.2)). Wavelet noise
[Cook and DeRose 2005] integrates solid noise perpendicularly to
the surface of the object, which introduces discontinuities at sharp
edges (Fig. 1(b.1)), since the normal changes discontinuously. Gabor noise [Lagae et al. 2009] projects 3D points onto the surface
of the object along the surface normal, which, similarly to wavelet
noise, does not preserve continuity over sharp edges (Fig. 1(c.1)).
For an in-depth discussion and comparison of these noise functions,
please refer to the recent survey of Lagae et al. [2010a].
In this paper we show that a slicing approach is required to preserve
continuity across sharp edges, and we present a new noise function
based on Gabor noise [Lagae et al. 2009] that supports anisotropic
filtering of sliced solid noise. We individually filter the slices of
Gabor kernels. This requires the proper treatment of the phase of
the kernel. We therefore introduce a new Gabor kernel, the phaseaugmented Gabor kernel. This, in turn, leads to our new noise function, random-phase Gabor noise. We also discuss how our derivations result in a generalization of the Projection-Slice Theorem as
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 51, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Starting from a noisy scan, our algorithm recovers the
primitive faces along with their global mutual relations, when are
then used to produce a final model (all lengths in mm).

Introduction

Mechanical parts mostly consist of simple primitives arranged together while adhering to precise global inter-part relations that naturally arise from design and fabrication considerations. Common
design tools facilitate realizations involving regular arrangements
and snapping to existing parts; analogously, functional requirements, fabrication constraints, and restricted budget considerations
favor objects with relations among distant parts forming repeated
subcomponents. Such relations not only manifest as orthogonal
or parallel faces, but also as precise equality of attributes across
primitives, both neighboring and distant, resulting in aligned placements, equality among subtended angles and encompassed lengths.
Thus, seemingly complex man-made objects may have low information content consisting of primitive parts conforming to global
relations (see Figure 2). In noisy, possibly incomplete, scanned data
such relations, which are critical to the functionality of the original
objects, are easily subdued and lost. Precise recovery of such relations remains challenging for low fidelity scans, especially with
increased popularity of cheap, yet imprecise, acquisition devices
such as Handyscan 3D R or Microsoft Kinect R .
equal
angle

Abstract
Given a noisy and incomplete point set, we introduce a method that
simultaneously recovers a set of locally fitted primitives along with
their global mutual relations. We operate under the assumption that
the data corresponds to a man-made engineering object consisting
of basic primitives, possibly repeated and globally aligned under
common relations. We introduce an algorithm to directly couple the
local and global aspects of the problem. The local fit of the model is
determined by how well the inferred model agrees to the observed
data, while the global relations are iteratively learned and enforced
through a constrained optimization. Starting with a set of initial
RANSAC based locally fitted primitives, relations across the primitives such as orientation, placement, and equality are progressively
learned and conformed to. In each stage, a set of feasible relations
are extracted among the candidate relations, and then aligned to,
while best fitting to the input data. The global coupling corrects the
primitives obtained in the local RANSAC stage, and brings them to
precise global alignment. We test the robustness of our algorithm on
a range of synthesized and scanned data, with varying amounts of
noise, outliers, and non-uniform sampling, and validate the results
against ground truth, where available.
Keywords: 3D scanning, RANSAC, global relations, data fitting,
symmetry relations.
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Figure 2: Man-made objects commonly consist of primitive faces
conforming to various global relations.
A popular strategy in reverse engineering involves locally fitting primitives like planes, cylinders, cones using state-of-the-art
RANSAC based methods [Schnabel et al. 2009]. Such a local
approach, by itself, can be unreliable, especially in regions of biased noise or incomplete data leading to globally inconsistent reconstructions, and hence form poor proxies for the corresponding
mechanical parts. We argue that unlike local relations, global ones
are less easily disturbed. Further, such relations being non-local
span a wider extent of the object, and thus are more robust to local
inconsistencies. In this paper, we present a framework to learn and
conform to global relations (see Figures 1 and 4).
Existing approaches typically make use of smoothness priors to
process incomplete and noisy data. Alternately, Gal et al. [2007]
use local priors to fit primitive shapes like boxes, cylinders, cones
to the scanned data. While the strategy can produce sharp features
using those inherited from the primitive shapes, the method being
local fails to conform to global relations, which constitute essential
characteristics of mechanical parts. Further, such approaches typically necessitate committing to a partitioning of the input early on,
posing an additional challenge.
In this paper, we use global relations for recovering exact relations
and constraints from imperfect acquisitions of man-made engineer∗

The work was primarily done while the first and second authors were
visiting students at KAUST.
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We present the articulated global registration algorithm to reconstruct articulated 3D models from dynamic range scan sequences. This new algorithm
aligns multiple range scans simultaneously to reconstruct a full 3D model
from the geometry of these scans. Unlike other methods, we express the
surface motion in terms of a reduced deformable model and solve for joints
and skinning weights. This allows a user to interactively manipulate the
reconstructed 3D model to create new animations.
We express the global registration as an optimization of both the alignment of the range scans and the articulated structure of the model. We
employ a graph-based representation for the skinning weights that successfully handles difficult topological cases well. Joints between parts are
estimated automatically and are used in the optimization to preserve the
connectivity between parts. The algorithm also robustly handles difficult
cases where parts suddenly disappear or reappear in the range scans. The
global registration produces a more accurate registration compared to a sequential registration approach, because it estimates the articulated structure
based on the motion observed in all input frames. We show that we can
automatically reconstruct a variety of articulated models without the use of
markers, user-placed correspondences, segmentation, or template model.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Geometric algorithms language and systems; I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene
Analysis—Surface fitting
General Terms: Algorithms, Measurement
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Range scanning, articulated model,
nonrigid registration, animation reconstruction
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1. INTRODUCTION
While 3D scanning has traditionally focused on acquiring static,
rigid objects, recent advances in real-time 3D scanning have opened
up the possibility of capturing dynamic, moving subjects. Range
scanning has become both practical and cost effective, providing
high-resolution, per-pixel depth images at high frame rates. However, despite the many advances in acquisition, many challenges
still remain in the processing of dynamic range scans to reconstruct
complete, animated 3D models.
Our research vision is to automatically reconstruct detailed,
poseable models that animators can directly plug into existing software tools and use to create new animations. However, range scans
have much missing data due to a limited view of a 3D subject from
any single viewpoint at any point in time. To reconstruct a complete model, we must track the movement of the subject in each
frame to align and integrate scans taken from different times and
viewpoints. In addition, the reconstructed model should be easy to
animate similar to how it actually moved in the range scans. Solving
for a reduced set of parameters describing the surface motion allows
us to meet this goal and improve the usability of the model.
We present a new method, articulated global registration, to address these challenges by reconstructing a rigged, articulated 3D
model from dynamic range scans. Given a sequence of range scans
of a moving subject, the algorithm automatically aligns all scans to
produce a complete 3D model. We formulate our approach as a single optimization problem that simultaneously aligns partial surface
data and recovers the motion model. This is accomplished without
the assistance of markers, user-placed correspondences, a template,
or a segmentation of the surface. Our method is unique because we
perform the alignment by estimating the parameters of a reduced,
articulated deformation model. In contrast to methods that focus
only on registration or reconstruction of the original recording, our
method produces a 3D model that can be interactively manipulated
with no further postprocessing. Our main contributions are:
—a global registration algorithm for articulated shapes that optimizes the registration simultaneously over multiple frames,
—a novel registration formulation that produces a 3D model with
skinning weights learned from incomplete examples,
—an improved robust registration technique to automate the global
registration with initial pairwise alignments of adjacent frames.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 26, Publication date: May 2011.
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Texture-Lobes for Tree Modelling
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of a scanned tree using our lobe-based tree representation: a) photograph; b) point set; c) lobe-based representation with 24 lobes (22 kB in total); d) synthesized tree (25 MB in total).

Abstract
We present a lobe-based tree representation for modeling trees. The
new representation is based on the observation that the tree’s foliage
details can be abstracted into canonical geometry structures, termed
lobe-textures. We introduce techniques to (i) approximate the geometry of given tree data and encode it into a lobe-based representation, (ii) decode the representation and synthesize a fully detailed tree model that visually resembles the input. The encoded
tree serves as a light intermediate representation, which facilitates
efficient storage and transmission of massive amounts of trees, e.g.,
from a server to clients for interactive applications in urban environments. The method is evaluated by both reconstructing laser
scanned trees (given as point sets) as well as re-representing existing tree models (given as polygons).
Keywords: Plants synthesis and reconstruction, Point-based modeling, Rule-based tree modeling, Natural phenomena

1

Introduction

Trees are ubiquitous in nature and urban scenes and play an important role in enriching the realism of virtual environments. In
past years many procedural methods have been developed for the
design and creation of geometric tree models [Deussen and Lintermann 2005; Palubicki et al. 2009]. From a small set of rules, such
as those used in L-systems, these techniques can create visually appealing tree models, which can be extremely complex in geometry
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and large in size. Given the high computation expense, such procedural operations cannot be performed during rendering time, such
that applications have to deal with these heavy models. Furthermore, controlling the resulting geometric shape and conforming to
specific characteristics of individual trees are still difficult issues
[Stava et al. 2010; Benes et al. 2011; Talton et al. 2011]. A number of reconstruction methods have been developed that allow for
modeling specific trees from real world data such as sets of photos
[Reche-Martinez et al. 2004; Neubert et al. 2007] or 3D scans [Xu
et al. 2007; Livny et al. 2010]. While the precise reconstruction
of such models is steadily increasing, again, these methods tend
to produce enormous amounts of geometry details representing the
fractal structure of a tree.
In this paper, we present a novel representation of tree models,
which captures the main characteristics of an individual tree and
yet does not create too many structural nuances. The new representation is based on the observation that a tree’s foliage details can
be abstracted into canonical geometry parts, whose outer shapes we
call lobe-geometry (or simply lobes). A tree can be simply represented by a set of lobes, which serve as a light weight intermediate
representation, from which the full tree model can be efficiently
synthesized by instancing (or texturing) the lobes with pre-defined
patches.
The patches need to be stitched together to form a meaningful
branching structure; this is inspired by patch-based texturing. In our
case, however, the patches are small, predefined pieces of branch
geometry that we combine using a discretization of botanic parameters such as branch width and vertical angle. The method therefore
could also be seen as an intelligent instancing that is directed by
botanic and geometric constraints.
Besides the overall shape of the foliage, the individual tree geometry is mostly determined by its main branching structure. This part
of the model is encoded in the form of a skeletal graph with associated allometric information. The skeletal graph, together with
the lobes and a set of associated species-specific parameters, forms
what we call a lobe-based tree representation, which can be decoded
and synthesized back to a full tree that resembles the original tree
model. Figure 1 illustrates the process.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 53, Publication date: July 2011.
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We introduce an 1 -sparse method for the reconstruction of a piecewise smooth point set surface. The technique is motivated by recent advancements in sparse
signal reconstruction. The assumption underlying our work is that common objects, even geometrically complex ones, can typically be characterized by a
rather small number of features. This, in turn, naturally lends itself to incorporating the powerful notion of sparsity into the model. The sparse reconstruction
principle gives rise to a reconstructed point set surface that consists mainly of smooth modes, with the residual of the objective function strongly concentrated
near sharp features. Our technique is capable of recovering orientation and positions of highly noisy point sets. The global nature of the optimization yields a
sparse solution and avoids local minima. Using an interior-point log-barrier solver with a customized preconditioning scheme, the solver for the corresponding
convex optimization problem is competitive and the results are of high quality.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Object hierarchies
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Point set surfaces, surface reconstruction, sparse signal reconstruction
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1. INTRODUCTION
Scanning devices have turned in the course of the last few years
into commercial off-the-shelf tools. Current scanners are capable
of producing large amounts of raw, dense point sets. One of today’s
principal challenges is the development of robust point processing
and reconstruction techniques that deal with the inherent noise of
the acquired dataset.
Early point set surface methods [Alexa et al. 2003; Pauly et al.
2003; Amenta 2004; Kolluri 2005] assume the underlying surface is
smooth everywhere. Hence, robustly reconstructing sharp features
in presence of noise is more challenging. To account for sharp
features and discontinuities, advanced methods rely on explicit
representations of these characteristics [Adamson and Alexa

2006; Guennebaud and Gross 2007], use anisotropic smoothing [Fleishman et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2003], robust statistics
[Fleishman et al. 2005; Oztireli et al. 2009] or feature-aware methods [Lipman et al. 2007a]. These methods are typically fast, but
they employ their operators locally and do not seek an objective
function with a global optimum.
In this work, we introduce a technique based on a global approach
that utilizes sparsity. Our method is motivated by the emerging
theories of sparse signal reconstruction and compressive sampling
[Donoho et al. 2006; Candes et al. 2006]. A key idea here is that
in many situations signals can be reconstructed from far fewer
data measurements compared to the requirements imposed by the
Nyquist sampling theory. In sparse signal reconstruction, instead of
using an overcomplete representation, the reconstruction contains
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High-Quality Spatio-Temporal Rendering using Semi-Analytical Visibility
Carl Johan Gribel
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49 point samples

our

256 point samples

Figure 1: A chess scene with motion blur rendered with stochastic rasterization with 49 point samples, our semi-analytical visibility algorithm
in the temporal domain with four line samples in the spatial domain, and finally with stochastic rasterization with 256 point samples. Our
work focuses on spatio-temporal visibility, and for 49 samples it takes 3.8 seconds to compute visibility and simple shading (ambient occlusion
not included) at 1024 × 768 pixels. With these settings, our algorithm computes the middle image in 3.6 seconds. Note that the image with
49 samples is rather noisy, and even with 256 samples, there is still some noise, while the motion in our image is essentially free of noise.
Furthermore, the quality of the spatial anti-aliasing (look at the static edge at the top) in our image closely matches that of 256 point samples.

Abstract

1

We present a novel visibility algorithm for rendering motion blur
with per-pixel anti-aliasing. Our algorithm uses a number of line
samples over a rectangular group of pixels, and together with the
time dimension, a two-dimensional spatio-temporal visibility problem needs to be solved per line sample. In a coarse culling step, our
algorithm first uses a bounding volume hierarchy to rapidly remove
geometry that does not overlap with the current line sample. For the
remaining triangles, we approximate each triangle’s depth function,
along the line and along the time dimension, with a number of patch
triangles. We resolve for the final color using an analytical visibility algorithm with depth sorting, simple occlusion culling, and clipping. Shading is decoupled from visibility, and we use a shading
cache for efficient reuse of shaded values. In our results, we show
practically noise-free renderings of motion blur with high-quality
spatial anti-aliasing and with competitive rendering times. We also
demonstrate that our algorithm, with some adjustments, can be used
to accurately compute motion blurred ambient occlusion.

Visibility computations is a fundamental core research topic in
computer graphics, and it has been active and vivid for more than
45 years. Algorithms for visibility play a central role in essentially
any type of rendering including, for example, rasterization, ray tracing, two-dimensional graphics, font rendering, shadow generation,
global illumination, and volume visualization.

CR Categories: I.3.3 [Picture/Image Generation]: Antialiasing;
I.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism]: Color, shading,
shadowing, and texture;
Keywords: analytical visibility, anti-aliasing, ambient occlusion,
motion blur
Links:

DL
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Introduction

During the 1970’s and 1980’s, research on analytical visibility for
spatial anti-aliasing [Catmull 1978; Weiler and Atherton 1977] and
motion blur [Korein and Badler 1983; Catmull 1984; Grant 1985]
was rather popular. However, after Cook et al.’s stochastic point
sampling approaches were presented [1984; 1987], such techniques
pretty much fell into oblivion. Instead, visibility was either solved
using a depth buffer [Catmull 1974] or using ray tracing [Whitted
1980], and most often with some type of point sampling.
An interesting observation by the computer science community is
that the gap between available compute power and memory bandwidth is large, and continues to grow rapidly [Hennessey and Pattersson 2006; Owens 2005]. In addition, the power consumption by
a memory access and a floating-point operation differs by at least an
order of a magnitude [Dally 2009]. Hence, common advice today
is to refactor an algorithm so that it instead uses more computations
and fewer memory accesses. With this development of computer
architecture, one logical consequence is that it makes more sense to
(again) explore analytical visibility computations, which are computationally more expensive than point sampling techniques.
To that end, we present a new visibility engine which is loosely
based on previous work on analytical visibility for spatial anti-
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Monte Carlo ray tracing of soft shadows produced by area lighting and
intricate geometries, such as the shadows through plant leaves or arrays of
blockers, is a critical challenge. The final image often has relatively smooth
shadow patterns, since it integrates over the light source. However, Monte
Carlo rendering exhibits considerable noise even at high sample counts
because of the large variance of the integrand due to the intricate shadow
function. This article develops an efficient diffuse soft shadow technique for
mid to far occluders that relies on a new 4D cache and sheared reconstruction
filter. For this, we first derive a frequency analysis of shadows for planar
area lights and complex occluders. Our analysis subsumes convolution soft
shadows for parallel planes as a special case. It allows us to derive 4D
sheared filters that enable lower sampling rates for soft shadows. While
previous sheared-reconstruction techniques were able primarily to index
samples according to screen position, we need to perform reconstruction
at surface receiver points that integrate over vastly different shapes in the
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reconstruction domain. This is why we develop a new light-field-like 4D
data structure to store shadowing values and depth information. Any ray
tracing system that shoots shadow rays can easily incorporate our method
to greatly reduce sampling rates for diffuse soft shadows.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and
texture
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Soft shadows, area lights, sampling,
frequency analysis, light fields, sheared reconstruction
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many algorithms have been used to generate soft shadows cast by
area lights, but Monte Carlo sampling is the method of choice for
production rendering due to its simplicity and widespread use for
offline rendering. Unfortunately, when computing shadows from
intricate geometry (see Figure 1), the (binary) visibility function on
the light source is complex and high frequency. While the integral
of this function can still be relatively smooth, the Monte Carlo point
samples (shadow rays) have high variance and considerable noise
persists even for large sample counts (Figure 1), requiring the use of
a prohibitive number of shadow rays. This is frustrating because the
resulting shadows can be smooth and simple, despite the complex
and costly calculation that went into them.
We propose to efficiently sample and filter the 4D shadow light
field from a complex occluder, thanks to a new analysis of shadow
sampling and reconstruction. We introduce a new 4D shadow light
field cache that allows for integration and reuse across pixels. The
sampling of our method is driven by a frequency analysis at the
visible receivers, and a new sheared filter allows neighboring receiver points to share data and reduce sample count. Our specific
contributions include the following.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 9, Publication date: April 2011.
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Figure 1: A scene with complex occlusion rendered with depth of field. Left: Images rendered by PBRT [Pharr and Humphreys 2010] using
16 and 256 low-discrepancy samples per pixel (spp) and traditional axis-aligned filtering. Right: Image reconstructed by our algorithm in
10 seconds from the same 16 samples per pixel. We obtain defocus quality similar to the 256 spp result in approximately 1/16th of the time.

Abstract
Traditionally, effects that require evaluating multidimensional integrals for each pixel, such as motion blur, depth of field, and
soft shadows, suffer from noise due to the variance of the highdimensional integrand. In this paper, we describe a general reconstruction technique that exploits the anisotropy in the temporal
light field and permits efficient reuse of samples between pixels,
multiplying the effective sampling rate by a large factor. We show
that our technique can be applied in situations that are challenging
or impossible for previous anisotropic reconstruction methods, and
that it can yield good results with very sparse inputs. We demonstrate our method for simultaneous motion blur, depth of field, and
soft shadows.
Keywords: depth of field, motion blur, soft shadows, light field,
reconstruction
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Introduction

A number of advanced rendering techniques require the reconstruction and integration of radiance from samples. Recent analysis
has emphasized the anisotropic and bandlimited nature of the radiance signal, leading to frequency-based adaptive sampling for
glossy highlights [Durand et al. 2005], depth of field [Soler et al.
2009], motion blur [Egan et al. 2009], and soft shadows [Egan et al.
2011]. These techniques focus on sampling, and while they provide

dramatic reductions in sampling rate, they rely on fairly simple reconstruction that suffers from a number of limitations. First, because they use linear reconstruction kernels and a simple model of
local spectrum, they fail near object boundaries, and need to resort to brute-force sampling and reconstruction there. While this
would not be a problem for pinhole images of static scenes, it becomes significant for motion blur and depth of field, where the blur
causes boundaries to affect a large fraction of pixels, 70% in the
case of Figure 1. Other techniques [Hachisuka et al. 2008] rely on
the sampled radiance itself to determine anisotropy, which requires
noise-free samples, and a potentially high sampling rate for highfrequency signals such as textured surfaces, defeating the purpose
of adaptive sampling.
We concentrate on reconstruction, and seek to improve the images
obtained from a relatively sparse stochastic sampling of the highdimensional domain (screen, lens, time, light source, etc.) of the radiance function. This complements adaptive techniques that drive
the sampling process by predictions derived from analyzing light
transport. Our algorithm can be applied as a black box, as long
as we have collected auxiliary information (motion vectors, depth)
about the samples. We demonstrate high-quality rendering results
in situations where linear reconstruction or contrast-driven adaptive
sampling are ineffective, while using a small fraction of the time required for rendering equal-quality results using traditional methods.
We operate strictly in the primal light field domain.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• A non-linear temporal light field reconstruction algorithm that
is applicable in the presence of complex occlusion effects,
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• A method for determining the visibility consistency of a set of
light field samples based on visibility events,
• A method to resolve visibility without explicit surface reconstruction, with support for occlusion boundaries, and
• A hierarchical query structure for efficient pruning of the input light field samples.
We apply our algorithm to simultaneous depth of field, motion blur,
and shadows cast by area light sources.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 55, Publication date: July 2011.

The Area Perspective Transform: A Homogeneous Transform
for Efficient In-Volume Queries
WARREN A. HUNT and GREGORY S. JOHNSON
Intel Corporation
A key problem in applications such as soft shadows and defocus blur is to
identify points or primitives which are inside a volume of space. For example, the soft shadow computation involves finding surfaces which pass in
front of an area light as viewed from a point p in the scene. The desired surfaces are those which are inside a frustum defined by the light and p, and can
be found by intersecting the frustum with an acceleration structure over geometry. However, accurately computing this intersection is computationally
intensive.
In this article, we introduce a homogeneous transform which reduces the
computation required to determine the set of points or primitives which are
inside a tetrahedral volume. The transform converts tetrahedra into axisaligned boxes, substantially reducing the cost of intersection with an axisaligned acceleration structure over points or primitives. We describe the
application of this transform to soft shadows and defocus blur, and briefly
consider potential uses of the underlying mathematical approach in higherdimensional problems.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism—Visible line/surface algorithms
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: homogeneous transform, perspective
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1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental operation in graphics is to efficiently identify scene
geometry that intercepts a “ray” defined by a point (e.g., camera or
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point light), and a direction. These queries can be solved by intersecting rays with a spatial acceleration structure over the geometry
(i.e., ray tracing), or by intersecting the geometry against an implicit
acceleration structure over rays (i.e., rasterization). In both cases,
the classical perspective transform is commonly used to reduce the
intersection cost by aligning rays, bounding boxes, and acceleration
structures to the same axial basis. For example, intersecting an axisaligned ray with an axis-aligned bounding box reduces to a simple,
2D point-in-box test.
We present a homogeneous transform that similarly lowers the
cost of in-volume queries. An in-volume query identifies primitives
or points inside a bounded region of space (e.g., frustum defined by
an area light and a point in the scene). These queries can be solved by
intersecting the volume with an acceleration structure over points
or primitives, but finding the exact intersection is computationally intensive. For example, determining if a tetrahedron intersects
a single node in a Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH) requires
up to 54 floating point operations using separating axes [Greene
1994]. In a typical application (e.g., beam tracing), this calculation may be performed billions of times per frame. It is possible to
reduce this computation by conservatively estimating the intersection, but at the cost of increased work elsewhere in the application
(Section 4).
The area perspective transform converts tetrahedra, such as those
defined by a point and a triangular light or lens aperture, into semiinfinite, axis-aligned boxes. This alignment reduces the cost of intersection with axis-aligned acceleration structures. For example,
computing the exact intersection between a tetrahedral volume and
a node in an axis-aligned BVH in area perspective space requires
at most 3 floating point operations. We show how this property can
be exploited to accelerate in-volume queries used in two example
applications: soft shadows and defocus blur.

2.

AREA PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORM

Conceptually, the area perspective transform is a generalization of
the classical perspective transform to multiple points of projection.
The classical perspective transform (Figure 1(a)) translates a single
point (v) to positive infinity along the z axis. Lines passing through
the original point become parallel and axis-aligned post-transform.
The area perspective transform (Figure 1(b)) moves the three points
v0 (not shown), v1 , and v2 to positive infinity along the x, y, and
z axes, respectively. Lines passing through any one of these points
pre-transform become parallel and aligned to the respective axis
post-transform. For example, line e1 passes through point v1 pretransform and so becomes parallel to the y axis post-transform.
Similarly, line e2 passes through point v2 pre-transform and so
becomes parallel to the z axis post-transform. It should be clear
then, that a tetrahedral frustum defined by v0 , v1 , v2 and a fourth
point (p) becomes a semi-infinite, axis-aligned box post-transform.
Further, multiple frusta sharing v0 , v1 , and v2 , but with different
points p become parallel, axis-aligned boxes.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 8, Publication date: April 2011.
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A Quantized-Diffusion Model for Rendering Translucent Materials
Eugene d’Eon∗
Geoffrey Irving†
Weta Digital

(a) Dipole (Jensen et al. 2001)

(b) Quantized-Diffusion

Figure 1: Rendering a human face using a single-layer skin model. The classical dipole model (a) is frequency-limited and results in a
waxy-looking appearance, particularly on the lips. A multipole model can create very realistic results, but requires additional material parameters which are difficult to measure and unintuitive to edit. Our quantized-diffusion model (b) produces accurate all-frequency subsurface
scattering, achieves much of the realism of multilayer models and allows easy appearance editing.

Abstract

Links:

We present a new BSSRDF for rendering images of translucent materials. Previous diffusion BSSRDFs are limited by the accuracy
of classical diffusion theory. We introduce a modified diffusion
theory that is more accurate for highly absorbing materials and
near the point of illumination. The new diffusion solution accurately decouples single and multiple scattering. We then derive a
novel, analytic, extended-source solution to the multilayer searchlight problem by quantizing the diffusion Green’s function. This
allows the application of the diffusion multipole model to material
layers several orders of magnitude thinner than previously possible and creates accurate results under high-frequency illumination.
Quantized diffusion provides both a new physical foundation and a
variable-accuracy construction method for sum-of-Gaussians BSSRDFs, which have many useful properties for efficient rendering
and appearance capture. Our BSSRDF maps directly to previous
real-time rendering algorithms. For film production rendering, we
propose several improvements to previous hierarchical point cloud
algorithms by introducing a new radial-binning data structure and a
doubly-adaptive traversal strategy.
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CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Radiosity;
Keywords: Subsurface scattering, BSSRDF, reflection models,
layered materials, transport theory, diffusion, searchlight problem
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Introduction

Rendering translucent materials is an important and challenging
problem in computer graphics. All non-conducting surfaces (dielectrics) exhibit some level of subsurface scattering and absorption. The accurate and efficient simulation of these effects is often
required to achieve the color and soft appearance of media such as
skin, hair, ocean water, wax and marble. Local reflectance models
are insufficiently accurate for this task when the scale of the image
is such that significant levels of light survive subsurface transport
at distances wider than a pixel. A bidirectional scattering-surface
reflectance-distribution function (BSSRDF) is required to describe
such non-local subsurface transport.
This paper presents a new analytic BSSRDF for scattering within
multilayer translucent materials with arbitrary levels of absorption,
very thin layers, and under all-frequency illumination. Our model
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A Comprehensive Theory of Volumetric Radiance Estimation
Using Photon Points and Beams
WOJCIECH JAROSZ
Disney Research Zürich and University of California San Diego
DEREK NOWROUZEZAHRAI
Disney Research Zürich and University of Toronto
and
IMAN SADEGHI and HENRIK WANN JENSEN
University of California San Diego

We present two contributions to the area of volumetric rendering. We develop a novel, comprehensive theory of volumetric radiance estimation that leads to
several new insights and includes all previously published estimates as special cases. This theory allows for estimating in-scattered radiance at a point, or
accumulated radiance along a camera ray, with the standard photon particle representation used in previous work. Furthermore, we generalize these operations
to include a more compact, and more expressive intermediate representation of lighting in participating media, which we call “photon beams.” The combination
of these representations and their respective query operations results in a collection of nine distinct volumetric radiance estimates.
Our second contribution is a more efficient rendering method for participating media based on photon beams. Even when shooting and storing less photons
and using less computation time, our method significantly reduces both bias (blur) and variance in volumetric radiance estimation. This enables us to render
sharp lighting details (e.g., volume caustics) using just tens of thousands of photon beams, instead of the millions to billions of photon points required with
previous methods.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture;
raytracing; I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of Simulation—Monte Carlo; G.3 [Mathematics of Computing]: Probability and Statistics—Probabilistic
algorithms (including Monte Carlo)
General Terms: Theory, Algorithms, Performance
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Global illumination, ray marching, rendering, density estimation, photon map, particle tracing, participating media
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1. INTRODUCTION
Participating media is responsible for some of the most visually
compelling effects we see in the world. The appearance of fire,
water, smoke, clouds, rainbows, crepuscular “god” rays, and all organic materials is due to the way these media “participate” in light
interactions by emitting, absorbing, or scattering photons. These
phenomena are common in the real world but, unfortunately, are
incredibly costly to simulate accurately. Because of this, computer
graphics has had a long-standing interest in developing more efficient, accurate, and general participating media rendering tech-

niques. We refer the reader to the recent survey by Cerezo et al.
[2005] for a comprehensive overview.
The most general techniques often use a form of stochastic sampling and Monte Carlo integration. This includes unbiased techniques such as (bidirectional) path tracing [Lafortune and Willems
1993, 1996, Veach and Guibas 1994] or Metropolis light transport [Pauly et al. 2000]; however, the most successful approaches
typically rely on biased Monte Carlo combined with photon tracing [Keller 1997; Jensen and Christensen 1998; Walter et al. 2006;
Jarosz et al. 2008]. Like bidirectional path tracing, photon tracing methods generate both camera and light paths but, instead of
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Progressive Photon Mapping: A Probabilistic Approach
CLAUDE KNAUS and MATTHIAS ZWICKER
University of Bern
In this article we present a novel formulation of progressive photon mapping.
Similar to the original progressive photon mapping algorithm, our approach
is capable of computing global illumination solutions without bias in the
limit, and it uses only a constant amount of memory. It produces high-quality
results in situations that are difficult for most other algorithms, such as scenes
with realistic light fixtures where the light sources are completely enclosed
by refractive material. Our new formulation is based on a probabilistic
derivation. The key property of our approach is that it does not require the
maintenance of local photon statistics. In addition, our derivation allows
for arbitrary kernels in the radiance estimate and includes stochastic ray
tracing algorithms. Finally, our approach is readily applicable to volumetric
photon mapping. We compare our algorithm to previous progressive photon
mapping approaches and show that we achieve the same convergence to
unbiased results, even without local photon statistics.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism—Raytracing
General Terms: Algorithms, Theory
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Global illumination, photon mapping
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1. INTRODUCTION
Photon mapping [Jensen 2001] is one of the most popular algorithms to numerically approximate solutions of the rendering equation [Kajiya 1986]. It is based on Monte Carlo integration, similar
to related algorithms such as path tracing [Kajiya 1986] and its
variants [Lafortune and Willems 1993] or Metropolis light transport [Veach and Guibas 1997]. One of the main advantages of photon
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mapping is that, at equal computational cost, it can often produce
images with less noise than other Monte Carlo algorithms. Photon
mapping is consistent, in the sense that the numerical approximation
converges to an exact solution as the number of Monte Carlo samples goes to infinity. In contrast to other Monte Carlo techniques,
however, it is biased, which means that the expected error of any
approximation with a limited number of samples is nonzero.
The reason for the computational efficiency of photon mapping
is that it caches and reuses Monte Carlo samples. In a first stage
of the algorithm it caches the samples, or photons, in a spatial
datastructure, the photon map. In a second stage these samples are
reused in an approximation procedure, called radiance estimation,
which basically counts the number of photons per circular area with
a certain radius. This approximation, however, acts similarly to a
low-pass filter on the cached samples. It always returns an overly
smooth approximation of the true radiance, and hence causes the
nonzero expected error, or bias, of the solution. This bias only
vanishes in theory, if it were possible to cache an infinite number of
photons.
Hachisuka et al. [2008, 2009] recently presented Progressive Photon Mapping (PPM), a simple strategy that breaks this memory bottleneck. They incrementally update a sequence of photon mapping
results, where each step in the sequence uses a limited number of
photons. Over this sequence, the radiance estimation radius is reduced in each step. The key is to reduce the radius such that, in
the limit, the incremental updates converge to an exact, unbiased
solution of the rendering equation. Hachisuka et al. achieve this by
maintaining local statistics for each region where a radiance estimate needs to be evaluated. The statistics include, for example, the
number of photons collected in the region. In the simplest case,
the regions are the points seen through each pixel. In stochastic
PPM [Hachisuka and Jensen 2009], the regions are generalized to
render effects such as glossy reflections or depth of field.
In this article, we introduce a probabilistic derivation of progressive photon mapping. The key property of our approach is that it
does not require the maintenance of local statistics. Therefore, we
could call our approach memoryless progressive photon mapping.
We show that each step in the sequence of photon mapping results
can be performed completely independently. As a benefit, we can
compute each step in parallel or with a standard photon mapper
used as a black box. In addition, our derivation allows for arbitrary
kernels in the radiance estimate. We also present an asymptotic
convergence analysis that reveals the trade-off between vanishing
variance and expected error, which is controlled using a single
parameter. Our approach includes the scenario of stochastic progressive photon mapping in a simple and straightforward manner.
Finally, we demonstrate that it is readily applicable to volumetric
photon mapping, which has not been shown before. We compare
our algorithm to previous progressive photon mapping approaches
and show that we achieve the same convergence to unbiased results,
even without local statistics.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
—a novel derivation of progressive photon mapping that is based
on a probabilistic framework and includes stochastic PPM;
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 25, Publication date: May 2011.
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Cache-Oblivious Ray Reordering
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We present a cache-oblivious ray reordering method for ray tracing. Many global illumination methods such as path tracing and photon mapping use ray tracing
and generate lots of rays to simulate various realistic visual effects. However, these rays tend to be very incoherent and show lower cache utilizations during
ray tracing of models. In order to address this problem and improve the ray coherence, we propose a novel Hit Point Heuristic (HPH) to compute a coherent
ordering of rays. The HPH uses the hit points between rays and the scene as a ray reordering measure. We reorder rays by using a space-filling curve based
on their hit points. Since a hit point of a ray is available only after performing the ray intersection test with the scene, we compute an approximate hit point
for the ray by performing an intersection test between the ray and simplified representations of the original models. Our method is a highly modular approach,
since our reordering method is decoupled from other components of common ray tracing systems. We apply our method to photon mapping and path tracing
and achieve more than an order of magnitude performance improvement for massive models that cannot fit into main memory, compared to rendering without
reordering rays. Also, our method shows a performance improvement even for ray tracing small models that can fit into main memory. This performance
improvement for small and massive models is caused by reducing cache misses occurring between different memory levels including the L1/L2 caches, main
memory, and disk. This result demonstrates the cache-oblivious nature of our method, which works for various kinds of cache parameters. Because of the
cache-obliviousness and the high modularity, our method can be widely applied to many existing ray tracing systems and show performance improvements
with various models and machines that have different cache parameters.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Raytracing
General Terms: Performance, Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Ray coherence, reordering, cache utilization, ray tracing
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ray tracing has been widely used as the main rendering engine of
various global illumination methods (e.g., path tracing and photon
mapping). Typically, ray tracing generates lots of primary, secondary, and shadow rays, in order to simulate realistic rendering
effects (e.g., soft shadows, reflections, caustics, motion blur, etc.).
However, ray tracing has been still known to be slow to provide
these realistic visual effects.

In order to improve the performance of ray tracing, a lot of
studies have been done on designing efficient intersection tests,
constructing efficient acceleration hierarchies, and exploiting datalevel parallelism using the SIMD functionality and GPUs [Shirley
and Morley 2003; Pharr and Humphreys 2004; Wald et al. 2007b].
Most research has focused on improving the performance of ray
tracing with primary rays. However, the focus has been recently
shifted towards efficiently handling secondary rays that can provide
realistic visual effects.
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Interactive and Anisotropic Geometry Processing
Using the Screened Poisson Equation
Ming Chuang∗
Johns Hopkins University

Michael Kazhdan†
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Figure 1: Anisotropic detail sharpening: Starting with an initial model (a), global sharpening is applied to the geometry to enhance the
detail (b). By adapting the direction of sharpening to the curvature in different ways, a rich space of geometry-aware sharpening filters are
realized (c-e). Though the model consists of almost one million vertices and a new system is constructed and solved each time the filter is
changed, our method still supports geometry processing at interactive rates.
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Abstract
We present a general framework for performing geometry filtering
through the solution of a screened Poisson equation. We show that
this framework can be efficiently adapted to a changing Riemannian
metric to support curvature-aware filtering and describe a parallel
and streaming multigrid implementation for solving the system. We
demonstrate the practicality of our approach by developing an interactive system for mesh editing that allows for exploration of a
large family of curvature-guided, anisotropic filters.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Curve, surface, solid, and object
representations
Keywords: Laplace-Beltrami, multigrid, real-time, surface editing
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Introduction

With the increased proliferation of 3D scanners, the ability to perform geometry-aware filtering has become an important aspect of
geometry processing. This has included operations such as edgeaware smoothing, for removing the unwanted effects of scanner
noise, and sharpening, for exaggerating geometric detail.
This type of processing is made hard by the fact that the specific
filter is often not known in advance and an essential step in editing
the geometry is determining the type of filter that should be used.
Figure 1 shows an example in which the detail in the dragon (a)
is enhanced using different sharpening filters (b-e). Although all
the edits accentuate the detail, the specific effects vary with the filter profile and the desired editing effects are only realized through
interactive exploration of the filter space.
Previous work has shown that the filtering of mesh geometry can
be expressed in terms of the solution to a Poisson equation [Pinkall
and Polthier 1993; Taubin 1995; Desbrun et al. 1999] and that
geometry-awareness can be incorporated by anisotropically weighting the Laplace operator [Clarenz et al. 2000; Tasdizen et al. 2002].
However, using these methods in practice has proven challenging
because applying a filter requires defining and solving a large sparse
linear system – limiting these approaches either to small meshes or
to non-interactive settings.
We address this challenge by proposing a real-time
system for anisotropic filtering of geometric detail. The specific
contributions of our approach are three-fold:
Contribution

• We extend the screened Poisson formulation of gradientdomain image processing described by Bhat et al. [2008;
2010] to meshes, providing a general framework that supports
localized editing using anisotropic filters.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 57, Publication date: July 2011.

DINUS: Double Insertion, Nonuniform, Stationary
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The Double Insertion, Nonuniform, Stationary subdivision surface (DINUS) generalizes both the nonuniform, bicubic spline surface and the Catmull-Clark
subdivision surface. DINUS allows arbitrary knot intervals on the edges, allows incorporation of special features, and provides limit point as well as limit
normal rules. It is the first subdivision scheme that gives the user all this flexibility and at the same time all essential limit information, which is important
for applications in modeling and adaptive rendering. DINUS is also amenable to analysis techniques for stationary schemes. We implemented DINUS as an
Autodesk Maya plugin to show several modeling and rendering examples.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Curve, Surface, solid, and object
representation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nonuniform subdivision surfaces combine the strength of spline surfaces and subdivision surfaces into one, new surface type. Tensorproduct spline surfaces are forced to a strict n × m topology of
patches. Subdivision surfaces generalize the uniform tensor-product
spline surfaces and allow for surface patches having arbitrary valence vertices and arbitrary valence faces. Extended subdivision
surfaces [Müller et al. 2006] are a blend between binary subdivision
for nonuniform, bicubic spline regions (single knot insertion) and
the Catmull-Clark scheme for patches having an irregular point.
Their systematic approach allows for limit point rules in regular
and irregular control points. Despite limit point rules, the subdivision scheme is still nonstationary in general. In this article, we
propose a stationary subdivision scheme which generalizes both
nonuniform, bicubic spline surfaces and Catmull-Clark subdivision
surfaces. Our new subdivision scheme is based on double knot in-

sertion. In contrast to all other nonuniform subdivision schemes,
it is a stationary scheme. Limit point rules and limit normal rules
are available and the surface is amenable to analysis techniques for
stationary schemes.

1.1 Related Work
The combination of NURBS and subdivision surfaces into one surface type has received a lot of attention recently. For spline curves
and tensor-product spline surfaces, binary subdivision is knot insertion in the middle of knot intervals. In Farin [2002], an algorithm
due to Boehm is given for inserting a single, arbitrary knot. Several
papers aim at such an algorithm for simultaneously inserting into all
knot intervals of a nonuniform, arbitrary degree curve. The LaneRiesenfeld algorithm [Lane and Riesenfeld 1980] does midway
knot insertion for uniform, degree n B-spline curves as a sequence
of one refinement and n smoothing steps. The resulting scheme has
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An Efficient Scheme for Curve and Surface Construction based
on a Set of Interpolatory Basis Functions
REN-JIANG ZHANG
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and
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An efficient scheme is introduced to construct interpolatory curves and
surfaces passing through a set of given scattered data points. The scheme
is based on an interpolatory basis derived from the sinc function with a
Guassian multiplier previously applied in other fields for signal or function
reconstruction. In connection with its application addressed in this article
for spatial curve and surface construction, the interpolatory basis possesses
various nice properties, such as partition of unity, linear precision, and local support, etc., under a small tolerance. By using these basis functions,
free-form curves and surfaces can be conveniently constructed. A designer
can adjust the shape of the constructed curve and surface by moving some
interpolating points or by inserting new interpolating points. The resulting
interpolatory curves and surfaces are C ∞ continuous. Smooth connection
between curves or surfaces can easily be achieved. Closed curves and surfaces can also be expressed using the proposed interpolatory basis functions.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation; I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically based
modeling
General Terms: Algorithms, Design
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Computer aided design, computer-aided
engineering, interpolatory curves and surfaces, scattered data, basis function,
subdivision, approximation
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1. INTRODUCTION
A common problem in curve and surface design is point data interpolation, that is, construction of a smooth curve that passes through
a given set of data points Pi [Farin 2002]. One of the commonly used
techniques is to solve a system of equations to find an interpolating polynomial through the given points. Although an interpolating
polynomial always exists and has a nice geometric interpretation,
such as Lagrange interpolation and Hermite interpolation, polynomial interpolants may oscillate when their degree gets higher due
to the increase in the number of data points. This is called the
Runge phenomenon. To avoid this shortcoming, low degree piecewise polynomial methods have been developed. Cubic splines are
a good compromise for most applications, and most design and fitting methods are in fact implemented using cubic parametrization
[Faux and Pratt 1979]. Polynomials in Bézier form are important
representations for curve and surface design with many nice properties. The interpolation of a given set of data points with a Bézier
curve is similar to interpolation with a general polynomial curve.
A major limitation of this approach is that any change of the input
data or its parametrization usually brings changes to the global
interpolating curve and the method is not locally adjustable.
Local shape control is an important issue in curve and surface
design. A B-spline curve differs from a Hermite curve, a Bézier
curve, or any other polynomial curve mainly in that it usually
consists of more than one curve segment. Each segment is defined and influenced by only a few local control points, which are
the coefficients of the basis functions. The degree of the curve
is independent of the total number of control points. These characteristics allow changes in shape that do not propagate beyond
several local segments. All polynomial methods for curve or surface design do not provide the opportunity for local shape control.
B-spline curves avoid this problem by using a special set of basis
functions that has only local influence and depends only on a few
neighboring control points. They also enjoy many other nice properties, such as affine invariance, variation diminishing, and convex
hull properties. It should be noticed that neither a B-spline curve nor
a Bézier curve interpolate their control points. To find a B-spline
or a Bézier curve interpolating a set of given points, one also needs
to solve a system of equations to compute the control points. Any
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 10, Publication date: April 2011.
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Space-Time Planning with Parameterized
Locomotion Controllers
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We present a technique for efficiently synthesizing animations for characters
traversing complex dynamic environments. Our method uses parameterized
locomotion controllers that correspond to specific motion skills, such as
jumping or obstacle avoidance. The controllers are created from motion
capture data with reinforcement learning. A space-time planner determines
the sequence in which controllers must be executed to reach a goal location,
and admits a variety of cost functions to produce paths that exhibit different
behaviors. By planning in space and time, the planner can discover paths
through dynamically changing environments, even if no path exists in any
static snapshot. By using parameterized controllers able to handle navigational tasks, the planner can operate efficiently at a high level, leading to
interactive replanning rates.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Human animation, data-driven animation, optimal control, motion planning
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Navigation through complex dynamic environments is a common
problem in games and virtual worlds, and poor decision-making on
the part of computer-controlled agents (such as nonplayer characters) is a frequent source of frustration for users. In recent years, a
number of methods have been proposed that address the problem
of path planning and animation in large environments [Choi et al.
2003; Sung et al. 2005; Lau and Kuffner 2006; Sud et al. 2007].
Yet no method has been proposed that can efficiently and gracefully
handle the highly dynamic scenes that are common in games, and
no animation method has been proposed that takes future obstacle
motion into account during global planning. On the other hand, considerable progress has been made in recent years on constructing
optimal and near-optimal kinematic controllers from motion capture data [Treuille et al. 2007; McCann and Pollard 2007; Lo and
Zwicker 2008; Lee et al. 2009]. These controllers sequence motion
clips to produce high-quality animations, but are limited to simple
environments described with a small set of parameters.
We present a method that combines path planning in space and
time with parameterized controllers to produce graceful animations for characters traversing highly dynamic environments. Our
planning algorithm selects controllers that, when concatenated in
sequence, generate an animation for a character traversing the dynamically changing environment. Intuitively, the controllers represent intelligent motion skills, such as obstacle avoidance or jumping,
which are composed to produce complex paths. The controller library is modular, and controllers can be added or removed to yield
characters that possess a wider or narrower variety of motion skills.
The use of parameterized controllers has three key advantages.
First, since controllers are high-level constructs that can negotiate
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 23, Publication date: May 2011.
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Abstract
We present a general approach to creating realistic swimming behavior for a given articulated creature body. The two main components of our method are creature/fluid simulation and the optimization of the creature motion parameters. We simulate two-way
coupling between the fluid and the articulated body by solving a linear system that matches acceleration at fluid/solid boundaries and
that also enforces fluid incompressibility. The swimming motion of
a given creature is described as a set of periodic functions, one for
each joint degree of freedom. We optimize over the space of these
functions in order to find a motion that causes the creature to swim
straight and stay within a given energy budget. Our creatures can
perform path following by first training appropriate turning maneuvers through offline optimization and then selecting between these
motions to track the given path. We present results for a clownfish,
an eel, a sea turtle, a manta ray and a frog, and in each case the resulting motion is a good match to the real-world animals. We also
demonstrate a plausible swimming gait for a fictional creature that
has no real-world counterpart.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation; I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of Simulation—Animation.

Figure 1: Aquatic creatures with different shapes swim in a simulated fluid environment. The particle traces show the fluid flow
near the swimmers. Our method provides a generic framework to
discover natural swimming gaits and to simulate the swimming motion for a wide variety of animal bodies.

Keywords: Swimming, articulated figures, fluid simulation, optimization
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Introduction

The oceans, lakes and rivers of our planet contain a wide variety
of creatures that use swimming as their primary form of locomotion. There are an astonishing variety of body shapes and patterns
of motion that are used by swimmers across the animal kingdom.
Some of the many creature swimming patterns from nature include
using thrust from a tail, moving an elongated body sinusoidally, using paddle-like motions of flippers, kicking with legs, and gentle
bird-like flapping of fins. Our research goal is to develop a general platform for finding efficient swimming motion for a given
creature body shape. There are a number of application areas
that can benefit from realistic swimming simulation, including feature film animation [Stanton and Unkrich 2003], biological inves∗ e-mail:jtan34@gatech.edu
† e-mail:windygyt@gmail.com
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tigation of swimming mechanics [Kern and Koumoutsakos 2006;
Shirgaonkar et al. 2008], locomotion of user-created creatures in
video games [Hecker et al. 2008], and the invention of new modes
of propulsion for underwater vehicles [Barrett et al. 2002].
Today, most scientific models for swimming motion are customized to specific species with predefined locomotion patterns
[Shirgaonkar et al. 2008]. These models are highly accurate but
are difficult to generalize to a variety of creatures. The existing
3D swimming animations, on the other hand, demonstrate a lifelike underwater ecosystem with rich variety of creatures. However,
their motions are typically animated manually or based on simplified physical models. Having a generic set of tools that can produce
physically realistic aquatic motion for a wide array of creatures is
challenging and has not been shown in previous work.
At the heart of synthesizing realistic aquatic locomotion lies the
problems of simulation and control. Solving these two problems
simultaneously under hydrodynamics presents some unique challenges. First, the relation between the movement of the aquatic animal and the forces exerted by surrounding fluid is extremely complex. Thus it is difficult to solve using an optimization approach.
Any small changes in undulation or flapping gait can result in drastically different control strategies. In addition, the morphology of
aquatic animals is astonishingly diverse and results in fundamentally different locomotion mechanisms. Designing control strategies based on ad-hoc observation or careful tuning of parameters
would be extraordinarily difficult to generalize to the vast biodiversity found in nature.
This paper describes a complete system for controlling a wide variety of aquatic animals in a simulated fluid environment. Our goal
is a system that balances between physical realism and generality.
Given an aquatic animal that is represented by an articulated rigid
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 58, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Real-time physics-based quadruped simulations of gaits (walk, trot, canter, transverse gallop, pace, rotary gallop), gait transitions,
sitting and standing up, targeted jumps, and jumps on-to and off-of platforms.

Abstract
We develop an integrated set of gaits and skills for a physics-based
simulation of a quadruped. The motion repertoire for our simulated dog includes walk, trot, pace, canter, transverse gallop, rotary
gallop, leaps capable of jumping on-and-off platforms and over obstacles, sitting, lying down, standing up, and getting up from a fall.
The controllers use a representation based on gait graphs, a dual leg
frame model, a flexible spine model, and the extensive use of internal virtual forces applied via the Jacobian transpose. Optimizations
are applied to these control abstractions in order to achieve robust
gaits and leaps with desired motion styles. The resulting gaits are
evaluated for robustness with respect to push disturbances and the
traversal of variable terrain. The simulated motions are also compared to motion data captured from a filmed dog.

1

trollers offers one possible approach for creating interactive, reactive quadruped motions. We build on this general approach with the
following contributions:
• We develop several abstractions for use in quadruped simulation, including a dual leg frame model, a flexible abstracted
spine, and the extensive use of internal virtual forces. These
form a flexible vocabulary for designing quadruped motions.
• We demonstrate the creation of walk, trot, pace, canter, and
transverse and rotary gallop gaits of varying speeds for a simulated dog using these control abstractions. The gaits are automatically tuned (optimized) to satisfy a variety of objectives. We compare our motions with captured motion for a
dog. We evaluate the robustness of the gaits with respect to
gait transitions, pushes, and unexpected steps.
• We develop a flexibly parameterized jump that can be executed from various initial trotting speeds. This allows the simulated quadruped to jump onto and off of platforms, jump over
obstacles, and jump over gaps. We further develop controllers
for sitting, lying-down, and standing up.

Introduction

Quadrupedal animals form an important part of the world around
us. It is therefore not surprising that cats, dogs, mice, horses, donkeys, elephants, and other animals, real or mythical, make regular appearances in games, films, and virtual world simulations.
Games which use interactive quadruped animation include Zoo Tycoon, Red Dead Redemption, Cabela’s African Safari, and Assassin’s Creed. Example films include Lord of the Rings, Chronicles of
Narnia, and Cats and Dogs, to name but a few. Quadruped movement is extremely rich because of the many possible gaits and the
variations in body size and body proportions, e.g., from shrews to
elephants. There exist a multitude of ways in which the skeleton
and legs can support the locomotion. The difficulty of modeling
such a diverse set of motions is further compounded by the paucity
of available motion capture data.
As was first proposed two decades ago [Raibert and Hodgins
1991], the use of forward dynamics simulation with suitable con∗ scoros|andrejk|jonesben|van@cs.ubc.ca,
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Related Work

A mix of kinematic and dynamic methods have been applied to
quadruped animation, dating back over a quarter century. A comprehensive recent survey of quadruped animation work is given in
[Skrba et al. 2008]. The following survey is heavily focused on
controller-based methods, and even then it is selective because of
the breadth of previous work in this area.
Procedural and trajectory-based methods: The early work of
Girard and Maciejewski [1985] proposes the use of gait patterns,
foot location splines, inverse kinematics, and body location that is
constrained by simplified body dynamics. Blumberg and Galyean
[1995] develop a multi-layer kinematic approach as the simulated
motor system of a dog, with a focus on supporting higher level behaviors. The game of Spore [Hecker et al. 2008] develops methods
for generating procedural animation for arbitrary legged creatures,
including locomotion patterns. Torkos and van de Panne [1998] apply trajectory optimization techniques to an abstracted quadruped
model to obtain motions that are compatible with given foot locations and timing patterns. Wampler and Popović [2009] develop
a two-level optimization procedure for physics-based trajectories
of periodic legged locomotion and use it to explore connections between form and function. Kry et al. [2009] explore the use of modal
deformations as the basis for developing periodic gait patterns directly from the geometry of a dog model.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 59, Publication date: July 2011.
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Composite Control of Physically Simulated Characters
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A physics-based control system that tracks a single motion trajectory produces high-quality animations, but does not recover from large disturbances
that require deviating from this tracked trajectory. In order to enhance the
responsiveness of physically simulated characters, we introduce algorithms
that construct composite controllers that track multiple trajectories in parallel
instead of sequentially switching from one control to the other. The composite controllers can blend or transition between different path controllers
at arbitrary times according to the current system state. As a result, a composite control system generates both high-quality animations and natural
responses to certain disturbances. We demonstrate its potential for improving robustness in performing several locomotion tasks. Then we consolidate
these controllers into graphs that allow us to direct the character in real time.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Character simulation, character control,
physics-based character animation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Physically-based simulation requires carefully crafted control systems to animate characters with agility and robustness found in
nature. Deriving such systems from real data is one promising approach as it can be applied without modification to many locomoThis work was supported by the University of Washington Animation
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tion skills, including walking, stopping, turning, and running. The
control system tracks skill-specific trajectories to compute muscle
forces that yield the same motion in physically-based simulations.
An immediate benefit of such approach is high quality of final
animations as they look almost as real as the data they follow.
Such tracking controllers can preserve the style of the actor’s
locomotion, but the generated movements are usually monotonous
reproductions. It is still a challenge to automatically find suitable
motions that transition between different skills, sometimes in the
presence of external forces and other disturbances. In order to enhance the realism of the simulation, the virtual character must deviate from rote tracking and adapt to changing conditions and environments. Furthermore, biped locomotion is notoriously susceptible to
falling, as the dynamical system must contend with the burden of
underactuation.
One possibility is to have the controller learn from more data,
so that a single control system leads to natural responses by automatically selecting which data to track. Here we present such an
aggregate controller and the three interdependent processes needed
to realize this goal for three-dimensional characters.
First, instead of tracking only one trajectory, our control system
tracks multiple trajectories simultaneously, so that the character
can respond better to unexpected situations. At any point in time,
control forces are determined by automatically reweighting different actions. This allows for natural transitions between locomotion
skills, either by switching between their respective trajectories or by
blending between them. The entire switching process is automatic,
not authored.
Second, we show that this multi-trajectory composite controller
can be constructed from graphs that connect unique motion trajectories. In contrast to the common graph traversal process where
transitions are made only at the end of each trajectory clip, our
composite controller switches and blends continuously through the
branching structure of the graph, allowing it to transfer at any time,
instead of just at the end of an edge. This creates a more pliable
graph structure, leading to more responsive controllers.
Third, we show how our control system can accept high-level
directives and integrate them in our composition process. With the
greater availablity of possible paths, the combined action is more
resilient to achieving the desired tasks. As we will see, the mapping
from user commands to physical actions is ultimately a tradeoff
between what is desirable at a high level and what is physically
possible at the lower level.
Our composition method gives the virtual character more options
to achieve long-term tasks. Besides the benefit of increased variability and unpredictibility in the character’s behavior, our approach can
be used to enhance the robustness of certain locomotion skills. Our
control system can include latent responses that only emerge when
they are compatible with unstable configurations. As a result, the
controller can produce visually appealing recoveries in real time.

2.

RELATED WORK

In computer animation, two general strategies have emerged
for control of high-dimensional characters. In one category are
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 16, Publication date: May 2011.
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The incorporation of randomness is critical for the believability and effectiveness of controllers for characters in competitive games. We present a fully
automatic method for generating intelligent real-time controllers for characters in such a game. Our approach uses game theory to deal with the ramifications
of the characters acting simultaneously, and generates controllers which employ both long-term planning and an intelligent use of randomness. Our results
exhibit nuanced strategies based on unpredictability, such as feints and misdirection moves, which take into account and exploit the possible strategies of an
adversary. The controllers are generated by examining the interaction between the rules of the game and the motions generated from a parametric motion graph.
This involves solving a large-scale planning problem, so we also describe a new technique for scaling this process to higher dimensions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Some of the most complicated and intricate human behaviors arise
out of interactions with other people in competitive games. In many
competitive sports, players compete for certain goals while simultaneously preventing the opponents from achieving their goals. These
scenarios create very dynamic and unpredictable situations: the
players need to make decisions considering both their own actions
and the opponent’s strategy, including any biases or weaknesses in
the opponent’s behavior. We propose that a mathematical framework based upon game theory is the appropriate choice to animate
or control characters in these situations. Furthermore, we show that
a game-theoretic formulation naturally accounts for real-world behaviors such as feints and other intelligent uses of nondeterminism
which are ubiquitous in real life but have thus far been difficult to
incorporate believably into games without significant hand-tuning.
This is particularly of value in video games where an intelligent use
of nondeterminism is an absolute necessity for a virtual character
in a competitive situation.
The root assumption upon which our method is based is that the
characters act simultaneously, in contrast to previous adversarial
character animation techniques which model the players as taking
turns. This closely matches the structure of many real-world games
and sports, and captures the reason it often pays to be unpredictable
in these games. In turn-based approaches the best way to act is
always deterministic, and any randomness must be postprocessed
in an ad hoc, and often difficult to hand-tune, manner. This significantly complicates the design of the animation controller and is

prone to errors, leading to characters that don’t behave randomly
when they should or that choose randomness when it is not appropriate. By allowing simultaneous actions we arrive at a game-theoretic
formulation which incorporates nondeterminism in its definition of
optimal behavior. This not only allows for intelligent and random
controllers to be automatically constructed, but also gives rise to
emergent behaviors such as feints and quick footsteps which exploit unpredictability for their effectiveness.
The particular mathematical model we employ for character animation is known as a zero-sum Markov game. In this model each
character acts according to the probability distribution that maximizes the likelihood of winning, assuming that the opponent is
capable of this same line of reasoning and is attempting to stop
them as effectively as possible. This approach also allows for an
easy integration of long-term planning where characters choose
their moves based not only on what will happen immediately but
also taking into account what the future ramifications might be.
This is necessary for the method to be applicable in real games, and
gives rise to intelligent-looking anticipation, such as “leading” the
motion of a runner in order to tackle them or planning a feint in a
sword fight.
Unfortunately, building optimal game-theoretic controllers is
hard because we plan for optimal policies by considering both
adversaries simultaneously. This magnifies all the issues of high
dimensionality, making it significantly harder than creating a controller for a single character. This is particularly problematic as
existing MDP and Markov game planning algorithms require exponential time and storage in the dimension of the game’s state space.
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Expression Flow for 3D-Aware Face Component Transfer
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Figure 1: Example of applying the proposed expression flow for face component transfer. (a) and (b) are input images, and the user wants to
replace the closed mouth in (a) with the open mouth in (b). (c). Expression flow generated by our system, which warps the entire face in (a)
to accommodate the new mouth shape. Top: horizontal flow field, bottom: vertical flow filed. (d) Final composite generated by our system.
(e). Composite generated using 2D alignment and blending. Note the unnaturally short distance between the mouth and the chin.

Abstract

1

We address the problem of correcting an undesirable expression on
a face photo by transferring local facial components, such as a smiling mouth, from another face photo of the same person which has
the desired expression. Direct copying and blending using existing compositing tools results in semantically unnatural composites,
since expression is a global effect and the local component in one
expression is often incompatible with the shape and other components of the face in another expression. To solve this problem we
present Expression Flow, a 2D flow field which can warp the target
face globally in a natural way, so that the warped face is compatible
with the new facial component to be copied over. To do this, starting with the two input face photos, we jointly construct a pair of 3D
face shapes with the same identity but different expressions. The
expression flow is computed by projecting the difference between
the two 3D shapes back to 2D. It describes how to warp the target
face photo to match the expression of the reference photo. User
studies suggest that our system is able to generate face composites
with much higher fidelity than existing methods.

Everyone who has the experience of taking photographs of family
members and friends knows how hard it is to capture the perfect
moment. For one, the camera may not be at the right setting at
the right time. Furthermore, there is always a delay between the
time one sees a perfect smile in the viewfinder and the time that
the image is actually captured, especially for low-end cell phone
cameras which have slow response. For these reasons, face images
captured by amateur photographers often contain various imperfections. Generally speaking, there are two types of imperfections.
The first type is photometric flaws due to improper camera settings,
thus the face may appear to be too dark, grainy, or blurry. The
second type, which is often more noticeable and severe, is the bad
expression of the subject, such as closed eyes, half-open mouth, etc.
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Introduction

With recent advances in image editing, photometric imperfections
can be largely improved using modern post-processing tools. For
instance, the personal photo enhancement system [Joshi et al. 2010]
provides a set of adjustment tools to correct global attributes of the
face such as color, exposure, and sharpness. Compared with photometric imperfections, expression artifacts are much harder to correct. Given a non-smiling face photo, one could simply find a smiling photo of the same person from his/her personal album, and use
it to replace the whole face using existing methods [Bitouk et al.
2008]. Unfortunately, this global swap also replaces other parts of
the face which the user may want to keep. Local component transfer among face images is thus sometimes more preferable.
However, local component transfer between face images with different expressions is a very challenging task. It is well known in the
facial expression literature [Faigin 1991] that expressions of emotion engage both signal-intensive areas of the face: the eye region,
and the mouth region. For an expression of emotion to appear genuine, both areas need to show a visible and coordinated pattern of
activity. This is particularly true of the sincere smile, which in its
broad form alters almost all of the facial topography from the lower
eyelid downwards to the bottom margin of the face. While general
image compositing tools [Agarwala et al. 2004] allow the user to
crop a face region and seamlessly blend it into another face, they
are incapable of improving the compatibility of the copied comACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 60, Publication date: July 2011.
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The simulation of weathered appearance is essential in the realistic modeling
of urban environments. A representative and particularly difficult effect to
produce on a large scale is the effect of fluid flow. Changes in appearance due
to flow are the result of both the global effect of large-scale shape, and local
effects, such as the detailed roughness of a surface. With digital photography
and Internet image collections, visual examples of flow effects are readily
available. These images, however, mix the appearance of flows with the
specific local context. We present a methodology to extract parameters
and detail maps from existing imagery in a form that allows new targetspecific flow effects to be produced, with natural variations in the effects
as they are applied in different locations in a new scene. In this article, we
focus on producing a library of parameters and detail maps for generating
flow patterns; and this methodology can be used to extend the library with
additional image exemplars. To illustrate our methodology, we show a rich
collection of patterns applied to urban models.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and
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1. INTRODUCTION
Real materials change in appearance as a result of their interaction
with the surrounding environment, and nowhere are such changes
more apparent than in urban scenes. Variations in appearance are
due to the specific type of weathering, the exposure and shape of an
object, and the material of which an object is composed. Specifying
and generating weathering effects on large-scale scenes remains a
challenge. In this article, we present an approach for extracting appearance change data from photographs, which is then used to guide
a weathering simulation with novel effects in a complex synthetic
scene. As a representative type of weathering crucial to urban modeling, we consider the characteristic washing and staining patterns
due to the flow of water over surfaces.
Our contribution is a new approach to weathering which uses
photographs to drive a simulation, rather than simply reusing the
photograph or patches of pixels from the photograph directly. Our
approach is illustrated in Figure 1, outlining the major components
required for this new approach. In particular, we present a method to
separate the effect of the weathering phenomena (in this case stains)
from the original object material, allowing the effect to be applied to
materials of different color. We then introduce a method to extract
simulation parameters from photographs of stains by optimization,
allowing the effect to be applied to surfaces of different geometry.
Finally, we show how we can extract high-frequency details of
the effect, enabling simulation of weathering effects with naturallooking small-scale variations.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 20, Publication date: May 2011.
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We present an approach for generating face animations from large
image collections of the same person. Such collections, which we
call photobios, sample the appearance of a person over changes in
pose, facial expression, hairstyle, age, and other variations. By
optimizing the order in which images are displayed and crossdissolving between them, we control the motion through face space
and create compelling animations (e.g., render a smooth transition
from frowning to smiling). Used in this context, the cross dissolve
produces a very strong motion effect; a key contribution of the paper is to explain this effect and analyze its operating range. The
approach operates by creating a graph with faces as nodes, and
similarities as edges, and solving for walks and shortest paths on
this graph. The processing pipeline involves face detection, locating fiducials (eyes/nose/mouth), solving for pose, warping to frontal
views, and image comparison based on Local Binary Patterns. We
demonstrate results on a variety of datasets including time-lapse
photography, personal photo collections, and images of celebrities
downloaded from the Internet. Our approach is the basis for the
Face Movies feature in Google’s Picasa.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]—;
Keywords: Face animation, photo collections, cross dissolve, Picasa
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Introduction

People are photographed thousands of times over their lifetimes.
Taken together, the photos of each person form his or her visual
record. Such a visual record, which we call a photobio, samples
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the appearance space of that individual over time, capturing variations in expression, pose, hairstyle, and so forth. While acquiring
photobios used to be a tedious process, the advent of photo sharing
tools like Facebook coupled with face recognition technology and
image search are making it easier to amass huge numbers of photos
of friends, family, and celebrities. As this trend increases, we will
have access to increasingly complete photobios. The large volume
of such collections, however, makes them very difficult to manage,
and better tools are needed for browsing, exploring, and rendering
them.
If we could capture every expression that a person makes, from every pose and viewing/lighting condition, and at every point in their
life, we could describe the complete appearance space of that individual. Given such a representation, we could render any view
of that person on demand, in a similar manner to how a lightfield [Levoy and Hanrahan 1996] enables visualizing a static scene.
However, key challenges are 1) the face appearance space is extremely high dimensional, 2) we generally have access to only a
sparse sampling of this space, and 3) the mapping of each image to
pose, expression, and other parameters is not generally known a priori. In this paper, we take a step towards addressing these problems
to create interactive, animated viewing experiences from a person’s
photobio. We focus on the specific problem of view interpolation,
i.e., rendering a seamless transition between two photos. As such,
we naturally generalize the view-interpolation capabilities of classic image-based rendering (IBR) methods, e.g., [Chen and Williams
1993; Seitz and Dyer 1996; Levoy and Hanrahan 1996] to handle
changes in expression, age, and other transformations. But while
IBR methods traditionally focus on synthesizing novel images, we
instead create transitions from images already in the database, and
instead seek to select the right set of in-betweens. This approach
is reminiscent of Snavely et al.’s work on finding paths through Internet photo collections [Snavely et al. 2008], but applied to faces
instead of places. We note that faces present unique challenges because there is not a clear underlying parameterization of the photo
space, unlike the case of [Snavely et al. 2008] where it was possible
to construct a function mapping pose to image.
A key insight in our work is that cross dissolving well-aligned images produces a very strong motion sensation. While the crossdissolve (also known as cross-fade, or linear intensity blend) is
prevalent in morphing and image-based-rendering techniques, it is
usually used in tandem with a geometric warp, the latter requiring accurate pixel correspondence (i.e., optical flow) between the
source images. Surprisingly, the cross dissolve by itself (without
correspondence/flow estimation) can produce a very strong sensation of movement, particularly when the input images are well
aligned. We explain this effect and prove some remarkable propACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 61, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Discrete element textures. Given a small input exemplar (left within each image), our method synthesizes a corresponding output with user specified
coarse-scale domain (right within each image). Using a data driven approach, we can achieve a variety of effects, including (a) regular distribution, (b) output
with different domain shape and boundary conditions from the input, (c) mixture of different elements, and (d) deformable and elongated shapes.

Abstract
A variety of phenomena can be characterized by repetitive small
scale elements within a large scale domain. Examples include a
stack of fresh produce, a plate of spaghetti, or a mosaic pattern.
Although certain results can be produced via manual placement or
procedural/physical simulation, these methods can be labor intensive, difficult to control, or limited to specific phenomena.
We present discrete element textures, a data-driven method for synthesizing repetitive elements according to a small input exemplar
and a large output domain. Our method preserves both individual
element properties and their aggregate distributions. It is also general and applicable to a variety of phenomena, including different
dimensionalities, different element properties and distributions, and
different effects including both artistic and physically realistic ones.
We represent each element by one or multiple samples whose positions encode relevant element attributes including position, size,
shape, and orientation. We propose a sample-based neighborhood
similarity metric and an energy optimization solver to synthesize
desired outputs that observe not only input exemplars and output
domains but also optional constraints such as physics, orientation
fields, and boundary conditions. As a further benefit, our method
can also be applied for editing existing element distributions.
Keywords: discrete element, texture, analysis, synthesis, sampling, editing, data driven
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Introduction

A variety of phenomena can be
characterized
by
a distinctive large
scale domain with
repetitive small scale elements. Some common examples include
a stack of fresh produce, a plate of spaghetti, or a mosaic pattern.
Due to the potential scale and complexity of such phenomena, it is
desirable to have a general and efficient method for users to easily
specify and synthesize these element distributions for different
application scenarios.
Manual placement, which is flexible enough to achieve many effects, can be too tedious with current modeling tools for sufficiently
large or complex distributions. An alternative is physical simulation, for which the users specify certain input controls (e.g. initial

state and/or boundary conditions) and simply let the algorithm run
its course to produce results. The primary advantage of physical
simulation is fidelity to realism. However, such methods can be
hard to control, since producing the desired output might require
the user to repeatedly tweak the input parameters. Physical simulation might not be suitable for man-made or artistic effects (e.g. see
[Cho et al. 2007]). Another possibility is the procedural approach
[Ebert et al. 2002]. However, procedural methods are known for
their limited generality and are only applicable to specific distributions (e.g. Poisson disk [Lagae and Dutré 2005]) or phenomena
(e.g. rocks [Peytavie et al. 2009]). Furthermore, even though many
procedural methods offer control via input parameters, tuning these
to achieve the desired effects might require significant expertise.
To achieve the goal of generality, efficiency, and easy usage, we
adopt a data-driven methodology. We call our approach discrete
element textures, which analyzes an input exemplar and synthesizes the corresponding discrete elements within a given output domain (Figure 2). Unlike prior data-driven methods that might produce undesirable individual elements (Figure 3) or aggregate distributions (Figure 4), our method preserves both. Since the user
has maximum flexibility in specifying both the input exemplar and
the output domain, our method is able to achieve a variety of effects, including different dimensions (e.g. 2D or 3D), different element properties (including shapes, sizes, colors), complexities (e.g.
round and rigid pebbles or elongated and deformable spaghetti) and
distributions (e.g. regular/semi-regular/irregular), different numbers of element types (e.g. a plate of mixed vegetables), as well
as physically realistic or artistic phenomena (e.g. a physical pile of
objects or a decorative mosaic pattern). In particular, even though
our method is data driven, it can still produce physical effects (e.g.
deformable spaghetti as in Figure 1d).
We observe that overall element distributions are closely related
to individual element properties, such as position, size, shape, and
orientation. Thus, treating each element as a point sample, as com-
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Abstract
This paper studies color compatibility theories using large datasets,
and develops new tools for choosing colors. There are three parts
to this work. First, using on-line datasets, we test new and existing
theories of human color preferences. For example, we test whether
certain hues or hue templates may be preferred by viewers. Second,
we learn quantitative models that score the quality of a five-color set
of colors, called a color theme. Such models can be used to rate the
quality of a new color theme. Third, we demonstrate simple prototypes that apply a learned model to tasks in color design, including
improving existing themes and extracting themes from images.
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Introduction

Graphic design relies on effective use of color, and choosing colors is a difficult but crucial task for both amateur and professional
designers. Designers often look for inspiration from many sources,
such as art, photography, and color palette books. Color choice is
guided largely by intuition and qualitative rules, such as theories of
complementary colors and warm versus cool colors. It is generally
believed that certain color combinations are harmonious and pleasing, while others are not. In the past two centuries, many theories
of color compatibility have been proposed to describe and explain
these phenomena, but there has been little large-scale testing.
On-line communities provide new ways for graphic designers to
create and share color designs. Two websites, Adobe Kuler and
COLOURLovers, allow users to create color themes, i.e., ordered
combinations of 1-5 colors, though the vast majority have 5-colors.
Each theme has a name, but is otherwise free of context. Users may
rate, comment on, and modify previously-created themes. Over two
million themes have been created on these sites, by tens of thousands of users. The datasets produced by these websites provide
an opportunity for quantitative study of color theories and development of new color compatibility models.
This paper employs on-line datasets to study color compatibility,
with three main goals. First, we test new and existing theories of
color compatibility. For example, we test to what extent certain hues
or hue templates may be preferred by viewers. Second, we learn
quantitative models to rate the quality of a color theme. Third, we
demonstrate simple prototypes that apply these learned models to
tasks in color design, including improving existing themes and extracting themes from images. Together, these prototypes illustrate
how the development of effective color compatibility models could
be useful for various tasks in graphic design and computer graphics.
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Our studies are based on three datasets, each of which comprises a
collection of color themes and their ratings. We derived two datasets
from Kuler and COLOURLovers, and created the third using Amazon Mechanical Turk (“MTurk”). These datasets exhibit different
advantages and disadvantages. For example, Kuler users have more
exposure to color theory than MTurk workers, while MTurk data
is collected in a more controlled fashion. However, taste in color
can vary widely, and users in these datasets have varying goals,
backgrounds, and viewing environments; not surprisingly, there is
substantial variation. Nonetheless, analysis of the data reveals many
regularities and patterns.
We first analyze these datasets to understand which colors people
use, and how colors are combined. Our main observations are as
follows. User-created themes are far from random; themes form
clusters or manifolds in the space of 5 colors, and themes farther
from this manifold tend to be rated worse. People also have strong
preferences for particular colors. The data reveals a preference for
warm hues and cyans in color themes, which is distinct from preferences for purples and blues with single colors. Hue templates, the
most popular models of color compatibility, are tested in several
ways, and no evidence is found that they predict compatible colors.
We examine the number of distinct hues people prefer in a theme,
and find users generally prefer themes which are neither too simple (i.e., monochromatic), nor too complex (more than 2-3 different
hues). Further MTurk experiments indicate that theme names usually do not affect the rating, though evocative names can have an
impact.
We offer a new color compatibility model for predicting ratings,
and examine which features of color themes are most important.
Our model is distinct from previous work in that it uses a large
number of features in many color spaces. The model is learned
by linear regression with an L1-norm, thereby selecting the most
relevant features for predicting the aesthetic rating. In particular,
lightness features are important; dark themes are poorly rated and
gradients from light-to-dark or vice-versa are preferred. Choosing
popular adjacent color pairs is important, and theme colors should
not be too similar to each other.
Aside from their scientific value, effective compatibility models
would be useful for numerous tasks in graphic design and computer
graphics, where selecting colors is often challenging. To that end,
we demonstrate simple prototype applications, such as improving
an existing color theme, extracting a compatible theme from an image, and suggesting colors given some existing colors. Pilot user
studies on MTurk show that users prefer our results over simple
baselines. Our learned predictors with source code, datasets (aggregate ratings only), and supplementary material are available on-line.

2

Background

Color has intrigued philosophers since the ancient Greeks [Gage
1999]. Modern color theory began with Newton, who developed
a color wheel with hues arranged according to wavelength. Color
wheels allow color relationships to be represented geometrically.
Goethe [1810] arranged the color wheel according to physiological
vision phenomena such as after-images; he proposed that compatible contrasting colors are opposite on the color wheel.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 63, Publication date: July 2011.
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Color perception is recognized to vary with surrounding spatial structure,
but the impact of edge smoothness on color has not been studied in color
appearance modeling. In this work, we study the appearance of color under
different degrees of edge smoothness. A psychophysical experiment was
conducted to quantify the change in perceived lightness, colorfulness, and
hue with respect to edge smoothness. We confirm that color appearance, in
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1. INTRODUCTION
The appearance of color has been well-studied, especially in order
to derive a general relationship between given physical stimuli and
corresponding perceptual responses. Common appearance studies
use neatly-cut color patches in conjunction with a variety of backgrounds or viewing environments and record the participants’ psychophysical responses, usually regarding lightness, colorfulness,
and hue [Luo et al. 1991]. The elements of the viewing environments typically include the main stimulus, the proximal field, the
background, and the surround [Fairchild 2005]. Although this categorization suggests that the spatial aspect of the viewing environment is taken into account, previous appearance studies have
only focused on patch-based color appearance with respect to background and surround. The spatial aspects of the main stimulus, such
as its smoothness, have not been considered.
Figure 1 presents two discs with different edge smoothness. The
right disc appears brighter than the left, even though the inner densities of these two discs are identical. The only difference between the
two is the smoothness of their edges. This indicates that our color
perception changes according to the spatial property of surrounding
edges.
Perceptual color appearance in the spatial context has been intensively researched in psychological vision [Baüml and Wandell
1996; Brenner et al. 2003; Monnier and Shevell 2003]. Typically,
frequency variations of the main stimuli or the proximal field are
explored. The studies are usually set up as threshold experiments,
where participants are asked to match two stimuli with different
frequencies or to cancel out an induced color or lightness sensation. Although threshold experiments are easy to implement and
more accurate, this type of data is not directly compatible with
suprathreshold measurements of available appearance data [Luo
et al. 1991], which allows one to build predictive computational
models of color appearance.
In this article, we study the impact of perceptual induction of
edge smoothness on color appearance. This is motivated by Brenner
et al.’s work [2003], which has shown that the edge surrounding a
colored patch of about 1◦ is very important to its appearance. To
this end, we conducted a psychophysical experiment and propose a
simple spatial appearance model which can be plugged into other
appearance models. Our main contributions are:
—appearance measurement data of color with edge variation,
—a spatial model taking into account edge variations.

2.

RELATED WORK

This section summarizes relevant studies with respect to the perceptual impact of spatial structure.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 13, Publication date: April 2011.
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Figure 1: Style enhancement results. (a) Original photo taken by iPhone 3G, (b) enhanced photo that mimics the color and tone style of
Canon EOS 5D Mark Π; (c) Original photo, (d) enhanced photo with a style learned from a photographer.

Abstract

1 Introduction

Color and tone adjustments are among the most frequent image enhancement operations. We define a color and tone style as a set
of explicit or implicit rules governing color and tone adjustments.
Our goal in this paper is to learn implicit color and tone adjustment rules from examples. That is, given a set of examples, each
of which is a pair of corresponding images before and after adjustments, we would like to discover the underlying mathematical relationships optimally connecting the color and tone of corresponding
pixels in all image pairs. We formally define tone and color adjustment rules as mappings, and propose to approximate complicated
spatially varying nonlinear mappings in a piecewise manner. The
reason behind this is that a very complicated mapping can still be
locally approximated with a low-order polynomial model. Parameters within such low-order models are trained using data extracted
from example image pairs. We successfully apply our framework
in two scenarios, low-quality photo enhancement by transferring
the style of a high-end camera, and photo enhancement using styles
learned from photographers and designers.

With the prevalence of digital cameras, there have been increasing research and practical interests in digital image enhancement.
Tone and color adjustments are among the most frequent operations. While such adjustments often need to be determined on an
individual basis, there exist many scenarios where tonal and color
adjustments follow common implicit rules. For example, photographers often carefully tune the temperature and tint of existing colors
in a photograph to convey specific impressions. For a specific impression, the types of adjustments are usually consistent across different photographs. As another example, it is well-known that photographs taken by different digital cameras have varying degrees of
tone and color discrepancies. This is because each type of camera
has its own built-in radiance and color response curves. We define
a tone and color style as a set of explicit or implicit rules or curves
governing tonal and color adjustments.

CR Categories: I.4.3 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Enhancement; I.4.10 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Representation—Statistical
Keywords: Image Enhancement, Picture Style, Color Mapping,
Gradient Mapping, Tone Optimization
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Manually adjusting the tone and color of a photograph to achieve
a desired style is often tedious and labor-intensive. However, if
tone and color styles can be formulated mathematically in a digital
form, they can be automatically and easily applied to novel input
images to make them look more appealing. Unfortunately, the rules
governing a tone and color style are most often not explicitly available. For instance, it is typically very hard for a photographer to
mathematically summarize the rules he uses to achieve a certain
impression; and it also involves much work to calibrate the radiance and color response curves of a camera especially considering
the fact that color response curves need to cover the entire visible
spectrum. Therefore, our goal in this paper is to learn implicit tone
and color adjustment rules from examples. That is, given a number of examples, each of which is a pair of corresponding images
before and after adjustments, we would like to discover the underlying mathematical relationships optimally connecting the tone and
color of corresponding pixels in all image pairs.
For the following reasons, it is challenging to learn tone and color
adjustment rules from examples. First, the relationships we need
to identify are buried in noisy data available from example image
pairs. We need to rely on machine learning and data mining techniques to discover hidden patterns and relationships. Second, the
relationships are likely to be highly nonlinear and spatially varying.
This is because camera radiance and color response curves are nonlinear, and the adjustment rules used by photographers most likely
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 64, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Left: The CMY mode of our camera provides a superior SNR over a RGB camera when capturing a dark scene (top) and the
RGB mode provides superior SNR over CMY camera when capturing a lighted scene. To demonstrate this, each image is marked with its
quantitative SNR on the top left. Right: The RGBCY mode of our camera provides better color fidelity than a RGB or CMY camera for
colorful scene (top). The ∆E deviation in CIELAB space of each of these images from a ground truth (captured using SOC-730 hyperspectral
camera) is encoded as grayscale images with error statistics (mean, maximum and standard deviation) provided at the bottom of each image.
Note the close match between the image captured with our camera and the ground truth.

Abstract

ment of the primaries in the CFA) to provide an optimal solution.

We present a camera with switchable primaries using shiftable layers of color filter arrays (CFAs). By layering a pair of CMY CFAs in
this novel manner we can switch between multiple sets of color primaries (namely RGB, CMY and RGBCY) in the same camera. In
contrast to fixed color primaries (e.g. RGB or CMY), which cannot
provide optimal image quality for all scene conditions, our camera
with switchable primaries provides optimal color fidelity and signal
to noise ratio for multiple scene conditions.

We investigate practical design options for shiftable layering of the
CFAs. We demonstrate these by building prototype cameras for
both switchable primaries and switchable LDR/HDR modes.

Next, we show that the same concept can be used to layer two RGB
CFAs to design a camera with switchable low dynamic range (LDR)
and high dynamic range (HDR) modes. Further, we show that such
layering can be generalized as a constrained satisfaction problem
(CSP) allowing to constrain a large number of parameters (e.g. different operational modes, amount and direction of the shifts, place∗ e-mail:
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To the best of our knowledge, we present, for the first time, the concept of shiftable layers of CFAs that provides a new degree of freedom in photography where multiple operational modes are available to the user in a single camera for optimizing the picture quality
based on the nature of the scene geometry, color and illumination.
Keywords: computational photography, color filters, capture noise

1

Introduction

Camera consumers are forced to live with several trade-offs originating from conflicting demands on the quality. For example,
broad-band filters (e.g. CMY), being more light efficient than
narrow-band filters (e.g. RGB), are desired for low-illumination
scenes (e.g. night/dark scenes). But, they have lower color fidelity.
Further, demultiplexing RGB values from the captured CMY values can result in more noise in brighter scenes. Hence, narrow-band
filters are desired for high-illumination scenes (e.g. daylight/bright
scenes). However, since current cameras come with fixed RGB or
CMY CFAs, users have to accept sub-optimal image quality either
for dark or bright scenes. Similarly, faithful capture of colorful
scenes demand more than three primaries that trades off the spatial
resolution making it not suitable for architectural scenes with detailed patterns and facades. However, since current cameras come
with a fixed number of primaries, users cannot change the spatial
and spectral resolution as demanded by the scene conditions.
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3
The exact Minkowski sum of polyhedra is of particular interest in many applications, ranging from image analysis and processing to computer-aided design
and robotics. Its computation and implementation is a difficult and complicated task when nonconvex polyhedra are involved. We present the NCC-CVMS
algorithm, an exact and efficient contributing vertices-based Minkowski sum algorithm for the computation of the Minkowski sum of a nonconvex–convex pair
of polyhedra, which handles nonmanifold situations and extracts eventual polyhedral holes inside the Minkowski sum outer boundary. Our algorithm does not
output boundaries that degenerate into a polyline or a single point. First, we generate a superset of the Minkowski sum facets through the use of the contributing
vertices concept and by summing only the features (facets, edges, and vertices) of the input polyhedra which have coincident orientations. Secondly, we
compute the 2D arrangements induced by the superset triangles intersections. Finally, we obtain the Minkowski sum through the use of two simple properties
of the input polyhedra and the Minkowski sum polyhedron itself, that is, the closeness and the two-manifoldness properties. The NCC-CVMS algorithm is
efficient because of the simplifications induced by the use of the contributing vertices concept, the use of 2D arrangements instead of 3D arrangements which are
difficult to maintain, and the use of simple properties to recover the Minkowski sum mesh. We implemented our NCC-CVMS algorithm on the base of CGAL
and used exact number types. More examples and results of the NCC-CVMS algorithm can be found at: http://liris.cnrs.fr/hichem.barki/mksum/NCC-CVMS
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Minkowski sum or addition of two sets A and B in a vector space was defined by the German mathematician Herman
Minkowski (1864–1909) as a position vector addition of all elements a and b coming from A and B, respectively: A ⊕ B =
{a + b|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
Another definition states that the Minkowski sum of two sets
A and B is obtained by sweeping all points of A by B, that is,
translating B so that its origin (the common initial point of all its
position vectors) passes through all points
 of A, and taking the
union of all resulting points: A ⊕ B = a∈A Ba , where ∪ denotes
the set union operation and Ba denotes the set B translated by a
position vector a.

Our aim is to compute the Minkowski sum polyhedron S =
A ⊕ B. The polyhedra A and B are the respective boundary representations of the sets A and B in R3 . Thus, the aforesaid Minkowski
sum definition based on the sweep operation becomes
S =A⊕B =



Ba .

(1)

a∈A

This is a direct consequence of the boundary representation (polyhedra) we are dealing with, which means that in order to compute
the Minkowski sum polyhedron S, it is sufficient to sweep only the
boundary points of A by B and to take the boundary of the union
of the resulting points (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Five input models, number of operations in construction history, and approximate time to complete.

Abstract
The construction of polygonal meshes remains a complex task in
Computer Graphics, taking tens of thousands of individual operations over several hours of modeling time. The complexity of
modeling in terms of number of operations and time makes it difficult for artists to understand all details of how meshes are constructed. We present MeshFlow, an interactive system for visualizing mesh construction sequences. MeshFlow hierarchically clusters
mesh editing operations to provide viewers with an overview of the
model construction while still allowing them to view more details
on demand. We base our clustering on an analysis of the frequency
of repeated operations and implement it using substituting regular expressions. By filtering operations based on either their type
or which vertices they affect, MeshFlow also ensures that viewers
can interactively focus on the relevant parts of the modeling process. Automatically generated graphical annotations visualize the
clustered operations. We have tested MeshFlow by visualizing five
mesh sequences each taking a few hours to model, and we found it
to work well for all. We have also evaluated MeshFlow with a case
study using modeling students. We conclude that our system provides useful visualizations that are found to be more helpful than
video or document-form instructions in understanding mesh construction.

1

Introduction

Mesh Construction. For many applications in Computer Graph-

ics the shape of objects is represented as polygonal meshes, either
rendered directly or as subdivision surfaces. In most cases, these
meshes are modeled by designers using polygonal modeling packages, such as Maya, 3ds Max [Autodesk 2011], or Blender [Blender
Foundation 2011]. Even for relatively simple shapes, such as the
ones shown in Fig. 1, the construction of polygonal meshes remains
a complex task, taking tens of thousands of individual operations
over several hours of modeling time. The complexity of the modeling tasks in terms of number of operations and time makes it diffiACM Reference Format
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cult for artists to understand all details of how meshes they did not
build are constructed.
Without access to an instructor, it is common to use tutorials in either video or document format, e.g., from a book or website. For
mesh construction, both of these formats have severe drawbacks.
On the one hand, a video tutorial contains all the necessary details to construct the mesh, but long recording time (several hours)
makes it hard to get an overview of the whole process. On the other
hand, a carefully prepared document provides a good overview of
the whole process, but skips many details that are necessary for correct construction.
MeshFlow . In this paper we present MeshFlow, a system for the

interactive visualization of mesh construction sequences. These
sequences are obtained by instrumenting a modeling program, in
our case Blender, to record all operations performed by a modeler
during mesh construction. In its simplest form, MeshFlow can be
used to play back every operation made by the modeler, similarly
to a video, while allowing the viewer to control the camera. The
real strength of our system, though, is a hierarchical clustering of
the construction sequence that groups similar operations together at
different levels of detail. We motivate our clustering by an analysis
of the frequency of repeated operations found in mesh construction sequences. To visualize the clustered operations, we introduce
graphical annotations that we overlay on the model. Figure 2 shows
examples of annotated clustered operations for the mesh sequences
used to create the models in Figure 1.
In MeshFlow, the top level clusters provide an overview of the construction process, while the ability to change the level of detail on
demand, all the way down to individual operations, ensures that
viewer has all the information needed to reproduce the model exactly. Furthermore, we allow the viewer to focus on specific aspects
of the construction process by filtering operations based on either
their type or which parts of the model they affect.
Contributions. We believe that by combining automatically gen-

erated annotations with the functionality for overview, detail-ondemand, and focus, MeshFlow has the benefits of both video and
document tutorials. We have validated this intuition by asking eight
subjects to compare MeshFlow with traditional tutorials, finding
that our tool is highly preferable. To the best of our knowledge,
MeshFlow is the first system to support this type of interactive visualization of mesh construction sequences.

2

Related Work

Design-workflow Visualization. Our system for interactively vi-

sualizing mesh construction sequences is inspired by several reACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 66, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: The ring (black loop) delineates two corridors of triangles. Normal T1 triangles (cream/orange) have one ring edge, dead-end
T2 triangles (blue) have two ring edges, and T0 triangles (green) comprising bifurcations have no ring edges. Adjacent T0 (gray/red) and T2
triangles (left) are represented internally as inexpensive T1 triangles (right), thereby significantly reducing storage. Our LR representation
supports random access to connectivity, storing on average only 1.08 references or 26.2 bits per triangle.

Abstract

1

We propose LR (Laced Ring)—a simple data structure for representing the connectivity of manifold triangle meshes. LR provides
the option to store on average either 1.08 references per triangle or
26.2 bits per triangle. Its construction, from an input mesh that supports constant-time adjacency queries, has linear space and time
complexity, and involves ordering most vertices along a nearlyHamiltonian cycle. LR is best suited for applications that process
meshes with fixed connectivity, as any changes to the connectivity
require the data structure to be rebuilt. We provide an implementation of the set of standard random-access, constant-time operators
for traversing a mesh, and show that LR often saves both space and
traversal time over competing representations.

Compact triangle mesh representations that support random access
are of increasing importance, given the rising complexity of meshes
handled by applications and the proliferation of mobile and multicore architectures. Compact representations help to reduce 1) the
frequency of page faults, 2) the cost of swapping mesh portions between processors, and 3) the amount of memory required for storing
a complete scene on a GPU or game console.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Boundary representations
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Introduction

Our contributions are best explained as a storage-saving modification of the Corner Table (CT) [Rossignac 2001], which for each
triangle stores 3 integer references to its vertices in the V table and
3 references to opposite corners in adjacent triangles in the O table. In contrast, the LR (Laced Ring) representation proposed here
for manifold triangle meshes with fixed connectivity can be used
to reduce storage for the connectivity information to either about
1.08 rpt (references per triangle) or to only about 26.2 bpt (bits per
triangle), based on averaging the storage costs for our benchmark
models. In a CT representation with 32-bit references and 16-bit
vertex coordinates, the connectivity accounts for 90% of the total
storage cost. LR does not require any particular compression of the
vertex geometry, but we assume that memory-constrained applications will favor 16-bit coordinates. Under these conditions, using
LR instead of CT results in a 75% reduction in total storage.
In spite of its compactness, LR supports the full set of standard
random-access operators, including all those supported by CT, plus
the vertex-to-incident-triangle (star) reference. These operators
provide random access from an element (vertex, edge, or triangle)
to adjacent elements, and permit visiting the vertices of a triangle
and the triangles or edges incident upon a vertex in the cyclic order
defined by the orientation of the mesh. We provide the details of
a practical and efficient implementation of these operators, which
each have constant-time complexity.
This significant progress over prior art builds on the following novel
contributions.
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In this article we derive an equation for the velocity of an arbitrary timeevolving implicit surface. Strictly speaking, only the normal component of
the velocity is unambiguously defined. This is because an implicit surface
does not have a unique parametrization. However, by enforcing a constraint
on the evolution of the normal field we obtain a unique tangential component. We apply our formulas to surface tracking and to the problem of
computing velocity vectors of a motion blurred blobby surface. Other possible applications are mentioned at the end of the article.
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sample the implicit surface, these points will have a definite velocity. For example, if we translate a sphere by a constant velocity,
then each point of the surface will also move at this velocity. To
fix the tangential velocity we need to impose another condition on
the motion of these particles. In this article we propose that the
normalized gradient field should not change over time. This is indeed the case when the implicit surface undergoes a translational
motion.
This work was initially motivated by the problem of motion
blurring iso-surface meshes of a particle simulation. However, in
estimating the tangential velocity we have also addressed the more
general problem of predicting where a point on a time-varying implicit surface will move to in the next frame. With this building
block we can more accurately track an animated implicit surface
with a mesh or set of particles, rather than generating a new mesh
at every frame. Similarly, surface properties like color or texture
coordinates can be more easily and accurately propagated, improving frame coherence. We work out all the mathematical expressions
for the surface velocity of a blobby surface, and show applications
to surface tracking and motion blur. These results demonstrate that
although our formula assumes translational motion, with moderate
time steps it performs well for other motion types.

1. INTRODUCTION
Implicit surfaces are defined as the iso-contour of a smooth function. This article addresses what happens to the surface when that
function varies over time. Specifically, we are interested in the velocities of the points on the surface. Strictly speaking, it only makes
sense to talk about the normal component of the velocity along the
gradient of the implicit function. This is because implicit surfaces
admit many parametrizations which are not fixed by the implicit
function. To understand this, imagine rotating all the points lying
on an implicit sphere by a fixed amount as shown in Figure 1.
Each point will have a tangential velocity despite the fact that the
sphere appears at rest. However, intuitively we know that if we
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2.

RELATED WORK

We are not aware of any previous work addressing the problem
of defining tangential components of surface velocity fields for
time-varying implicit surfaces. A condition on the evolution of the
normal field similar to ours was used by Mullan et al. to model
implicit surfaces using radial basis functions [Mullan et al. 2004].
One of the primary benefits of an accurate velocity field is that it
greatly simplifies the task of tracking the implicit surface with particles. In Smets-Solanes [1996] a velocity field is explicitly specified
along with the implicit surface. Surface tracking is common practice in level set simulation [Enright et al. 2002], where an existing
velocity field drives the simulation. If a velocity field is not known
a priori, the state-of-the-art approach [Witkin and Heckbert 1994;
Rodrian and Moock 1996] is to use the well-known normal velocity
at each particle. If the underlying motion has a tangential component, then under normal flow the particles will become unevenly
distributed, and so some geometric energy must also be minimized
to redistribute the particles. As normal flow can rapidly introduce
large variations in sampling density, the cost of robustly minimizing
these nonlinear energies is significant [Meyer et al. 2007]. With a
tangential velocity estimate, the particles will more accurately track
the actual surface motion and significantly less “massaging” will be
necessary to ensure adequate particle distribution.
If the particles are connected with mesh topology, the edge graph
must be adapted to deal with any topological splits and merges, as
well as to handle degeneracies, foldovers, and so on [Bouthors and
Nesme 2007; Brochu and Bridson 2009]. These issues are outside
the scope of our work, but we do note that improvements in particle
tracking generally reduce the number of “events” that the mesh
adaptation algorithm needs to handle.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 21, Publication date: May 2011.
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We present a method for restoring antialiased edges that are damaged by
certain types of nonlinear image filters. This problem arises with many
common operations such as intensity thresholding, tone mapping, gamma
correction, histogram equalization, bilateral filters, unsharp masking, and
certain nonphotorealistic filters. We present a simple algorithm that selectively adjusts the local gradients in affected regions of the filtered image so
that they are consistent with those in the original image. Our algorithm is
highly parallel and is therefore easily implemented on a GPU. Our prototype
system can process up to 500 megapixels per second and we present results
for a number of different image filters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Desirable images usually have smooth, antialiased edges. These
edges are a fortunate byproduct of capturing an image with a camera, or are computed at a significant cost in offline and interactive rendering systems. In either case, sharp discontinuities in the
scene, such as object silhouettes or material boundaries, are properly filtered to create smooth antialiased transitions. However, this
important aspect of an image is easily damaged by many common
nonlinear transformations, including simple intensity thresholding,
tone mapping, gamma correction, color transfer, histogram equalization, applying a bilateral filter, or unsharp masking. Figure 1
shows an example for intensity thresholding. After these filters are
applied, edges that were originally nicely antialiased (Figure 1(a))
often show jagged transitions (Figure 1(b)).
We present a simple and effective method for restoring antialiased
edges that are damaged by these types of filters (Figure 1(c)). Our
approach assumes that the original image is available (Figure 2),
that it is free of aliasing artifacts itself, and that the filtered image
is in one-to-one pixel correspondence with the original. Thus, our
algorithm works in conjunction with any filter that applies a nonlinear transfer function to pixel values independently. It also works
for a limited class of nonlinear filters that replace the value at each
pixel with a weighted sum of the values in its local neighborhood,
such as bilateral filters and unsharp-masking filters. In this way,
our method can easily be incorporated into existing image editing
software systems (e.g., GIMP, Adobe Photoshop), which provide
access to the image data both before and after the application of
a particular filter. This offers a compelling alternative to the current state-of-the-art which involves a filter-specific ad hoc approach
to repair damaged antialiased edges. However, our algorithm does
not apply to transformations that geometrically distort the original
image such as magnification, rotation, or free-form deformations.
Our algorithm has two basic steps. First, in the source image, at
each pixel that straddles an edge, we examine the colors adjacent
to the edge, and estimate a blending model that reproduces the
observed antialiased color from these neighboring colors. More
precisely, we estimate the fractional coverage together with the
colors on either side of the scene discontinuity, with the assumption
that these colors are locally uniform. Second, we adjust the value of
each corresponding pixel in the filtered image such that it exhibits
the same blending relationship with respect to the colors in its local
neighborhood. This has the effect of modifying the local gradients in
the filtered image so that they are consistent with the corresponding
gradients in the original image. However, we apply this correction
adaptively and, guided by an edge detector, modify only those pixels
in the filtered image that straddle an edge that is also present in the
original image.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 22, Publication date: May 2011.
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Local Laplacian Filters: Edge-aware Image Processing with a Laplacian Pyramid
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strongly enhance the contrast of details

Figure 1: We demonstrate edge-aware image filters based on the direct manipulation of Laplacian pyramids. Our approach produces highquality results, without degrading edges or introducing halos, even at extreme settings. Our approach builds upon standard image pyramids
and enables a broad range of effects via simple point-wise nonlinearities (shown in corners). For an example image (a), we show results of
tone mapping using our method, creating a natural rendition (b) and a more exaggerated look that enhances details as well (c). Laplacian
pyramids have previously been considered unsuitable for such tasks, but our approach shows otherwise.

Abstract

1

The Laplacian pyramid is ubiquitous for decomposing images into
multiple scales and is widely used for image analysis. However,
because it is constructed with spatially invariant Gaussian kernels,
the Laplacian pyramid is widely believed as being unable to represent edges well and as being ill-suited for edge-aware operations
such as edge-preserving smoothing and tone mapping. To tackle
these tasks, a wealth of alternative techniques and representations
have been proposed, e.g., anisotropic diffusion, neighborhood filtering, and specialized wavelet bases. While these methods have
demonstrated successful results, they come at the price of additional complexity, often accompanied by higher computational cost
or the need to post-process the generated results. In this paper, we
show state-of-the-art edge-aware processing using standard Laplacian pyramids. We characterize edges with a simple threshold on
pixel values that allows us to differentiate large-scale edges from
small-scale details. Building upon this result, we propose a set of
image filters to achieve edge-preserving smoothing, detail enhancement, tone mapping, and inverse tone mapping. The advantage of
our approach is its simplicity and flexibility, relying only on simple
point-wise nonlinearities and small Gaussian convolutions; no optimization or post-processing is required. As we demonstrate, our
method produces consistently high-quality results, without degrading edges or introducing halos.

Laplacian pyramids have been used to analyze images at multiple
scales for a broad range of applications such as compression [Burt
and Adelson 1983], texture synthesis [Heeger and Bergen 1995],
and harmonization [Sunkavalli et al. 2010]. However, these pyramids are commonly regarded as a poor choice for applications in
which image edges play an important role, e.g., edge-preserving
smoothing or tone mapping. The isotropic, spatially invariant,
smooth Gaussian kernels on which the pyramids are built are considered almost antithetical to edge discontinuities, which are precisely located and anisotropic by nature. Further, the decimation
of the levels, i.e., the successive reduction by factor 2 of the resolution, is often criticized for introducing aliasing artifacts, leading
some researchers, e.g., Li et al. [2005], to recommend its omission.
These arguments are often cited as a motivation for more sophisticated schemes such as anisotropic diffusion [Perona and Malik
1990; Aubert and Kornprobst 2002], neighborhood filters [Tomasi
and Manduchi 1998; Kass and Solomon 2010], edge-preserving optimization [Bhat et al. 2010; Farbman et al. 2008], and edge-aware
wavelets [Fattal 2009].

Keywords: image pyramids, edge-aware image processing
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Introduction

While Laplacian pyramids can be implemented using simple image
resizing routines, other methods rely on more sophisticated techniques. For instance, the bilateral filter relies on a spatially varying
kernel [Tomasi and Manduchi 1998], optimization-based methods,
such as [Fattal et al. 2002; Farbman et al. 2008; Subr et al. 2009;
Bhat et al. 2010], minimize a spatially inhomogeneous energy, and
other approaches build dedicated basis functions for each new image, e.g., [Szeliski 2006; Fattal 2009; Fattal et al. 2009]. This additional level of sophistication is also often associated with practical
shortcomings. The parameters of anisotropic diffusion are difficult
to set because of the iterative nature of the process, neighborhood
filters tend to over-sharpen edges [Buades et al. 2006], and methods based on optimization do not scale well due to the algorithmic
complexity of the solvers. While some of these shortcomings can
be alleviated in post-processing, e.g., bilateral filtered edges can be
smoothed [Durand and Dorsey 2002; Bae et al. 2006; Kass and
Solomon 2010], this induces additional computation and parameter
setting, and a method producing good results directly is preferable.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 68, Publication date: July 2011.
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(a) Photograph

(d) Stylization

(b) Edge-aware smoothing

(e) Recoloring
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(f) Pencil drawing

(g) Depth-of-field

Figure 1: A variety of effects illustrating the versatility of our domain transform and edge-preserving filters applied to the photograph in (a).

Abstract
We present a new approach for performing high-quality edgepreserving filtering of images and videos in real time. Our solution
is based on a transform that defines an isometry between curves on
the 2D image manifold in 5D and the real line. This transform preserves the geodesic distance between points on these curves, adaptively warping the input signal so that 1D edge-preserving filtering
can be efficiently performed in linear time. We demonstrate three
realizations of 1D edge-preserving filters, show how to produce
high-quality 2D edge-preserving filters by iterating 1D-filtering operations, and empirically analyze the convergence of this process.
Our approach has several desirable features: the use of 1D operations leads to considerable speedups over existing techniques and
potential memory savings; its computational cost is not affected by
the choice of the filter parameters; and it is the first edge-preserving
filter to work on color images at arbitrary scales in real time, without resorting to subsampling or quantization. We demonstrate the
versatility of our domain transform and edge-preserving filters on
several real-time image and video processing tasks including edgepreserving filtering, depth-of-field effects, stylization, recoloring,
colorization, detail enhancement, and tone mapping.
CR Categories: I.4.3 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Enhancement—Filtering
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Introduction

Filtering is arguably the single most important operation in image
and video processing. In particular, edge-preserving smoothing filters are a fundamental building block for several applications [Fattal
2009; Farbman et al. 2010], having received considerable attention
from the research community over the last two decades. The most
popular filters in this class are anisotropic diffusion [Perona and
Malik 1990] and the bilateral filter [Tomasi and Manduchi 1998].
While anisotropic diffusion requires an iterative solver, bilateral filtering uses a space-varying weighting function computed at a space
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Figure 1: Color transfer using our method. The reference image (a) was taken indoors using a flash, while the source image (b) was taken
outdoors, against a completely different background, and under natural illumination. Our correspondence algorithm detects parts of the
woman’s face and dress as shared content (c), and fits a parametric color transfer model (d). The appearance of the woman in the result (e)
matches the reference (a).

Abstract

1

This paper presents a new efficient method for recovering reliable local sets of dense correspondences between two images with
some shared content. Our method is designed for pairs of images depicting similar regions acquired by different cameras and
lenses, under non-rigid transformations, under different lighting,
and over different backgrounds. We utilize a new coarse-to-fine
scheme in which nearest-neighbor field computations using Generalized PatchMatch [Barnes et al. 2010] are interleaved with fitting
a global non-linear parametric color model and aggregating consistent matching regions using locally adaptive constraints. Compared
to previous correspondence approaches, our method combines the
best of two worlds: It is dense, like optical flow and stereo reconstruction methods, and it is also robust to geometric and photometric variations, like sparse feature matching. We demonstrate
the usefulness of our method using three applications for automatic
example-based photograph enhancement: adjusting the tonal characteristics of a source image to match a reference, transferring a
known mask to a new image, and kernel estimation for image deblurring.

Establishing correspondences between images is a long-standing
problem with a multitude of applications in computer vision and
graphics, ranging from classical tasks like motion analysis, tracking and stereo, through 3D reconstruction, object detection and retrieval, to image enhancement and video editing. Most existing correspondence methods are designed for one of two different scenarios. In the first scenario, the images are close to each other in time
and in viewpoint, and a dense correspondence field may be established using optical flow or stereo reconstruction techniques. In the
second, the difference in viewpoint may be large, but the scene consists of mostly rigid objects, where sparse feature matching methods, such as SIFT [Lowe 2004], have proven highly effective.
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Introduction

In this paper, we present a new method for computing a reliable
dense set of correspondences between two images. In addition to
the two scenarios mentioned above, our method is specifically designed to handle a third scenario, where the input images share
some common content, but may differ significantly due to a variety of factors, such as non-rigid changes in the scene, changes
in lighting and/or tone mapping, and different cameras and lenses.
This scenario often arises in personal photo albums, which typically
contain repeating subjects photographed under different conditions.
Our work is motivated by the recent proliferation of large personal
digital photo collections and the tremendous increase in the number of digital photos readily available on the internet. Because of
these trends, it has become increasingly possible to enhance and
manipulate digital photographs by retrieving and using example or
reference images with relevant content [Reinhard et al. 2001; Ancuti et al. 2008; Dale et al. 2009; Joshi et al. 2010; Snavely et al.
2006]. Many of these applications benefit from the ability to detect reliable correspondences between the input images. However,
as pointed out earlier, existing correspondence methods may often
find this task challenging.
For example, consider the task of color transfer from a reference
image in Figure 1a to a source image 1b, which differs in illumination, background, and subject pose. Our method is able to automatically recover a set of dense correspondences between regions
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 70, Publication date: July 2011.

Data-Driven Elastic Models for Cloth: Modeling and Measurement
Huamin Wang

James F. O’Brien

Ravi Ramamoorthi

University of California, Berkeley

(a) Gray Interlock

(b) Pink Ribbon Brown

(c) Navy Sparkle Sweat

(d) 11oz Black Denim

(e) White Dots on Black

Figure 1: When worn by the same mannequin model, shirts made of different cloth materials exhibit distinctive patterns of wrinkles and
folds in our simulation. For example, the Gray Interlock shirt has many small wrinkles since it is compliant in stretching and bending, while
the shirt made of the stiffer Pink Ribbon Brown material tends to form a few larger wrinkles.
Images copyright Huamin Wang, James F. O’Brien, and Ravi Ramamoorthi.

Abstract

1

Cloth often has complicated nonlinear, anisotropic elastic behavior due to its woven pattern and fiber properties. However, most
current cloth simulation techniques simply use linear and isotropic
elastic models with manually selected stiffness parameters. Such
simple simulations do not allow differentiating the behavior of distinct cloth materials such as silk or denim, and they cannot model
most materials with fidelity to their real-world counterparts. In this
paper, we present a data-driven technique to more realistically animate cloth. We propose a piecewise linear elastic model that is a
good approximation to nonlinear, anisotropic stretching and bending behaviors of various materials. We develop new measurement
techniques for studying the elastic deformations for both stretching and bending in real cloth samples. Our setup is easy and inexpensive to construct, and the parameters of our model can be fit to
observed data with a well-posed optimization procedure. We have
measured a database of ten different cloth materials, each of which
exhibits distinctive elastic behaviors. These measurements can be
used in most cloth simulation systems to create natural and realistic
clothing wrinkles and shapes, for a range of different materials.

Most real-world cloth materials exhibit nonlinear and anisotropic
behavior due to their woven nature and fibrous composition. These
properties distinguish different cloth materials by creating distinctive appearances when they drape, fold or wrinkle. For example, as
shown in Figure 1, shirts composed of different materials will appear markedly different from each other even if they have the same
cut. Unfortunately, most cloth simulation techniques in graphics
ignore these properties for simplicity, and formulate cloth stiffness
with linear isotropic models whose parameters are often manually
selected. While using such a model simplifies the problem and generates physically plausible results, it is difficult to distinguish different cloth materials and many interesting wrinkling and folding
effects cannot be accurately generated. A natural solution to this
problem is to construct elastic models from real-world cloth data.
Unfortunately, little research has been done in this direction even
though data-driven approaches have been widely adopted in other
areas of computer graphics.

Keywords: Nonlinear elasticity, anisotropy, data-driven model,
cloth simulation, parameter estimation.
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Introduction

There are two main approaches to capture real-world elastic behaviors. In materials science and textile engineering, it is common
to design a device that isolates each material parameter and measures it directly. Since a large number of parameters are needed to
describe the behavior of real cloth, designing such a device is complicated and typically results in large and expensive machines. A
further complication arises because cross-terms may cause one parameter to depend on phenomena controlled by another. Some prior
work in graphics has instead tried to estimate cloth material parameters from unconstrained motion in images or videos. While the uncontrolled nature of these experiments is appealing, there is a large
parameter space, which is difficult to optimize for while avoiding
local minima. Robustly tracking features from unconstrained cloth
motion is another challenging problem. Feature tracking algorithms
often suffer from noise and occlusion, which further affects the optimization result.
Our measurement methodology seeks to find a good balance between these two approaches. We build simple devices that deform
samples in a controlled way so that their shapes can be easily measured. However, we do not require the cloth sample to be uniformly
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We present a new type of deformable model which combines the realism of
physically-based continuum mechanics models and the usability of framebased skinning methods. The degrees of freedom are coordinate frames.
In contrast with traditional skinning, frame positions are not scripted but
move in reaction to internal body forces. The displacement field is smoothly
interpolated using dual quaternion blending. The deformation gradient and
its derivatives are computed at each sample point of a deformed object and
used in the equations of Lagrangian mechanics to achieve physical realism.
This allows easy and very intuitive definition of the degrees of freedom of
the deformable object. The meshless discretization allows on-the-fly insertion of frames to create local deformations where needed. We formulate the
dynamics of these models in detail and describe some precomputations that
can be used for speed. We show that our method is effective for behaviors
ranging from simple unimodal deformations to complex realistic deformations comparable with Finite Element simulations. To encourage its use, the
software will be freely available in the simulation platform SOFA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Deformable models are essential for computer animation, especially for animating characters and soft objects. In current practice,
however, the animator has to choose between two very different
approaches (see Section 2 for a brief review).
One approach is skinning (also known as vertex blending or skeletal subspace deformation). The deformation is kinematically generated by manipulating “bones,” that is, specific coordinate frames.
This method is widely used, not only for its simplicity and efficiency, but because it provides natural and intuitive handles for
controlling deformation. Skinning generates smooth deformations
using a very sparse sampling of the deformation field. Adaptation is simple since frames can be inserted easily to control local
features. These interesting features have made it the most widely
used method for character animation. However, as a consequence
of its purely kinematic nature (i.e., the frame positions need to be
scripted), achieving physically realistic dynamic deformation is a
major challenge with this approach.
The other approach is physically-based deformation, typically
using continuum mechanics. This has the significant advantage that
physical realism is “baked in” right from the start. Complex animations are generated by numerical integration of discretized differential equations. However, these methods can be expensive and difficult to use. In the popular Finite Element Method (FEM) framework,
the degrees of freedom of the discretized model are the vertices of
a mesh which must be constructed for each simulation object. A
relatively fine mesh (i.e., a dense sampling of the deformation field)
is required to capture common deformations such as torsion, leading to expensive simulations. Mesh adaptation can be difficult due
to the topological constraints of the mesh. Particle-based meshless
methods have been proposed to address these problems. While they
obviate the need to maintain mesh topology, particles cannot be
placed arbitrarily, since each material point has to be in the range of
at least four noncoplanar particles. Therefore, these methods also
need a dense cloud of particles not very different from the vertices
of an FEM mesh.
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Figure 1: Example-based materials allow the simulation of flexible structures with art-directable deformation behavior.

Abstract

toire of possible deformations of an object, we can broaden the expressive palette available for physics-based computer animation.

We propose an example-based approach for simulating complex
elastic material behavior. Supplied with a few poses that characterize a given object, our system starts by constructing a space of prefered deformations by means of interpolation. During simulation,
this example manifold then acts as an additional elastic attractor
that guides the object towards its space of prefered shapes. Added
on top of existing solid simulation codes, this example potential effectively allows us to implement inhomogeneous and anisotropic
materials in a direct and intuitive way. Due to its example-based
interface, our method promotes an art-directed approach to solid
simulation, which we exemplify on a set of practical examples.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation; I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of Simulation—Animation
Keywords: physically-based simulation, elastic solids, control
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Introduction

Different materials deform in different ways. Therefore, physicallybased animations offer control of material properties as a way of
controlling the final deformation. But in creative applications such
as computer animation, material properties are just middlemen in a
process that really focuses on obtaining some desired deformation.

The computational mechanics literature already describes many
mathematical models for myriad materials, alas these models are
intended for problems where material coefficients are easily quantified (e.g., from measurements). In artistic endeavors, we typically
envision a desired deformation (the material properties are, to some
extent, an afterthought — just a means to an end). Yet quantifying
material coefficients that lead to a desired deformation behavior is
difficult if not impossible. Indeed, just choosing a mathematical
model can be daunting. Simpler models offer few coefficients but
a small expressive range, while complex models have an unwieldy
set of parameters.
Inspired by example-based graphical methods
(for texture synthesis [Wei et al. 2009], rigging [Li et al. 2010],
mesh posing [Sumner et al. 2005]), we present an intuitive and direct method for artistic design and simulation of complex material
behavior. Our method accepts a set of poses that provide examples of characteristic desirable deformations, created either by hand
(digitized from clay sculptures), with a modeling tool, or by taking
3D “snapshots” of previously run simulations. With these examples
in hand, we provide a novel forcing term for dynamical integration
that causes materials to obey the “physical laws” implied by the
provided examples (see Fig. 1).
Contributions

Our approach can be applied to “upgrade” any existing time integration code by incorporating three novel components:

Indeed, we can flip the causality between materials and deformation: when we witness the deformation of an object, we implicitly
draw conclusions about its underlying, constitutive material. By
controlling the deformation of an animated object, we can imply
complex material behaviors. Therefore, if we can expand the reper-

• Interpolation: instead of restricting ourselves to individual
poses, we construct a space of characteristic shapes by means
of interpolation. We quantify the deformation of the example
poses using a nonlinear strain measure. This Strain Space
provides a rotation-invariant setting for shape interpolation —
and the interpolated examples define a subspace of preferable
deformations.
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• Projection: having defined the space of preferable deformations, we can project configurations onto it by solving a minimization problem. Given an arbitrarily deformed pose, we
can thus compute its closest point on the example subspace.
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• Simulation: combining interpolation and projection, we can
define an elastic potential that attracts an object to its space
of preferable deformations. At each step of an animation, we
first extract the point on the example space that is closest to the
current configuration. Using this point as an intermediate rest
configuration, we compute forces that pull the system toward
the example space.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 72, Publication date: July 2011.

Sparse Meshless Models of Complex Deformable Solids
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Figure 1: A taste of the method. The T-bone steak (a) has a rigid bone and softer muscle and fat, as seen in the volumetric stiffness map (b).
Our method can simulate it using only three moving frames and ten integration points (c), running at 500 Hz with implicit integration on an
ordinary PC. The frame placement is automatically generated using a novel compliance-scaled distance (d). Observe that when one side of
the meat is pulled (e), the bone remains rigid and the two meaty parts are correctly decoupled.

Abstract
A new method to simulate deformable objects with heterogeneous
material properties and complex geometries is presented. Given a
volumetric map of the material properties and an arbitrary number
of control nodes, a distribution of the nodes is computed automatically, as well as the associated shape functions. Reference frames
attached to the nodes are used to apply skeleton subspace deformation across the volume of the objects. A continuum mechanics formulation is derived from the displacements and the material properties. We introduce novel material-aware shape functions in place of
the traditional radial basis functions used in meshless frameworks.
In contrast with previous approaches, these allow coarse deformation functions to efficiently resolve non-uniform stiffnesses. Complex models can thus be simulated at high frame rates using a small
number of control nodes.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Physically based
modeling— [I.3.7]: Computer Graphics—Animation
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Physically based deformable models have become ubiquitous in
computer graphics. So far, most of the work has focused on objects made of a single, homogeneous material. However, many
real-world objects, including biological structures such as the Tbone steak shown in Figure 1, are composed of heterogeneous material. The simulation of such complex objects using the currently
available techniques requires a high resolution spatial discretization to resolve the variations of material parameters. Consequently,
the realistic simulation of such complex objects has remained impossible in interactive applications. In this paper, we address this
question and we propose a novel approach to the simulation of heterogeneous, intricate materials with various stiffnesses.
The numerical simulation of continuous deformable objects is
based on a discrete number of independent degrees of freedom
(DOFs) which we will call nodes in this paper. Nodes can be control
points, rigid frames, affine frames or any other primitive. Nodes are
associated with kernel functions or shape functions (which are similar to kernels but normalized to give a partition of unity), which are
combined to produce the displacement function of material points
in the solid. In traditional methods, shape functions are geometrically designed to achieve a certain degree of locality and smoothness, independent of the material. The resulting deformations are
rather homogeneous between the nodes. Accurately handling heterogeneous objects requires nodes at the boundaries between the
different materials, and this raises well-known segmentation and
meshing issues. While a small number of smooth material discontinuities may be tractable, handling multiple geometrically detailed
boundaries requires a dense mechanical sampling that is incompatible with interactive simulation. Moreover, dense sampling creates
numerical conditioning problems, especially in the case of stiff material.
In this paper, we show that it is possible to simulate complex heterogeneous objects with sparse sampling using new, material-aware
shape functions. Our approach is based on a simple observation:
points connected by stiff material move more similarly than connected by compliant material. The limit case is the rigid body,
where all points move along with one single frame. We propose
a meshless framework with a moving frame attached to each node,
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 73, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Our system captures high-fidelity facial performances with realistic dynamic wrinkles and fine-scale facial details.

Abstract
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This paper introduces a new approach for acquiring high-fidelity
3D facial performances with realistic dynamic wrinkles and finescale facial details. Our approach leverages state-of-the-art motion
capture technology and advanced 3D scanning technology for facial
performance acquisition. We start the process by recording 3D facial performances of an actor using a marker-based motion capture
system and perform facial analysis on the captured data, thereby
determining a minimal set of face scans required for accurate facial reconstruction. We introduce a two-step registration process
to efficiently build dense consistent surface correspondences across
all the face scans. We reconstruct high-fidelity 3D facial performances by combining motion capture data with the minimal set
of face scans in the blendshape interpolation framework. We have
evaluated the performance of our system on both real and synthetic
data. Our results show that the system can capture facial performances that match both the spatial resolution of static face scans
and the acquisition speed of motion capture systems.
Keywords: Facial animation, face modeling, motion capture, facial data analysis, nonrigid surface registration, blendshape interpolation
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Introduction

One of the holy grail problems in computer graphics has been the
realistic animation of the human face. Currently, creating realistic
virtual faces often involves capturing facial performances of real
people. A recent notable example is the movie Beowulf where prerecorded facial data were used to animate all characters in the film.
Capturing detailed 3D facial performances, however, is difficult because it requires capturing complex facial movements at different
scales. Large-scale deformations driven by muscles are paramount
because they determine the overall shape and movement of the face.
Medium-scale deformations such as skin wrinkling and folding are
pivotal to understanding many of the expressive qualities in facial
expressions. Finally, there is fine-scale stretching and compression
of the skin mesostructure, producing subtle but perceptually significant cues.
Decades of research in computer graphics have explored a number of approaches to capturing 3D facial performances, including
3D scanning, marker-based motion capture, structured light systems, and image-based systems. Despite the efforts, acquiring highfidelity facial performances remains a challenging task. For example, 3D face scanning systems (e.g., [XYZ RGB Systems 2011])
can acquire high-resolution facial geometry such as pores, wrinkles, and age lines, but typically only for static poses. Markerbased motion capture systems such as Vicon [2011] can record dynamic facial movements with very high temporal resolution (up to
2000 Hz), but due to their low spatial resolution (usually 100 to
200 markers) they are not capable of capturing expressive facial
details such as wrinkles. Recent progress in structured light systems [Zhang et al. 2004; Li et al. 2009] and multi-view stereo reconstruction systems [Bradley et al. 2010] have made it possible to
capture 3D dynamic faces with moderate fidelity, resolution, and
consistency, but their results still cannot match the spatial resolution of static face scans or the acquisition speed of marker-based
motion capture systems.
The primary contribution of this paper is to introduce a novel acquisition framework for capturing high-fidelity facial performances
with realistic dynamic wrinkles and fine-scale facial details (Figure 1). We leverage a marker-based motion capture system to record
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 74, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: High-quality facial performance capture for two actors. The resulting meshes are in full vertex correspondence.

Abstract
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We present a new technique for passive and markerless facial performance capture based on anchor frames. Our method starts with
high resolution per-frame geometry acquisition using state-of-theart stereo reconstruction, and proceeds to establish a single triangle
mesh that is propagated through the entire performance. Leveraging the fact that facial performances often contain repetitive subsequences, we identify anchor frames as those which contain similar facial expressions to a manually chosen reference expression.
Anchor frames are automatically computed over one or even multiple performances. We introduce a robust image-space tracking
method that computes pixel matches directly from the reference
frame to all anchor frames, and thereby to the remaining frames in
the sequence via sequential matching. This allows us to propagate
one reconstructed frame to an entire sequence in parallel, in contrast to previous sequential methods. Our anchored reconstruction
approach also limits tracker drift and robustly handles occlusions
and motion blur. The parallel tracking and mesh propagation offer low computation times. Our technique will even automatically
match anchor frames across different sequences captured on different occasions, propagating a single mesh to all performances.

The central role that facial motion plays in computer-generated animation, special effects, games, interactive environments, synthetic
storytelling, and virtual reality makes facial performance capture a
research topic of critical importance. However, the complexity of
the human face as well as our skill and familiarity in interpreting
real-life facial performances makes the problem exceptionally difficult. A performance capture result must exhibit a great deal of
spatial fidelity and temporal accuracy in order to be an authentic reproduction of a real actor’s performance. Numerous technical challenges such as robust tracking of facial features under extreme deformations and error accumulation over long capture sessions contribute to the problem’s difficulty.

CR Categories:
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Modeling—Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems;
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Introduction

We present a reconstruction algorithm based on a multi-camera
setup and passive illumination that delivers a single, consistent
mesh deforming over time to precisely match an actor’s performance. By incorporating a high-quality 3D reconstruction technique [Beeler et al. 2010], the mesh exhibits visually realistic porelevel geometric detail. Our results demonstrate that our system is
robust to expressive and fast facial motions, reproducing extreme
deformations with minimal drift. Our system requires no makeup
so that temporally varying texture can be derived directly from the
captured video. And, the computation is parallelizable so that long
sequences can be reconstructed efficiently using a multi-core implementation.
Our high-quality results derive from two technical innovations.
First, we employ a robust tracking algorithm that integrates tracking
in image space and uses the integrated result to propagate a single
reference mesh to each target frame. This strategy yields results superior to mesh-based tracking techniques for a number of reasons:
(a) The image data typically contains much more detail, facilitating
more accurate tracking. (b) The problem of error propagation due
to inaccurate tracking in image space is dealt with in the same domain in which it occurs. (c) There is no complication of distortion
due to parameterization, a technique used frequently in mesh processing algorithms. Additionally, because the image-space tracking
is computed for each camera, multiple hypotheses are propagated
forward in time. If one flow computation develops inaccuracies, the
others can compensate.
Although our image-space tracker is accurate for short sequences,
the eventual accumulation of integration error when reconstructing
long capture sessions is unavoidable unless special care is taken.
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Figure 1: Face posing using interactive region-based (b) and holistic (d) face models. The models drive the human character shown in (a).
User-given constraints (black markers) create a wink with a smirk, when issued to the region-based model (b and c). In contrast, the same
constraints produce uncontrolled global deformations when the holistic model is used (d and e).

Abstract
Linear models, particularly those based on principal component
analysis (PCA), have been used successfully on a broad range of human face-related applications. Although PCA models achieve high
compression, they have not been widely used for animation in a production environment because their bases lack a semantic interpretation. Their parameters are not an intuitive set for animators to work
with. In this paper we present a linear face modelling approach
that generalises to unseen data better than the traditional holistic
approach while also allowing click-and-drag interaction for animation. Our model is composed of a collection of PCA sub-models
that are independently trained but share boundaries. Boundary consistency and user-given constraints are enforced in a soft least mean
squares sense to give flexibility to the model while maintaining coherence. Our results show that the region-based model generalises
better than its holistic counterpart when describing previously unseen motion capture data from multiple subjects. The decomposition of the face into several regions, which we determine automatically from training data, gives the user localised manipulation
control. This feature allows to use the model for face posing and
animation in an intuitive style.
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Introduction

Linear models, particularly those based on principal component
analysis (PCA), have been used successfully on a broad range of
human face-related applications, examples include Active Appearance Models [Cootes et al. 1998; Matthews and Baker 2004] and
3D Morphable Models [Blanz and Vetter 1999]. In the production of computerised facial animation, a common practice is to use
blendshape animation models (or rigs). These models aim to represent a given facial configuration as a linear combination of a predetermined subset of facial poses that define the valid space of facial
expressions [Bergeron and Lachapelle 1985; Pighin et al. 1998].
PCA and blendshape models differ from each other only in the nature of their basis vectors. The bases are orthogonal and lack a
semantic meaning in PCA, versus non-orthogonal with an artist defined and interpretable meaning for blendshape models.
Although PCA models achieve high compression, they are not generally used for animation because their bases lack semantic interpretation. Their parameters are not an intuitive set for animators to
work with. This is typically not the case for blendshape models.
However, until recently there were few published methods to manipulate blendshape models other than directly specifying the blend
weights [Lewis and Anjyo 2010; Joshi et al. 2003]. The work of
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Figure 1: Our system captures and tracks the facial expression dynamics of the users (grey renderings) in realtime and maps them to a
digital character (colored renderings) on the opposite screen to enable engaging virtual encounters in cyberspace.

Abstract

1

This paper presents a system for performance-based character animation that enables any user to control the facial expressions of a
digital avatar in realtime. The user is recorded in a natural environment using a non-intrusive, commercially available 3D sensor.
The simplicity of this acquisition device comes at the cost of high
noise levels in the acquired data. To effectively map low-quality 2D
images and 3D depth maps to realistic facial expressions, we introduce a novel face tracking algorithm that combines geometry and
texture registration with pre-recorded animation priors in a single
optimization. Formulated as a maximum a posteriori estimation in
a reduced parameter space, our method implicitly exploits temporal
coherence to stabilize the tracking. We demonstrate that compelling
3D facial dynamics can be reconstructed in realtime without the use
of face markers, intrusive lighting, or complex scanning hardware.
This makes our system easy to deploy and facilitates a range of new
applications, e.g. in digital gameplay or social interactions.

Capturing and processing human geometry, appearance, and motion is at the core of modern computer animation. Digital actors are
often created through a combination of 3D scanning, appearance
acquisition, and motion capture, leading to stunning results in recent feature films. However, these methods typically require complex acquisition systems and substantial manual post-processing.
As a result, creating high-quality character animation entails long
turn-around times and substantial production costs. Recent developments in gaming technology, such as the Nintendo Wii and the
Kinect system of Microsoft, focus on robust motion tracking for
compelling realtime interaction, while geometric accuracy and appearance are of secondary importance. Our goal is to leverage these
technological advances and create a low-cost facial animation system that allows arbitrary users to enact a digital character with a
high level of realism.
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Introduction

We emphasize usability, performance, and robustness. Usability in
our context means ease of deployment and non-intrusive acquisition. These requirements put severe restrictions on the acquisition
system which in turn leads to tradeoffs in the data quality and thus
higher demands on the robustness of the computations. We show
that even a minimal acquisition system such as the Kinect can enable compelling realtime facial animations. Any user can operate
our system after recording a few standard expressions that are used
to adapt a facial expression model.
Our main contribution is a novel face tracking algorithm that combines 3D geometry and 2D texture registration in
a systematic way with dynamic blendshape priors generated from
existing face animation sequences. Formulated as a probabilistic
optimization problem, our method successfully tracks complex facial expressions even for very noisy inputs. This is achieved by
mapping the acquired depth maps and images of the performing
user into the space of realistic facial expressions defined by the animation prior. Realtime processing is facilitated by a reduced facial
expression model that can be easily adapted to the specific expresContributions.
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Abstract
Object deformation with linear blending dominates practical use as
the fastest approach for transforming raster images, vector graphics, geometric models and animated characters. Unfortunately, linear blending schemes for skeletons or cages are not always easy
to use because they may require manual weight painting or modeling closed polyhedral envelopes around objects. Our goal is to
make the design and control of deformations simpler by allowing
the user to work freely with the most convenient combination of
handle types. We develop linear blending weights that produce
smooth and intuitive deformations for points, bones and cages of arbitrary topology. Our weights, called bounded biharmonic weights,
minimize the Laplacian energy subject to bound constraints. Doing
so spreads the influences of the controls in a shape-aware and localized manner, even for objects with complex and concave boundaries. The variational weight optimization also makes it possible
to customize the weights so that they preserve the shape of specified essential object features. We demonstrate successful use of our
blending weights for real-time deformation of 2D and 3D shapes.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Animation
Keywords: shape deformation, articulated character animation,
generalized barycentric coordinates, linear blend skinning
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Introduction

Interactive space deformation is a powerful approach for editing
raster images, vector graphics, geometric models and animated
characters. This breadth of possibilities has led to an abundance of
methods seeking to improve interactive deformation with real-time
computation and intuitive use. Real-time performance is critical for
both interactive design, where tasks require exploration, and interactive animation, where deformations need to be computed repeatedly, often sixty or more times per second. Among all deformation
methods, linear blending and its variants dominate practical usage
thanks to their speed: each point on the object is transformed by a
linear combination of a small number of affine transformations.
In a typical workflow, the user constructs a number of handles and
the deformation system binds the object to these handles; this is
termed the bind time. The user then manipulates the handles (interactively or programmatically) and the system deforms the shape
accordingly; this is the pose time. Unfortunately, linear blending
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Figure 1: Bounded biharmonic blending supports points, bones,
and cages arranged in an arbitrary configuration. This versatility
makes it possible to choose the right tool for each subtask: bones
to control rigid parts, cages to enlarge areas and exert precise control, and points to transform flexible parts. The weight computation is done at bind time so that high-quality deformations can be
computed in real time with low CPU utilization. In this and other
figures, affine transformations specified at point handles are illustrated by colored frames. They are omitted when the transformation
is just a translation.

schemes are not always easy to use. The user must choose the
handle type a priori and different types have different advantages
(Fig. 2). Free-form deformations rely on a lattice of handles, but
the requirement for regular structure complicates control of concave objects. Skeleton-based deformations offer natural control for
rigid limbs, but are less convenient for flexible regions. Generalized
barycentric coordinates provide smooth weights automatically, but
require construction of closed or nearly closed cages that fully encapsulate transformed objects and can be tedious to manipulate. In
contrast, variational techniques support arbitrary handles at points
or regions, but at a greater pose-time cost.
Real-time object deformations would be easier with support for all
handle types above: points, skeletons, and cages. Points are quick
to place and easy to manipulate. They specify local deformation
properties (position, rotation and scaling) that smoothly propagate
onto nearby areas of the object. Bones make some directions stiffer
than others. If a region between two points appears too supple,
bones can transform it into a rigid limb. Cages allow influencing a
significant portion of the object at once, making it easier to control
bulging and thinning in regions of interest.
Our goal is to supply weights for a linear blending scheme that
produce smooth and intuitive deformation for handles of arbitrary
topology (Fig. 1). We desire real-time interaction for deforming
high-resolution images and meshes. We want smooth deformation
near points and other handles, so that they can be placed directly
on animated surfaces and warped textures. And, we seek a local
support region for each handle to ensure that its influence dominates
nearby regions and disappears in parts of the object controlled by
other handles.
Our solution computes blending weights automatically by minimizing the Laplacian energy subject to upper and lower bound constraints. Because the related Euler-Lagrange equations are biharmonic, we call these weights bounded biharmonic weights and the
resulting deformation bounded biharmonic blending. The weights
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 78, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
This paper describes a fully automatic pipeline for finding an intrinsic map between two non-isometric, genus zero surfaces. Our
approach is based on the observation that efficient methods exist to
search for nearly isometric maps (e.g., Möbius Voting or Heat Kernel Maps), but no single solution found with these methods provides low-distortion everywhere for pairs of surfaces differing by
large deformations. To address this problem, we suggest using a
weighted combination of these maps to produce a “blended map.”
This approach enables algorithms that leverage efficient search procedures, yet can provide the flexibility to handle large deformations.
The main challenges of this approach lie in finding a set of candidate maps {mi } and their associated blending weights {bi (p)} for
every point p on the surface. We address these challenges specifically for conformal maps by making the following contributions.
First, we provide a way to blend maps, defining the image of p
as the weighted geodesic centroid of mi (p). Second, we provide
a definition for smooth blending weights at every point p that are
proportional to the area preservation of mi at p. Third, we solve
a global optimization problem that selects candidate maps based
both on their area preservation and consistency with other selected
maps. During experiments with these methods, we find that our algorithm produces blended maps that align semantic features better
than alternative approaches over a variety of data sets.
Keywords: inter-surface map, inter-surface correspondences
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Introduction

Finding a map between two surfaces is a fundamental problem in
computer graphics with applications in morphing, texture transfer,
geometry synthesis, and animation. For many of these applications,
the objective is to find an intrinsic map f : M1 → M2 , for a pair
of non-isometric meshes M1 and M2 , such that f is smooth and
“low-distortion” everywhere (as isometric as possible). With such a
map, it is possible to transfer attributes [Kraevoy and Sheffer 2004],
study surface variations [Allen et al. 2003], and process meshes
consistently [Golovinskiy and Funkhouser 2009].
The general approach to this problem is to search a discrete space of
possible maps, selecting the one that minimizes a prescribed distortion measure. With this discrete formulation, the key challenge is to
select a space of maps that is both small enough to search efficiently
and large enough to contain useful maps between non-isometric
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Figure 1: Automatically-extracted map f between cow and giraffe
(same map is rendered from two viewpoints). We color each vertex
on giraffe’s body by it’s {x, y, z} position. Then every vertex v on
the cow’s body is mapped to the giraffe by f , and colored the same
as f (v)
surfaces found in real-world problems. One approach is to search
an exponentially large space of maps (e.g., all N ! sets of correspondences between N sparse feature points), which can include a wide
variety of useful deformations, but requires an NP-Hard search algorithm. An alternative approach is to search a low-dimensional
space of intrinsic maps (e.g, using geodesic feature vectors, HeatKernel maps, conformal maps, etc.), where polynomial-time search
algorithms are available, but whose variety of deformations is limited. The problem is that no known space of maps is both polynomial in size and contains the deformations commonly found in realworld surface correspondence problems (e.g., even articulations of
people and animals can deviate significantly from conformality or
isometry), and so there is not an obvious solution to this problem.
Our approach is to search for a continuous blend of multiple lowdimensional maps. By combining maps with weights varying
smoothly over the surface, we define a space of maps that includes a large range of deformations, yet still can be searched with
polynomial-time algorithms. In this paper, we consider blends of
conformal maps with weights that: 1) are proportional to the areapreservation of the map at every point, and 2) incorporate global
similarity relations between different conformal maps. In this way,
we favor maps that locally aim to preserve both angles and areas
(i.e., near-isometries), but globally are consistent and can achieve
extreme deformations.
This method finds a smooth map in polynomial time that empirically aligns semantic features of non-isometric meshes effectively.
During experiments with a test set of 334 surface pairs, our blended
map is able to align benchmark correspondence points on different
meshes within the same object type better than several state-of-theart methods. For example, a blended map between a cow and a giraffe is shown in Figure 1 (a failure case in [Lipman and Funkhouser
2009]) – note that the map is nearly-isometric locally, even though
it provides a smooth map between significantly different shapes.
Our paper makes four main research contributions: 1) the idea of
combining multiple low-dimensional intrinsic maps to produce a
blended map, 2) an objective function for a weighted collection of
maps that favors both confidence of maps and consistency between
pairs of maps, 3) a method for estimating the consistency of two
maps at a point, and 4) an optimization pipeline that produces a
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 79, Publication date: July 2011.
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Measuring distances between pairs of points on a 3D surface is a fundamental problem in computer graphics and geometric processing. For most applications,
the important properties of a distance are that it is a metric, smooth, locally isotropic, globally “shape-aware,” isometry-invariant, insensitive to noise and
small topology changes, parameter-free, and practical to compute on a discrete mesh. However, the basic methods currently popular in computer graphics (e.g.,
geodesic and diffusion distances) do not have these basic properties. In this article, we propose a new distance measure based on the biharmonic differential
operator that has all the desired properties. This new surface distance is related to the diffusion and commute-time distances, but applies different (inverse
squared) weighting to the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, which provides a nice trade-off between nearly geodesic distances for small distances
and global shape-awareness for large distances. The article provides theoretical and empirical analysis for a large number of meshes.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Curve, surface, solid and object
representations
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Shape analysis, mesh processing, mesh distance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring the distances between pairs of points on a 3D surface
is a classical problem in computer graphics, geometric processing,
and shape analysis. It is a critical step in most shape analysis applications, including segmentation, embedding, parameterizations,
deformation, and matching of 3D surface meshes.
For these applications, the important properties of a distance from
a point x to another point y are that it is: (1) metric: nonnegative,
satisfies the identity of indiscernibles, symmetric, and satisfies the
triangle inequality; (2) gradual: smooth with respect to perturbations of x and y, with no singularities except derivative discontinuity
at x; (3) locally isotropic: approximately geodesic when y is near x;
(4) globally “shape-aware:” reflects the overall shape of the surface
when y is far from x; (5) isometry-invariant: does not change with
isometric transformations of the surface; (6) insensitive to noise and
topology: does not change significantly with the addition of noise

or changes to topology; (7) practical to compute: compute times
between all pairs of points in common meshes take at most a few
minutes; and (8) parameter-free: independent of any parameter that
must be set differently for specific meshes or applications.
Although these properties seem fundamental, there is no current distance measure that satisfies all of them. Geodesic distance
[Papadimitriou 1985; Surazhsky et al. 2005] is a metric and locally
isotropic, but it is not smooth, insensitive to topology, or globally
shape-aware. Alternatively, diffusion distance [Coifman and Lafon
2006] is either not locally isotropic or not globally shape-aware,
depending on a parameter, and it is not necessarily a metric (when
computed using only the first few eigenvalues and eigenvectors).
Finally, the graph-theoretical commute-time distance [Fouss et al.
2006] cannot be defined on a continuous domain (diverges), and
possesses a strong singularity at the source point.
In this article, we introduce a novel distance operator that has
all of the desired properties (Figure 1). The key idea is to balance
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Figure 1: Photo-inspired 3D modeling of a chair from four different 3D candidates (cyan). The new models (yellow) are created as geometric
variations of the candidates to fit the target object in the photo while preserving the 3D structure of the candidates.

Abstract
We introduce an algorithm for 3D object modeling where the user
draws creative inspiration from an object captured in a single photograph. Our method leverages the rich source of photographs for
creative 3D modeling. However, with only a photo as a guide, creating a 3D model from scratch is a daunting task. We support the
modeling process by utilizing an available set of 3D candidate models. Specifically, the user creates a digital 3D model as a geometric
variation from a 3D candidate. Our modeling technique consists
of two major steps. The first step is a user-guided image-space
object segmentation to reveal the structure of the photographed object. The core step is the second one, in which a 3D candidate
is automatically deformed to fit the photographed target under the
guidance of silhouette correspondence. The set of candidate models have been pre-analyzed to possess useful high-level structural
information, which is heavily utilized in both steps to compensate
for the ill-posedness of the analysis and modeling problems based
only on content in a single image. Equally important, the structural
information is preserved by the geometric variation so that the final
product is coherent with its inherited structural information readily
usable for subsequent model refinement or processing.
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Introduction

Content creation in 3D is one of the most fundamental tasks in computer graphics. The ultimate goal is to allow artists and even novice
users to quickly turn a design concept into a digital 3D model. Creativity is often called upon during design and modeling and as such
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the user needs to be inspired [Chaudhuri and Koltun 2010]. The
inspiration may arise from pure imagination, but more often than
not, it can trace its origins to one or more existing concepts with
the end product being a variation or composition from one or more
existing models [Funkhouser et al. 2004; Kraevoy et al. 2007; Lee
and Funkhouser 2008; Chaudhuri and Koltun 2010]. Moreover, the
modeling process does not end with an initial creation — the created 3D model is meant to be subsequently refined and manipulated.
It is therefore highly desirable for the created model to be readily
usable for such further processing.
In this paper, we introduce an algorithm for creative 3D modeling where the user is inspired by a single photograph and the creation process is driven by an available set of 3D candidate models.
Specifically, the user creates a realistic and readily-usable digital
3D model as a geometric variation from one of the 3D candidates.
We focus on the modeling of man-made objects. Even within the
same object class, man-made objects often exhibit immensely rich
shape variability (e.g., consider all the chairs, tables, or lamps we
encounter) which provides the modeling challenge.
Photographs provide perhaps the richest source of creative inspiration. They are easy to find and acquire and the captured objects
are shown in their natural appearance and surroundings to provide
the most inspiring modeling context for the user. Requiring only a
single photograph instead of captures from multiple views allows
direct use of the vast source of images that are already available
on-line or elsewhere. However, with only a photo as a guide, creating a 3D model from scratch is a daunting task. We support the
modeling by utilizing a set of 3D candidates. The created model
is a geometric variation from the set, obtained by deforming a candidate model so that its silhouette in the appropriate view matches
that of the target object in the photograph; see Figure 1.
In our setting, each candidate model has been pre-analyzed so that
its geometry representation is endowed by high-level structural information to drive the object creation process. On one hand, the
geometry and structure of the 3D candidates can effectively guide
object analysis within the photograph. More importantly, the deformation applied to the chosen candidate is structure-preserving —
it retains the structural information in the candidate so that the produced variation remains coherent and readily usable. At the same
time, the high-level structure of the candidate is exploited to provide
extra constraints including symmetry to alleviate the ill-posedness
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 80, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: With our two-scale method, computing resources can be allocated to regions where complex flow behavior emerges, like in this
example around cylindrical obstacles. This region is simulated with quadrupled resolution (yellow) to get more surface details and fine-scaled
splashes at impact locations. The major remaining part of the fluid is computed with low resolution (blue).

Abstract

1

We propose a two-scale method for particle-based fluids that allocates computing resources to regions of the fluid where complex flow behavior emerges. Our method uses a low- and a highresolution simulation that run at the same time. While in the coarse
simulation the whole fluid is represented by large particles, the
fine level simulates only a subset of the fluid with small particles.
The subset can be arbitrarily defined and also dynamically change
over time to capture complex flows and small-scale surface details.
The low- and high-resolution simulations are coupled by including
feedback forces and defining appropriate boundary conditions. Our
method offers the benefit that particles are of the same size within
each simulation level. This avoids particle splitting and merging
processes, and allows the simulation of very large resolution differences without any stability problems. The model is easy to implement, and we show how it can be integrated into a standard SPH
simulation as well as into the incompressible PCISPH solver. Compared to the single-resolution simulation, our method produces similar surface details while improving the efficiency linearly to the
achieved reduction rate of the particle number.
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[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—
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Introduction

Fluid simulations demand a high discretization resolution in order
to produce appealing visual results. Often, small-scale details like
small droplets, thin sheets and surface ripples are not reproduced
in the simulation. On the one hand, they are below the simulation
scale, and on the other hand, numerical dissipation and smoothing dampen these effects. To cope with the increasing demand
for more detailed flow structures, different methods have been proposed that follow the idea to allocate computing resources to regions where complex flow behavior emerges. Many techniques
have been presented for Eulerian simulations, examples are octree
data structures [Losasso et al. 2004], coupling of 2D and 3D simulations [Thürey et al. 2006], and dynamic mesh refinement [Klingner
et al. 2006].
Only few works have addressed this problem in the Lagrangian context. The physical and visual quality of particle-based solvers like
SPH are defined by the number of particles that are used to discretize the fluid. Generally, the more particles that are used, the
smaller the damping artifacts and the more small-scale details like
splashes, spray, and surface waves can be reproduced. However,
doubling the resolution of a simulation increases the particle number by a factor of 8. This increases the computational cost notably
since it depends linearly on the number of particles.
While much work has been done in improving the computational
efficiency of the solver by using for example GPU implementations, e.g. [Goswami et al. 2010], or by speeding up incompressibility enforcement as shown in [Solenthaler and Pajarola 2009],
only few works have explored level of detail techniques. [Adams
et al. 2007] proposed a method where large particles are dynamically subdivided into smaller ones and small particles are merged
into a larger one to adjust the resolution based on a surface feature criterion. Such an adaptive sampling can reduce the computational cost to some extent. However, difficulties exist in splitting
and merging particles so that the density and force profiles are exactly reproduced. Furthermore, it has to be ensured that the spatial
discretization features a smooth transition from large to small particles. This limits the maximal particle size difference inside the
fluid; [Adams et al. 2007] report of maximal size difference factors
of 4-8, i.e., the resolution is doubled in the best case.
In this paper, we adopt the idea of [Adams et al. 2007], but instead
of recursively subdividing particles which results in particles of different sizes that interact with each other, we rather use a hierarchy
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 81, Publication date: July 2011.

Real-Time Eulerian Water Simulation Using a Restricted Tall Cell Grid
Nuttapong Chentanez
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Figure 1: Simulation of a flood at 30 frames per second including physics and rendering. Water flows from the left into an uneven terrain.
The tall cells (below the orange line) represent the major part of the water volume while the computation is focused to the surface area
represented by cubic cells (above the orange line). Particles are used to add visual richness to the scene.

Abstract
We present a new Eulerian fluid simulation method, which allows
real-time simulations of large scale three dimensional liquids. Such
scenarios have hitherto been restricted to the domain of off-line
computation. To reduce computation time we use a hybrid grid
representation composed of regular cubic cells on top of a layer
of tall cells. With this layout water above an arbitrary terrain can
be represented without consuming an excessive amount of memory and compute power, while focusing effort on the area near the
surface where it most matters. Additionally, we optimized the grid
representation for a GPU implementation of the fluid solver. To
further accelerate the simulation, we introduce a specialized multigrid algorithm for solving the Poisson equation and propose solver
modifications to keep the simulation stable for large time steps. We
demonstrate the efficiency of our approach in several real-world
scenarios, all running above 30 frames per second on a modern
GPU. Some scenes include additional features such as two-way
rigid body coupling as well as particle representations of sub-grid
detail.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically Based Modeling; I.3.7
[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—
Animation and Virtual Reality
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1

Introduction

Fluid simulation has a long history in computer graphics and has
attracted hundreds of researchers in the past three decades. One
of the main reasons for the fascination with fluids is the rich and
complex behavior of liquids and gases. Due to the computational
expense of capturing this complexity, fluid simulations are typically
executed off-line. The computational load has so far made it hard
to reproduce realistic scenarios in real time.
There are two basic approaches to solving the fluid equations:
the grid-based (Eulerian) and the particle-based (Lagrangian) approach. Both have been successfully used as off-line methods to
create impressive effects in feature films and commercials. One
way to make such methods fast enough for real-time applications,
such as computer games, is to reduce the grid resolution or the number of particles from the millions to the thousands. In the gridbased case, another way to accelerate the simulation is to reduce
the dimensionality of the problem, most often from a 3 dimensional
grid to a 2.5 dimensional height field representation. This reduction
comes at a price: interesting features of a full 3D simulation such
as splashes and overturning waves get lost because the height field
representation cannot capture them.
In this paper we propose a new grid-based method that is fast
enough to simulate fully three dimensional large scale scenes in real
time. The main idea is to combine a generalized height field representation with a three dimensional grid on top of it. In contrast
to a traditional height field simulation, we simultaneously solve the
three dimensional Euler equations on both the height field columns
and the regular cubic grid cells.
Our method is an adaptation of the approach proposed by [Irving
et al. 2006]. In their paper, the authors discretize the fluid domain
using a generalized grid, which contains both regular cubic cells
and tall cells. The tall cells represent an arbitrary number of consecutive cubic cells in the up direction. With this generality the data
structures as well as the computations become quite complex. For
instance, there is a variable number of face velocities that need to
be stored per tall grid cell, depending on the heights of adjacent
tall cells. Our goal was to reduce the complexity of the general
approach, while retaining enough flexibility to capture the important configurations of a three dimensional liquid. To this end, we
introduce three restrictions/modifications:
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 82, Publication date: July 2011.
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This article presents a novel nonreflective boundary condition for the free surface incompressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. Boundaries of this type
are very useful when, for example, simulating water flow around a ship moving over a wide ocean. Normally waves generated by the ship will reflect off of
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been an increase in movie visual effects
based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The most common
CFD effects are computer generated fire and smoke but high-quality
water animations have also appeared in several blockbuster movies.
At the core of these effects are typically the incompressible NavierStokes equations. However, for some phenomena, like water, the
effect of viscosity is sometimes ignored and the Euler equations are
solved instead. Though many methods exists for solving the NavierStokes equations [Monaghan 1988; He and Luo 1997; Zhu and Bridson 2005] among others, grid-based Eulerian solvers tend to be very
popular when high quality results are desired. CFD calculations in
general, and Eulerian solvers in particular are, however, very computationally expensive. Consequently it is desirable to limit the volume in which the simulation takes place, that is, the simulation domain. Using a small domain can, however, cause its own problems.
One of these, undesired wave reflection, is the focus of this article.

Consider as an example a ship moving over a wide ocean; the ship
will generate waves as it pushes through the water and these waves
will travel outwards away from the ship. Close to the vessel we want
a realistic fluid simulation that accurately captures the physics of
this scenario: the waves breaking around the bow, for example. This
requires a fairly accurate and thus typically slow simulation method.
In order to complete the simulation within a reasonable timeframe
we need to limit our simulation domain to the close surroundings of
the ship. However, the waves generated by the ship will eventually
reach and reflect off of the simulation domain boundaries. These
reflected waves can easily return to the region of interest close to the
ship causing wave patterns (i.e., interference) that should not exist
for a lone vessel on an open ocean. An example of such a scenario
is depicted in Figure 1. Note the distinctly different behavior of the
fluid along the boundaries of the “walled in” reference simulation
(left) and the “true” open ocean simulation (right).
In physics this type of problem is often encountered for compressible fluid simulations, for example, when simulating airflow
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Guide Shapes for High Resolution Naturalistic Liquid Simulation
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Figure 1: A boat emerges from water. (a) Adequate depth is needed for the desired large-scale disturbances. (b) We compute a guide shape
from the finalized coarse solve to capture the deep motion. (c) The guide shape constrains a high resolution simulation of a thin outer shell
of liquid to keep the same look. (d) A high resolution simulation in shallow water fails to capture the large-scale motion.

Abstract
Art direction of high resolution naturalistic liquid simulations is notoriously hard, due to both the chaotic nature of the physics and the
computational resources required. Resimulating a scene at higher
resolution often produces very different results, and is too expensive
to allow many design cycles. We present a method of constraining
or guiding a high resolution liquid simulation to stay close to a finalized low resolution version (either simulated or directly animated),
restricting the solve to a thin outer shell of liquid around a guide
shape. Our method is generally faster than an unconstrained simulation and can be integrated with a standard fluid simulator. We
demonstrate several applications, with both simulated and handanimated inputs.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling
Keywords: animation, fluid modeling, fluid simulation, physically
based animation, constructive solid geometry
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Introduction

A common problem for liquid simulation in film is the high computational cost, both in time and memory, of high resolution simulation. Even if it is possible to simulate at the required resolution, the
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many iterations needed to achieve the desired artistic result (varying
initial and boundary conditions, parameters, etc.) may still be infeasible. While most of the design work can ideally be done at low resolution, liquid dynamics are chaotic enough that later increasing the
resolution often significantly changes the overall look and timing.
This is due to numerous factors such as numerical viscosity, fidelity
of solid geometry on the grid, when topological changes occur etc.
To reduce the number of costly iterations at high resolution, we desire a way to guide the high resolution simulation to more closely
follow the finalized low resolution version, while adding naturallooking extra detail. Note that our focus is entirely on naturalistic
scenarios, not supernatural effects; art direction may nevertheless
demand subtly nonphysical behavior, e.g. timing a splash to music,
which further complicates pure simulation.
We introduce guide shapes in response. High resolution is often
only necessary for small details at the surface and for splashes,
while low resolution suffices for the deeper flow—e.g. ocean wave
disturbances decay exponentially with depth and wave number
[Bridson 2008]. Therefore we take the deeper flow from a finalized
low resolution simulation or even a hand-crafted pre-visualization
animation. Our method extracts a guide shape offset below the surface of the input, creates a matching velocity field throughout the
volume if one is not given, determines an appropriate volume for
seeding liquid in just a surface layer for the high resolution guided
simulation, and imposes the guide shape as a boundary constraint
on that layer (Figure 1). The high resolution version is then faster
and stays closer to the desired result. Though some experimentation is still necessary to obtain the desired extra detail, our approach
significantly reduces the number and expense of design iterations
required at high resolution.
We have implemented our method as a plug-in to a commercially
available fluid solver, Naiad, and have successfully tested the workflow with artists in feature film production. We include here several
examples illustrating improved correspondence between low and
high resolution, artistic control, and faster final simulations.

2

Related Work

Fluid control was introduced to graphics by Foster and Metaxas
[1997]. Several authors have since addressed the problem of matchACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 83, Publication date: July 2011.

Animating Fire with Sound
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Figure 1: Fire Sound Synthesis: Our method produces the familiar sound of roaring flames synchronized with an underlying low-frequency
physically based flame simulation. Additional mid- to high-frequency sound content is synthesized using methods based on spectral bandwidth
extension, or sound texture synthesis for user-controlled flame sound styles.

Abstract

1

We propose a practical method for synthesizing plausible fire
sounds that are synchronized with physically based fire animations.
To enable synthesis of combustion sounds without incurring the
cost of time-stepping fluid simulations at audio rates, we decompose our synthesis procedure into two components. First, a lowfrequency flame sound is synthesized using a physically based combustion sound model driven with data from a visual flame simulation run at a relatively low temporal sampling rate. Second, we propose two bandwidth extension methods for synthesizing additional
high-frequency flame sound content: (1) spectral bandwidth extension which synthesizes higher-frequency noise matching combustion sound spectra from theory and experiment; and (2) data-driven
texture synthesis to synthesize high-frequency content based on input flame sound recordings. Various examples and comparisons are
presented demonstrating plausible flame sounds, from small candle
flames to large flame jets.

Candle flames, stove top burners and campfires are all familiar
combustion phenomena. Larger flame sources such as flamethrowers, burning wreckage and fire-breathing dragons are familiar fixtures in the special effects industry. Due to the unsteady nature
of combustion, these structures all tend to behave as noisy sound
sources. Physically based fire simulators are capable of producing compelling visual simulations modeling all of these phenomena. Unfortunately, in spite of their ability to produce rich visual
behavior, these solvers produce little information suitable for direct synthesis of flame sounds. Recorded combustion sounds can
provide compelling auditory feedback, but they can require manual
intervention, and can fail to produce realistic synchronized sounds
which match visual flame behavior. While physically based sound
synthesis methods have been developed for vibrating solid bodies
[O’Brien et al. 2001; O’Brien et al. 2002; van den Doel et al. 2001],
fracturing solids [Zheng and James 2010], aerodynamic phenomena [Dobashi et al. 2003; Dobashi et al. 2004] and splashing fluids
[Zheng and James 2009; Moss et al. 2010], none exist for synthesizing the familiar sound of flames.
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Introduction

In this paper, we present a hybrid method for synthesizing plausible sounds due to combustion phenomena (see Figure 1 for a preview of our results). Rather than building a custom flame solver
specifically for sound synthesis, we instead design a sound model
which can be driven by data from current physically based animations. Using our sound model, existing simulators can synthesize
synchronized sounds. However only low-frequency sounds, such
as rumbling from very large flames, can be synthesized in practice
for two reasons: (1) time-stepping combustion phenomena at audio rates is impractical due to the high computational costs of 3D
flame simulation; and (2) real combustion noise results from complex thermo-acoustics of chemically reacting flows which are unresolved by most flame animations. Sounds recorded in high-speed
video experiments (see §6) reveal detailed temporal behavior at a
variety of time scales which cannot be resolved by flame solvers
run at just graphics rates.
With this in mind, we propose a hybrid technique in which flame
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 84, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Left: Arbitrary 3D model of IKEA ALVE cabinet downloaded from Google 3D Warehouse. Middle: Fabricatable parts and connectors generated by our algorithm. Right: We built a real cabinet based on the structure and dimensions of the generated parts/connectors.

Abstract
Although there is an abundance of 3D models available, most of
them exist only in virtual simulation and are not immediately usable as physical objects in the real world. We solve the problem of
taking as input a 3D model of a man-made object, and automatically
generating the parts and connectors needed to build the corresponding physical object. We focus on furniture models, and we define
formal grammars for IKEA cabinets and tables. We perform lexical
analysis to identify the primitive parts of the 3D model. Structural
analysis then gives structural information to these parts, and generates the connectors (i.e. nails, screws) needed to attach the parts
together. We demonstrate our approach with arbitrary 3D models
of cabinets and tables available online.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Modeling Packages;
Keywords: 3D modeling, procedural modeling, fabrication, grammar, assembly instructions, exploded view illustrations

1

Introduction

The use of 3D models for non-professionals has become
widespread in recent years, as users can easily download them [Shilane et al. 2004] from the internet or create their own 3D models [Igarashi et al. 1999]. For example, you can find far more varieties of virtual furniture models on the internet than real ones in
your nearby furniture store. Our goal is to enable individual users to
“print” their favorite 3D model to obtain real furniture to leverage
these resources. This is partly inspired by recent interests in per∗ e-mail:

manfred.lau@gmail.com
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sonal fabrication [Gross 2007; Landay 2009], in which individual
users design and build personalized products instead of just buying
mass-produced ones. However, printing using standard materials
such as wooden plates is difficult because virtual 3D models do not
have the structure necessary for physical construction. We solve the
problem of taking as input a 3D model of a man-made object, and
automatically generating the parts and connectors needed to build
the corresponding physical object. We focus on furniture models
that end-users have the ability to build with standard wooden materials. Methods for fabricating real objects from virtual models exist
for other specific object types [Mori and Igarashi 2007; Saul et al.
2011].
Our work is inspired by Agrawala et al.’s work [2003] for creating step-by-step assembly instructions from 3D models and Li et
al.’s work [2008] for visualizing explosion diagrams of existing 3D
models of parts. These previous methods assume the existence of
parts and connectors as input, and they do not begin from generic
3D models. Our work bridges the gap between generic 3D models
and these visualization methods.
Our method uses a formal grammar defined for each type of object
for structural analysis. We developed one grammar for cabinets
from 42 types of real IKEA cabinets/bookcases. While there are
minor differences in the structure and connection types among these
cabinets, the underlying framework for their construction is similar
and our grammar captures this framework. We also developed one
grammar for tables from 11 types of IKEA tables. Each grammar
describes a set of directed graphs. Each directed graph represents
an object, each node of the graph represents a part, and each edge of
the graph represents a connection. Each part and connection type
also includes information, which we call expert rules, used when
generating the parts and connectors. For example, we have a rule to
specify the number and positions of nails to use for connecting two
part types. We use examples of real IKEA furniture to derive these
rules, and hence we call them IKEA-expert rules.
We first perform lexical analysis to identify separate tokens (primitive shapes) of the 3D model. This process gives us a primitive
graph, which consists of primitive shapes and their contact relationships. We then use the grammar to apply structural analysis to
the primitive graph and derive a fabricatable graph. This process
gives detailed specification of the primitives and how to connect
them. Structural analysis implicitly performs structure completion
of missing parts and produces a sequence of assembly instructions
for building the actual object.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 85, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Left: Initial layout where furniture pieces are placed arbitrarily. Middle and right: Two synthesized furniture arrangements
optimized to satisfy ergonomic criteria, such as unobstructed accessibility and visibility, required of a realistic furniture configuration.

Abstract
We present a system that automatically synthesizes indoor scenes
realistically populated by a variety of furniture objects. Given examples of sensibly furnished indoor scenes, our system extracts, in
advance, hierarchical and spatial relationships for various furniture
objects, encoding them into priors associated with ergonomic factors, such as visibility and accessibility, which are assembled into a
cost function whose optimization yields realistic furniture arrangements. To deal with the prohibitively large search space, the cost
function is optimized by simulated annealing using a MetropolisHastings state search step. We demonstrate that our system can
synthesize multiple realistic furniture arrangements and, through a
perceptual study, investigate whether there is a significant difference in the perceived functionality of the automatically synthesized
results relative to furniture arrangements produced by human designers.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics—Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism;
Keywords: Procedural modeling, interior design, interior generation, interior modeling, virtual reality, stochastic optimization
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Introduction

Whereas in recent years numerous publications have appeared
demonstrating the automatic modeling of building exteriors and facades, the automatic generation of realistic indoor configurations
has not yet received the attention that it deserves. With the growing popularity of social virtual worlds and massively-multiplayer
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online games that feature large quantities of realistic environmental
content, automated procedural methods for synthesizing indoor environments are needed, as it would be too tedious and impractical to
model every indoor scene manually. Currently, such indoor modeling is usually simplified or even ignored, which severely limits the
realism of many virtual environments.
A realistic indoor scene is typically populated by several different
kinds of furniture objects, but only a few of the many possible spatial arrangements of these objects are functional and livable. For
example, the front of a television or computer screen should not
be blocked, since it is supposed to be visible. Furthermore, most of
the objects in the scene should be accessible to human habitants. On
the other hand, one object is often placed on top of another object,
such as a vase on a table, so there exists a hierarchical relationship
among the two objects if we regard the carrier object as the parent
and the supported object as its child.
While the aesthetic and creative process of interior design would
best be done by professional interior designers, our goal is to create software capable of automatically generating furniture arrangements for complex indoor scenes that are optimized to respect important ergonomic factors. This technique would be useful in multiplayer online games and other graphics applications requiring fully
automatic interior design with a high degree of realism. The system
that we present in this paper achieves this goal in two stages:
First, our system extracts spatial relationships on the placement of
furniture pieces from user-supplied exemplars of furnished indoor
scenes. This step is done only once, in advance. The acquisition of
examples and subsequent extraction of spatial relationship should
not be costly, given that many virtual worlds feature user-created
content and collaborative design. A scene is then initialized with
furniture pieces randomly placed at arbitrary positions and orientations. Here, the furniture placement is almost always unlivable,
with objects that are wrongly-located (e.g., a bookshelf is placed
at the center of the room rather than against a wall) or wronglyoriented (e.g., a television screen is facing the wall), and furniture
is usually blocking pathways between doors.
Given an arbitrary initial arrangement, such as the one shown in
Figure 1(left), optimizing a furniture arrangement subject to human
ergonomics is not an easy task, since the search space can be prohibitively large. To address this issue, in the second stage, the initial
layout will be adjusted iteratively by minimizing a cost function that
accounts for factors, such as human-accessibility, visibility, pairwise object relationships, and so forth, wherein the spatial relationACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 86, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Interactive furniture layout. For a given layout (left), our system suggests new layouts (middle) that respect the user’s constraints
and follow interior design guidelines. The red chair has been fixed in place by the user. One of the suggestions is shown on the right.

Abstract
We present an interactive furniture layout system that assists users
by suggesting furniture arrangements that are based on interior design guidelines. Our system incorporates the layout guidelines as
terms in a density function and generates layout suggestions by
rapidly sampling the density function using a hardware-accelerated
Monte Carlo sampler. Our results demonstrate that the suggestion
generation functionality measurably increases the quality of furniture arrangements produced by participants with no prior training
in interior design.
CR Categories: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques—Interaction techniques;
Keywords: furniture arrangement, interior design, layout interfaces, interaction
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Introduction

You are moving into a new home and need to arrange the living
room furniture. You have a sofa, armchairs, coffee table, end tables,
ottomans, and a media center. What arrangement will create the
most comfortable and visually pleasing setting for your home?
Furniture placement is challenging because it requires jointly optimizing a variety of functional and visual criteria. Skilled interior
designers follow numerous high-level guidelines in producing furniture layouts [Lyons 2008; Ward 1999]. In a living room for ex-
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ample, the furniture should support comfortable conversation, align
with prominent features of the space, and collectively form a visually balanced composition. In practice these guidelines are often imprecise and sometimes contradictory. Experienced designers
learn to balance the tradeoffs between the guidelines through an
iterative trial-and-error process.
Yet most people responsible for furnishing a new home have no
training in interior design. They may not be aware of interior design guidelines and they are unlikely to have the tacit knowledge
and experience required to optimally balance the tradeoffs. Instead such amateur designers rely on intuitive rules such as pushing
large furniture items against the walls. These intuitive rules often
lead to functionally ineffective and visually imbalanced arrangements [Lyons 2008]. The resulting furniture layouts “simply don’t
look or feel right,” and even worse the amateur designer “can’t pinpoint what the problems are” [Ward 1999].
In this paper, we identify a set of interior design guidelines for
furniture layout and develop an interactive system based on these
guidelines. In our system, the user begins by specifying the shape
of a room and the set of furniture that must be arranged within it.
The user then interactively moves furniture pieces. In response,
the system suggests a small set of furniture layouts that follow the
interior design guidelines. The user can interactively select a suggestion and move any piece of furniture to modify the layout. Thus,
the user and computer work together to iteratively evolve the design
(Figure 1).
Our approach represents the furniture layout guidelines as terms
in a density function and treats manual placement of pieces as
subspace constraints. Since the resulting function is highly multimodal, we employ a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler to suggest optimized layouts. To deal with the substantial computational
requirements of stochastic sampling, we use graphics hardware to
enable interactive performance.
In summary, our work makes two main contributions. First, we
identify and operationalize a set of design guidelines for furniture layout. Second, we develop an interactive system for creating furniture arrangements based on these guidelines. Our results
demonstrate that the suggestion generation functionality of our system measurably increases the quality of furniture arrangements produced by users with no prior training in interior design.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 87, Publication date: July 2011.
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We present an interactive procedural modeling system for the exterior of
architectural models. Our modeling system is based on procedural extrusions of building footprints. The main novelty of our work is that we can
model difficult architectural surfaces in a procedural framework, for example, curved roofs, overhanging roofs, dormer windows, interior dormer
windows, roof constructions with vertical walls, buttresses, chimneys, bay
windows, columns, pilasters, and alcoves. We present a user interface to
interactively specify procedural extrusions, a sweep plane algorithm to compute a two-manifold architectural surface, and applications to architectural
modeling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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interested in procedural and interactive modeling for three reasons.
First, procedural descriptions allow edits to architectural surfaces
at multiple levels and previous edits will adapt to subsequent ones.
For example, the scene in Figure 2 can be edited by reshaping the
building footprints, and the model buildings, including the complete
roof construction, will change according to the new input. Second,
procedural modeling is the most efficient method to generate larger
urban environments. Finally, we want to combine interactive and
procedural modeling, because a frequent obstacle to using procedural tools is that it requires scripting. Eliminating scripting will
enable more people to use procedural modeling tools.
Our goal is to model complex architectural features, including
overhanging roofs, dormer windows, interior dormer windows, roof
constructions with vertical walls, buttresses, chimneys, bay windows, columns, pilasters, and alcoves. See Figure 1 for an example
showing some of these features. These complex architectural surfaces have not been handled in procedural modeling before, and the
main contribution of this article is to introduce the first procedural
modeling solution that includes these surfaces. Previous work in
procedural modeling using shape grammars [Müeller et al. 2006;
Lipp et al. 2008] is able to model some architectural roof surfaces
on a restricted set of footprints, but not the more complex roofs of
arbitrary footprints shown in this article.
The first part of our solution is to identify the most important
edits and to design a user interface to specify procedural extrusions.
We consider this part interesting because after analyzing examples,
such as the one shown in Figure 1, it is not clear how to model
such a building, and what editing operations are even necessary to
ensure that a larger class of interesting architecture can be modeled.
An important aspect of our solution is to model buildings from
floorplans and profile curves; see Figure 5. In Section 3 we will
describe our user interface in more detail including the architectural
configurations that motivated the different user interface parts. The
goal of our work is to have tools that are expressive enough to be able
to quickly model most aspects of a building. We will evaluate our
system on a catalog of 50 buildings in various styles in Section 6 to
demonstrate the efficiency of our tools and to document geometric
configurations that are difficult to reproduce.
The second part of our solution is a collection of algorithms
to compute procedural extrusions from the user specification;
see Section 4. We propose a sweep plane algorithm to grow
the architectural surface upwards and to handle various events
stemming from user edits or plane intersections. Our algorithms are
inspired by the straight skeleton [Aichholzer et al. 1995]. We want
to note that the computational geometry community emphasizes
provably correct algorithms and therefore often favors rational
arithmetic. In contrast, our work consists of heuristic algorithms
that emphasize computation speed and are geared towards a
floating point implementation. While our heuristics include various
mechanisms to make the results more robust, it is possible that
the computations can fail. For example, in the Atlanta dataset of
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 14, Publication date: April 2011.
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Procedural representations provide powerful means for generating complex
geometric structures. They are also notoriously difficult to control. In this
article, we present an algorithm for controlling grammar-based procedural models. Given a grammar and a high-level specification of the desired
production, the algorithm computes a production from the grammar that
conforms to the specification. This production is generated by optimizing
over the space of possible productions from the grammar. The algorithm
supports specifications of many forms, including geometric shapes and analytical objectives. We demonstrate the algorithm on procedural models of
trees, cities, buildings, and Mondrian paintings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Compelling 3D content is a prerequisite for the development of
immersive games, movies, and virtual worlds. Unfortunately, the
creation of high-quality 3D models is a notoriously difficult task,
often requiring hundreds of hours of skilled labor. This problem
is exacerbated in models that exhibit fine detail at multiple scales,
such as those commonly encountered in biology and architecture.
Procedural modeling encompasses a class of powerful techniques
for generating complex structures from a small set of formal rules.
Intricate phenomena can be simulated by repeatedly applying the
rules to each generated component of the structure. As a result,
procedural representations have been used to model plants and trees,
landscapes, ecosystems, cities, buildings, and ornamental patterns
[Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1990; Wong et al. 1998; Deussen
et al. 1998; Parish and Müller 2001; Ebert et al. 2002; Müller et al.
2006].
Some of the most common procedural representations are based
on formal grammars, such as L-systems [Lindenmayer 1968] and
shape grammars [Stiny and Gips 1971]. These languages consist
of an alphabet of symbols, an initial symbol, and a set of rewriting
rules. Each generated symbol encodes a set of geometric commands,
which are executed to produce complex shapes [Prusinkiewicz
1986].
The power of procedural representations lies in their parsimonious expression of complicated phenomena. Unfortunately, controlling these representations is often difficult. Models based on
formal grammars, in particular, tend to be “ill-conditioned,” in that
making slight alterations to the grammar or its parameters can result
in global and unanticipated changes in the produced geometry.
The primary contribution of this article is an algorithm for controlling grammar-based procedural models. Given any parametric,
stochastic, conditional, context-free grammar, the algorithm takes
a high-level specification of the desired model and computes a
production from the grammar that matches the specification. No
interaction with the grammar itself is required, and the input specification can take many forms, such as a sketch, a volumetric shape,
or an analytical objective.
The key idea behind our approach is to formulate modeling operations as probabilistic inference problems over the space of productions from the grammar. Given a high-level specification of the
desired model, we define an objective function that quantifies the
similarity between a given production and the specification. Our
goal is to optimize over the space of productions and find one that
maximizes this objective.
Since the space of productions may have complex, transdimensional structure, this problem is generally not amenable to
traditional optimization techniques. A natural solution is to employ
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 11, Publication date: April 2011.
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We propose a new high-quality and efficient single-image upscaling technique that extends existing example-based super-resolution frameworks. In
our approach we do not rely on an external example database or use the
whole input image as a source for example patches. Instead, we follow
a local self-similarity assumption on natural images and extract patches
from extremely localized regions in the input image. This allows us to
reduce considerably the nearest-patch search time without compromising
quality in most images. Tests, that we perform and report, show that the local self-similarity assumption holds better for small scaling factors where
there are more example patches of greater relevance. We implement these
small scalings using dedicated novel nondyadic filter banks, that we derive
based on principles that model the upscaling process. Moreover, the new
filters are nearly biorthogonal and hence produce high-resolution images
that are highly consistent with the input image without solving implicit
back-projection equations. The local and explicit nature of our algorithm
makes it simple, efficient, and allows a trivial parallel implementation on
a GPU. We demonstrate the new method ability to produce high-quality
resolution enhancement, its application to video sequences with no algorithmic modification, and its efficiency to perform real-time enhancement
of low-resolution video standard into recent high-definition formats.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Increasing image resolution, or image upscaling, is a challenging and fundamental image-editing operation of high practical and
theoretical importance. While nowadays digital cameras produce
high-resolution images, there are tremendously many existing lowresolution images as well as low-grade sensors found in mobile
devices and surveillance systems that will benefit resolution enhancement. At its essence, image upscaling requires the prediction
of millions of unknown pixel values based on the input pixels,
which constitute a small fraction of that number. This difficult task
challenges our understanding of natural images and the regularities they exhibit. Upscaling is also intimately related to a variety
of other problems such as image inpainting, deblurring, denoising,
and compression.
Perhaps the simplest form of single-image upscaling predicts the
new pixels using analytical interpolation formulae, for example,
the bilinear and bicubic schemes. However, natural images contain strong discontinuities, such as object edges, and therefore do
not obey the analytical smoothness these methods assume. This
results in several noticeable artifacts along the edges, such as ringing, staircasing (also known as “jaggies”), and blurring effects. An
alternative approach, suggested by by Freeman et al. [2000, 2002],
uses an example-based Markov random model to relate image pixels
at two different scales. This model uses a universal set of example
patches to predict the missing upper frequency band of the upsampled image. While this approach is capable of adding detail and
sharpening edges in the output image, it also produces considerable
amount of noise and irregularities along the edges due to shortage
in relevant examples and errors in the approximate nearest-patch
search. Based on prior research on image compression, Ebrahimi
and Vrscay [2007] suggest to use the input image itself as the source
for examples. While this typically provides a limited number of examples, compared to a universal database, it contains much more
relevant patches.
In this article we propose a new high-quality and efficient singleimage upscaling technique that extends existing example-based
super-resolution frameworks in several aspects. We point out and exploit a local scale invariance in natural images where small patches
are very similar to themselves upon small scaling factors. This property holds for various image singularities such as straight and corner edges, as shown in Figure 1. We use this observation to take
the approach of Ebrahimi and Vrscay [2007] one step farther and
search for example patches at extremely localized regions in the
input image. We compare this localized search with other alternatives for obtaining example patches and show that it performs
significantly better in terms of both computation time and matching
error.
Further tests we report here show that the scale invariance assumption holds better for small scaling factors, where more example
patches of a greater relevance are found. Therefore, we perform multiple upscaling steps of small scaling factors to achieve the desired
magnification size. We implement these nondyadic scalings using
dedicated novel filter banks which we derive for general N+1:N
upsampling and downsampling ratios. The new filters are designed
based on several principals that we use to model the upscaling
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 12, Publication date: April 2011.
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Figure 1: We introduce a scalable content-aware video retargeting method. Here, we render pairs of original and deformed motion trajectories in red and blue. Making the relative transformation of such pathlines consistent ensures temporal coherence of the resized video.

Abstract

1

The key to high-quality video resizing is preserving the shape
and motion of visually salient objects while remaining temporallycoherent. These spatial and temporal requirements are difficult to
reconcile, typically leading existing video retargeting methods to
sacrifice one of them and causing distortion or waving artifacts.
Recent work enforces temporal coherence of content-aware video
warping by solving a global optimization problem over the entire
video cube. This significantly improves the results but does not
scale well with the resolution and length of the input video and
quickly becomes intractable. We propose a new method that solves
the scalability problem without compromising the resizing quality.
Our method factors the problem into spatial and time/motion components: we first resize each frame independently to preserve the
shape of salient regions, and then we optimize their motion using a
reduced model for each pathline of the optical flow. This factorization decomposes the optimization of the video cube into sets of subproblems whose size is proportional to a single frame’s resolution
and which can be solved in parallel. We also show how to incorporate cropping into our optimization, which is useful for scenes with
numerous salient objects where warping alone would degenerate
to linear scaling. Our results match the quality of state-of-the-art
retargeting methods while dramatically reducing the computation
time and memory consumption, making content-aware video resizing scalable and practical.

Content-aware video retargeting enables to resize videos and
change their aspect ratios while preserving the appearance of visually important content. It has been the topic of active research in
the recent years due to the proliferation of video data presented in
various formats on different devices, from cinema and TV screens
to mobile phones. The key to high-quality video retargeting is
preserving the shape and motion of salient objects while retaining a temporally coherent result. These spatial and temporal requirements are difficult to reconcile: when the resizing operation
is optimized to preserve the spatial content of each video frame independently, corresponding objects in different frames inevitably
undergo different transformations, and temporal artifacts such as
waving may occur. Perfectly coherent resizing, such as homogeneous (linear) scaling or cropping, distorts all image content. It is
difficult and sometimes impossible to avoid both spatial and temporal artifacts [Wang et al. 2009], and striking a good balance is a
challenging problem.
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Introduction

It is possible to optimize spatial shape preservation and temporal
coherence together, as shown by Wang et al. [2010]. However, their
method formulates a global optimization on the entire video cube,
which does not scale well and becomes intractable as the resolution
or the length of the video increase. Other existing retargeting methods usually have to sacrifice one of the goals. Content-aware cropping potentially discards visually important objects and introduces
virtual camera motion; it is very efficient since only a limited number of parameters (panning, zoom factor) need to be solved for each
frame. Other methods employ locally-varying image deformation
that adapts to the saliency information, and limit the handling of
temporal coherence to a small number of frames at a time [Shamir
and Sorkine 2009]. The problem size then becomes linear in the
resolution of a single frame, making these methods scalable, but
temporal coherence may suffer substantially since object motions
are non-uniformly altered using such “windowing” approaches.
In this paper, we propose a new content-aware video retargeting
method that is scalable without compromising temporal coherence.
Our key insight is that the problem can be factored into its spatial and time/motion components, both of which can be solved efficiently and scalably. Our approach handles spatial and temporal
components of the problem sequentially. First, we independently
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 88, Publication date: July 2011.
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We present a robust and efficient approach to video stabilization that achieves high-quality camera motion for a wide range of videos. In this article, we focus
on the problem of transforming a set of input 2D motion trajectories so that they are both smooth and resemble visually plausible views of the imaged scene;
our key insight is that we can achieve this goal by enforcing subspace constraints on feature trajectories while smoothing them. Our approach assembles
tracked features in the video into a trajectory matrix, factors it into two low-rank matrices, and performs filtering or curve fitting in a low-dimensional linear
space. In order to process long videos, we propose a moving factorization that is both efficient and streamable. Our experiments confirm that our approach can
efficiently provide stabilization results comparable with prior 3D methods in cases where those methods succeed, but also provides smooth camera motions in
cases where such approaches often fail, such as videos that lack parallax. The presented approach offers the first method that both achieves high-quality video
stabilization and is practical enough for consumer applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most obvious differences between professional- and
amateur-level video is the quality of camera motion; hand-held amateur video is typically shaky and undirected, while professionals
use careful planning and equipment such as dollies or steadicams
to achieve directed motion. Such hardware is impractical for many
situations, so video stabilization software is a widely used and important tool for improving casual video. In this article we introduce
a technique for software video stabilization that is robust and efficient, yet provides high-quality results over a wide range of videos.
Prior techniques for software video stabilization follow two
main approaches, providing either high quality or robustness
and efficiency. The most common approach is 2D stabilization
[Morimoto and Chellappa 1997], which is widely implemented
in commercial software. This approach applies 2D motion models,

such as affine or projective transforms, to each video frame. Though
2D stabilization is robust and fast, the amount of stabilization
it can provide is very limited because the motion model is too
weak; it cannot account for the parallax induced by 3D camera
motion. In contrast, 3D video stabilization techniques [Buehler
et al. 2001; Liu et al. 2009] can perform much stronger stabilization, and even simulate 3D motions such as linear camera paths.
In this approach, a 3D model of the scene and camera motion
are reconstructed using Structure-From-Motion (SFM) techniques
[Hartley and Zisserman 2000], and then novel views are rendered
from a new, smooth 3D camera path. The problem with 3D stabilization is the opposite of 2D: the motion model is too complex
to compute quickly and robustly. As we discuss in more detail in
Section 2.1, SFM is a fundamentally difficult problem, and the
generality of current solutions is limited when applied to the diverse camera motions of amateur-level video. In general, requiring
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Tonal Stabilization of Video
Zeev Farbman
The Hebrew University

Dani Lischinski
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Figure 1: Several frames from a video sequence captured by an iPhone. Top row: the in-camera auto white balance causes significant color
fluctuations. Bottom row: tonal stabilization eliminates the rapid fluctuations in exposure and color, and the shot may be white-balanced and
tonemapped in a consistent manner. Note: the video clips for all of the examples in this paper are available on the project web page.

Abstract

1

This paper presents a method for reducing undesirable tonal fluctuations in video: minute changes in tonal characteristics, such as
exposure, color temperature, brightness and contrast in a sequence
of frames, which are easily noticeable when the sequence is viewed.
These fluctuations are typically caused by the camera’s automatic
adjustment of its tonal settings while shooting.

With the proliferation of inexpensive video capturing devices, and
the increasing popularity of video sharing websites over the last
few years, we have witnessed a dramatic increase in the amount of
captured video content. For example, every minute, about 24 hours
of video are uploaded to YouTube1 . Most of this video footage is
home-made and captured by amateur videographers using low-end
video cameras.

Our approach operates on a continuous video shot by first designating one or more frames as anchors. We then tonally align a
sequence of frames with each anchor: for each frame, we compute an adjustment map that indicates how each of its pixels should
be modified in order to appear as if it was captured with the tonal
settings of the anchor. The adjustment map is efficiently updated
between successive frames by taking advantage of temporal video
coherence and the global nature of the tonal fluctuations. Once a
sequence has been aligned, it is possible to generate smooth tonal
transitions between anchors, and also further control its tonal characteristics in a consistent and principled manner, which is difficult
to do without incurring strong artifacts when operating on unstable
sequences. We demonstrate the utility of our method using a number of clips captured with a variety of video cameras, and believe
that it is well-suited for integration into today’s non-linear video
editing tools.
Keywords: tonal alignment, tonal stabilization, color balance,
white balance, exposure control, video editing
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Introduction

While professional videographers might employ an elaborate setup
to control the motion of the camera and the lighting of the scene,
home-made video footage often suffers from camera shake and
from significant fluctuations in exposure and color balance. These
tonal fluctuations (seen in the top row of Figure 1) are induced by
the camera’s automatic exposure and white balance control: minute
adjustments to these tonal settings are continuously made in response to changes in the illumination and the composition of the
frame. Turning auto-exposure off is not a practical option, since the
dynamic range of the scene is typically much greater than what the
camera is able to capture with a fixed exposure setting, making it
difficult to avoid over- and under-exposure. Turning off automatic
white balance is more feasible, but not all cameras offer this option.
In any case, we would like to be able to correct existing videos that
were captured with the automatic settings in effect.
While video motion stabilization (elimination of camera shake effects) has been the subject of much research (two recent examples
are [Matsushita et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2009]), elimination of tonal
fluctuation, or tonal stabilization, got surprisingly little attention.
In this paper we address this unexplored problem and propose an
algorithm for tonal video stabilization.
Different cameras may differ in their response functions, and might
employ different auto-exposure and white balance algorithms. Furthermore, a video may have been edited by the user after it has been
captured. Therefore, we avoid making strong assumptions regarding the specifics of the camera’s tonal response. Another important
feature of our approach is that it does not require computing precise
correspondences or accurately tracking features across frames.
1 http://www.youtube.com/t/press
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Figure 1: “2D or not 2D?” This timeless question is rendered moot by Sensitive Couture, our tool for simultaneous, synchronized modeling
and editing of both a 2D garment pattern (top) and its corresponding 3D drape (bottom).

Abstract
We present a novel interactive tool for garment design that enables,
for the first time, interactive bidirectional editing between 2D patterns and 3D high-fidelity simulated draped forms. This provides
a continuous, interactive, and natural design modality in which 2D
and 3D representations are simultaneously visible and seamlessly
maintain correspondence. Artists can now interactively edit 2D pattern designs and immediately obtain stable accurate feedback online, thus enabling rapid prototyping and an intuitive understanding
of complex drape form.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically based modeling;
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Introduction

The multi-billion dollar fashion industry caters to every strata of
consumption, from penny socks to haute-couture pieces costing
thousands (even millions) of dollars [Sherman 2006]. Fashion’s
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pervasion is rooted in clothing’s role as a medium for personal expression. Garments that “suit us” invoke a sense of confidence and
satisfaction.
Tailoring requires the insight to combine flat 2D panels of woven
textiles that, stitched together into a garment, exhibit an expressive
3D shape when worn. In the language of differential geometry, a
garment is simultaneously both a 2D and a 3D object: on the one
hand, it may be viewed as the initial assembly of flat panels, each
having holes and curved/kinked boundaries; on the other hand, it
can be understood by its ultimate 3D form.
Classical iterative design
The garment design process involves
many iterations of drafting, synthesis, and revision that alternate
between 2D and 3D perspectives: a tentative 2D panel design is
created from which a corresponding garment is manufactured; the
resulting garment reveals desired alterations to the 3D form that, in
turn, induce revisions of the 2D design; and so forth. These many
iterations consume raw materials, time, and energy.
Even veteran dressmaking teams go through many iterations where
the designer conceptualizes 3D forms in sketches and the pattern
maker drafts precise 2D outlines. The drape of a garment over a
curved body is affected by frictional contact and the map from the
2D to 3D representation is complex and nonlinear. The challenge
in sketching 3D forms is to stay true to the wrinkles and bulges
that will be formed when a nearly-inextensible surface is draped
over a body. Vice versa, revising 2D patterns often induces not
only the expected alteration of the 3D forms but also unintended
“side-effects” (pinching, buckling, tight spots) which are often only
discovered after time- and resource-consuming assembly. It takes
great effort and many attempts to bring the 2D and 3D views into
correspondence, making design an inherently iterative, painstaking
process.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 90, Publication date: July 2011.

Real-time Large-deformation Substructuring
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Figure 1: Model reduction with a large number of localized degrees of freedom: Left: nonlinear reduced simulation of an oak tree (41
branches (r = 20), 1394 leaves (r = 8), d = 1435 domains, r̂ = 11, 972 total DOFs) running at 5 fps. Right: simulation detail.

Abstract
This paper shows a method to extend 3D nonlinear elasticity model
reduction to open-loop multi-level reduced deformable structures.
Given a volumetric mesh, we decompose the mesh into several
subdomains, build a reduced deformable model for each domain,
and connect the domains using inertia coupling. This makes model
reduction deformable simulations much more versatile: localized
deformations can be supported without prohibitive computational
costs, parts can be re-used and precomputation times shortened.
Our method does not use constraints, and can handle large domain rigid body motion in addition to large deformations, due to
our derivation of the gradient and Hessian of the rotation matrix in
polar decomposition. We show real-time examples with multi-level
domain hierarchies and hundreds of reduced degrees of freedom.
CR Categories:
I.6.8 [Simulation and Modeling]: Types of
Simulation—Animation, I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Physicallybased modeling
Keywords: model reduction, domain decomposition, FEM, nonlinear elasticity
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Introduction

Fast simulation of deformable models is an important problem in
computer graphics, with applications in film industry, CAD/CAM,
surgery simulation and video games. Model reduction is a popular
method for deformable model simulation, mainly because it can approximate complex physical systems at a low computational cost.
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The key idea of model reduction is to project the high-dimensional
equations of motions to a suitably chosen low-dimensional space
where the dynamics have properties similar to the original system,
but can be timestepped much more quickly [Krysl et al. 2001].
Real-time projection-based model reduction for deformable objects
has, however, suffered from an important limitation: the reduction
basis is global in space and time. Such bases require a large number
of modal vectors to capture local deformations. More importantly,
because nonlinear modal elasticity requires implicit integration for
stability, and because all global basis vectors overlap in space, each
timestep requires (at least) solving a r̂ × r̂ dense linear system costing O(r̂ 3 ), where r̂ is the number of basis vectors. In practice, this
has limited real-time nonlinear reduced simulations to less than (approximately) one hundred degrees of freedom [An et al. 2008].
In this paper, we present an approach to make model reduction
adaptive in space, by decomposing the deformable object into several components (the domains, see Figure 2). We pre-process the
reduced dynamics of each domain separately, and then couple the
domains using inertia forces. Assuming a decomposition free of
loops, the resulting system supports large deformation dynamics
both globally and locally within each domain (e.g., oak leaves in
Figure 1). For the geometrically nonlinear FEM material model,
the resulting nonlinear system can be timestepped at rates independent of the underlying geometric or material complexity. With exact reduced internal force evaluations on d domains with r degrees
of freedom each, the running time of one timestep of our method
is O(dr4 )  O(r̂ 4 ), for r̂ = dr, and could be further decreased to
O(dr3 ) using approximate reduced forces [An et al. 2008].
The idea of decomposing a deformable object for efficient simulation has been previously extensively explored in the engineering
community, usually under the names of domain decomposition and
substructuring. However, previous methods either did not pursue
reduction in each domain, or limited the domains to small deformations. Our method is related to the well-known Featherstone’s
algorithm for linked rigid body systems, but differs from it by simulating large deformations involving large interface rotations, combined with model reduction. While the Featherstone’s algorithm
supports kinematic chains of arbitrary length, we assume shallow
hierarchies (five or less in most of our examples), which is sufficient
in several computer graphics applications. We approximate subtree
inertia using mass lumping, which gives us fast and stable real-time
large deformations rich in local detail. Our method supports inACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 91, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Using particles with orientation enables us to simulate a complex model like this monster truck with plastically deforming body,
free spinning wheels with soft tires, and high fidelity mesh skinning in real time all with a sparse physical representation.

Abstract

1

We propose a new fast and robust method to simulate various types
of solid including rigid, plastic and soft bodies as well as one, two
and three dimensional structures such as ropes, cloth and volumetric objects. The underlying idea is to use oriented particles that store
rotation and spin, along with the usual linear attributes, i.e. position and velocity. This additional information adds substantially to
traditional particle methods. First, particles can be represented by
anisotropic shapes such as ellipsoids, which approximate surfaces
more accurately than spheres. Second, shape matching becomes robust for sparse structures such as chains of particles or even single
particles because the undefined degrees of freedom are captured in
the rotational states of the particles. Third, the full transformation
stored in the particles, including translation and rotation, can be
used for robust skinning of graphical meshes and for transforming
plastic deformations back into the rest state.

Physical simulation of solids has been investigated for more than
two decades in computer graphics. In contrast to the computational
sciences, computer graphics is more concerned with creating the
overall look and feel of objects than the accurate reproduction of
their small scale behavior. Also, artists require easy tuning of the
physical attributes as well as full control of object behavior.
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Introduction

Lately, the trend in solid simulation in computer graphics has been
to increase the accuracy of the mathematical models. This typically
requires an increase in their complexity. Advantages of using representations based on continuum mechanics are that object behavior
can be controlled using physical parameters such as Young’s modulus, and that the discretization converges toward the continuous
solution with increasing mesh resolution.
However, in computer games, where robustness and speed are often
more essential than accuracy, simpler unconditionally stable geometric methods such as position based dynamics (PBD) [Müller
et al. 2006] can be sufficient to create the desired physical effects.
For these reasons we decided to come up with a method that is as
simple and as fast as possible, yet able to create the desired visual fidelity required in many computer graphics applications. Our
method is based on generalizations of PBD and the shape matching
approach [Müller et al. 2005]. The novel idea of using oriented particles in connection with shape matching allows us to create complex dynamic objects with only a small number of simulation particles. This makes turning a visual mesh into a physical object a
simple task which can be performed in just a few minutes.
In the first part of the paper we will present our research contributions which are
• An extension of PBD to handle orientation and angular velocity of particles
• A generalized formulation of the shape matching method incorporating particle orientations. This new formulation guarantees stability for arbitrary numbers and arrangements of particles.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 92, Publication date: July 2011.

Physics-Inspired Upsampling for Cloth Simulation in Games
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Figure 1: (a) Coarse simulation, (b) subdivision, (c) our proposed upsampling and (d) fine-scale simulation. Our upsampling operator is
learned from a small set of coarse and fine-scale examples, which allows it to achieve higher quality than subdivision while still being linear
and therefore very efficient and simple to implement (this example is upsampled in 0.8ms on a single CPU thread). c 2011 The Authors

Abstract

1

We propose a method for learning linear upsampling operators for
physically-based cloth simulation, allowing us to enrich coarse
meshes with mid-scale details in minimal time and memory budgets,
as required in computer games. In contrast to classical subdivision
schemes, our operators adapt to a specific context (e.g. a flag flapping in the wind or a skirt worn by a character), which allows them
to achieve higher detail. Our method starts by pre-computing a
pair of coarse and fine training simulations aligned with tracking
constraints using harmonic test functions. Next, we train the upsampling operators with a new regularization method that enables us to
learn mid-scale details without overfitting. We demonstrate generalizability to unseen conditions such as different wind velocities or
novel character motions. Finally, we discuss how to re-introduce
high frequency details not explainable by the coarse mesh alone
using oscillatory modes.

Cloth simulation has become commonplace in computer generated movies, and is slowly but surely finding its way into computer games, with run-time solutions available commercially from
NVIDIA PhysXTM and HavokTM and as open-source from the Bullet
Physics Library. One challenge is that current games are complex
pieces of software executing many inter-dependent tasks, including rendering, animation, artificial intelligence, gameplay, humancomputer interaction and networking, with frame budgets of 1633ms. Because advanced effects such as cloth are typically not
vital components of a game, the time budget for most developers is
around 1ms. With commodity CPUs, this time budget only allows
very coarse simulation meshes, inadequate for direct display. While
the computing power of modern GPUs is sufficient to simulate highresolution meshes in real-time, many games choose to spend the
majority of their GPU budgets on rendering. In the future we can
expect more powerful hardware, however, light-weight solutions
will always be important for the increasingly popular, low-power,
mobile devices.
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Introduction

Many games often resort to pre-computed solutions with limited
flexibility [Herman 2001; Kavan et al. 2010] or subdivided coarse
simulation with limited detail. Subdivision has a long history in
computer graphics and is frequently applied to cloth. The most
common subdivision schemes are linear and feature very efficient
implementations [Loop 1987]. Recent work on adding detail to
coarse simulations departs from the linear schemes and focuses on
high-resolution detail synthesis using advanced non-linear operators
[Feng et al. 2010; Rohmer et al. 2010], simplified fine-scale physics
[Müller and Chentanez 2010] or comprehensive databases of example shapes [Wang et al. 2010a]. While real-time results have been
demonstrated using high-end graphics hardware, the current gaming market is dominated by consoles, which have far more limited
computing resources.
In this paper, we focus on linear upsampling operators that offer very
simple and efficient implementations across a number of platforms.
We aim at delivering interesting mid-scale details missing in the
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 93, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Our custom beam-splitter stereo-camera design is comprised of motorized lenses, interaxial distance and convergence. A programmable high performance computational unit controls the motors. User input is performed using a stereoscopic touch screen.

Abstract

1

Stereoscopic 3D has gained significant importance in the entertainment industry. However, production of high quality stereoscopic
content is still a challenging art that requires mastering the complex
interplay of human perception, 3D display properties, and artistic
intent. In this paper, we present a computational stereo camera
system that closes the control loop from capture and analysis to
automatic adjustment of physical parameters. Intuitive interaction
metaphors are developed that replace cumbersome handling of rig
parameters using a touch screen interface with 3D visualization.
Our system is designed to make stereoscopic 3D production as easy,
intuitive, flexible, and reliable as possible. Captured signals are
processed and analyzed in real-time on a stream processor. Stereoscopy and user settings define programmable control functionalities, which are executed in real-time on a control processor. Computational power and flexibility is enabled by a dedicated software
and hardware architecture. We show that even traditionally difficult
shots can be easily captured using our system.

The entertainment industry is steadily moving towards stereoscopic
3D (S3D) movie production, and the number of movie titles released in S3D is continuously increasing. The production of
stereoscopic movies, however, is more demanding than traditional
movies, as S3D relies on a sensitive illusion created by projecting two different images to the viewer’s eyes. It therefore requires
proper attention to achieve a pleasant depth experience. Any imperfections, especially when accumulated over time, can cause wrong
depth perception and adverse effects such as eye strain, fatigue, or
even motion sickness. The main difficulty of S3D is the complex
interplay of human perception, 3D display properties, and content
composition. The last one of these especially represents the artistic
intent to use depth as element of storytelling, which often stands in
contrast to problems that can arise due to inconsistent depth cues.
From a production perspective, this forms a highly complex and
non-trivial problem for content creation, which has to satisfy all
these technical, perceptual, and artistic aspects.

CR Categories: I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Digitization and Image Capture—Digital Cameras
Keywords: stereoscopy, camera system, programmable
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Introduction

Unfortunately, shooting high-quality stereoscopic live video content remains an art that has been mastered only by a small group of
individuals. More specifically, the difficulty arises from the fact that
in addition to setting traditional camera parameters (such as zoom,
shutter speed, aperture, and focus), camera interaxial distance and
convergence have to be set correctly to create the intended depth
effect. Adjusting all these parameters for complex dynamically
changing scenes poses additional challenges. Furthermore, scene
cuts and shot framing have to be handled appropriately in order
to provide a perceptually pleasing experience. These problems
become even more pronounced for live broadcast of stereo content, such as in sports applications. Capturing high-quality stereo
3D footage therefore requires very sophisticated equipment along
with the craftsmanship of an experienced stereographer all of which
makes the S3D production inherently difficult and expensive. The
cost for S3D movie productions is estimated 10%-25% higher than
for traditional productions [Mendiburu 2008].
We propose a computational stereo camera system that features a
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 94, Publication date: July 2011.
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We present a photographic method to enhance intensity differences between
objects at varying distances from the focal plane. By combining a unique
capture procedure with simple image processing techniques, the detected
brightness of an object is decreased proportional to its degree of defocus. A
camera-projector system casts distinct grid patterns onto a scene to generate
a spatial distribution of point reflections. These point reflections relay a
relative measure of defocus that is utilized in postprocessing to generate a
highlighted DOF photograph. Trade-offs between three different projectorprocessing pairs are analyzed, and a model is developed to help describe a
new intensity-dependent depth of field that is controlled by the pattern of
illumination. Results are presented for a primary single snapshot design as
well as a scanning method and a comparison method. As an application,
automatic matting results are presented.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/
Image Generation—Viewing algorithms; I.4.1 [Image Processing and
Computer Vision]: Digitization and Image Capture
General Terms: Algorithms, Design
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Computational photography, HDOF
photo, depth of field, active illumination, matting, image processing
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1. INTRODUCTION
A common technique in photography is to use the limited depth of
field of a lens to emphasize and frame focused objects while deemphasizing the rest of a scene. Photographers often use expensive,
large aperture lenses to achieve this blur effect in macrophotography and portraits. We present a camera setup that can decrease the
brightness of out-of-focus objects, providing an additional tool for
photographers to achieve their composition goals. The output of
this camera is called a Highlighted Depth Of Field (HDOF) photo
(Figure 1). Specifically, the design uses a projector to display point
patterns on a particular scene, and resamples or combines images
to achieve the desired intensity shift.
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Contributions

We present an analysis of camera-projector setups that change the
apparent brightness of objects based on their distance from the
camera’s focal plane. Creating an intensity gradient along the zdimension could be useful for object segmentation, contrast enhancement, or simply for creative effects. Included in this analysis
are the following:
—a geometric and physical optics model of defocus for a projected
grid pattern, which establishes a method to decrease the brightness of out-of-focus objects,
—three unique projection-processing methods to create HDOF photographs, including a single-shot method, a two-shot method, and
a multishot method, each presenting a unique trade-off between
required number of images and final image resolution,
—Example applications, including high-frequency feature segmentation and depth-range-selectable matting techniques.

1.2

Related Work

Following is a brief overview of relevant imaging systems that use
illumination to assist in the segmentation of depth information,
which is summarized in Figure 2.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 3, Article 24, Publication date: May 2011.
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Layered 3D: Tomographic Image Synthesis for
Attenuation-based Light Field and High Dynamic Range Displays
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Figure 1: Inexpensive, glasses-free light field display using volumetric attenuators. (Left) A stack of spatial light modulators (e.g., printed
masks) recreates a target light field (here for a car) when illuminated by a backlight. (Right) The target light field is shown in the upper left,
together with the optimal five-layer decomposition, obtained with iterative tomographic reconstruction. (Middle) Oblique projections for a
viewer standing to the top left (magenta) and bottom right (cyan). Corresponding views of the target light field and five-layer prototype are
shown on the left and right, respectively. Such attenuation-based 3D displays allow accurate, high-resolution depiction of motion parallax,
occlusion, translucency, and specularity, being exhibited by the trunk, the fender, the window, and the roof of the car, respectively.

Abstract

1

We develop tomographic techniques for image synthesis on displays composed of compact volumes of light-attenuating material. Such volumetric attenuators recreate a 4D light field or highcontrast 2D image when illuminated by a uniform backlight. Since
arbitrary oblique views may be inconsistent with any single attenuator, iterative tomographic reconstruction minimizes the difference
between the emitted and target light fields, subject to physical constraints on attenuation. As multi-layer generalizations of conventional parallax barriers, such displays are shown, both by theory
and experiment, to exceed the performance of existing dual-layer
architectures. For 3D display, spatial resolution, depth of field, and
brightness are increased, compared to parallax barriers. For a plane
at a fixed depth, our optimization also allows optimal construction
of high dynamic range displays, confirming existing heuristics and
providing the first extension to multiple, disjoint layers. We conclude by demonstrating the benefits and limitations of attenuationbased light field displays using an inexpensive fabrication method:
separating multiple printed transparencies with acrylic sheets.

3D displays are designed to replicate as many perceptual depth cues
as possible. As surveyed by Lipton [1982], these cues can be classified by those that require one eye (monocular) or both eyes (binocular). Artists have long exploited monocular cues, including perspective, shading, and occlusion, to obtain the illusion of depth with 2D
media. Excluding motion parallax and accommodation, existing
2D displays provide the full set of monocular cues. As a result, 3D
displays are designed to provide the lacking binocular cues of disparity and convergence, along with these missing monocular cues.

Keywords: computational displays, light fields, autostereoscopic
3D displays, high dynamic range displays, tomography
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Introduction

Current 3D displays preserve disparity, but require special eyewear
(e.g., LCD shutters, polarizers, or color filters). In contrast, automultiscopic displays replicate disparity and motion parallax without encumbering the viewer. As categorized by Favalora [2005],
such glasses-free displays include parallax barriers [Ives 1903;
Kanolt 1918] and integral imaging [Lippmann 1908], volumetric
displays [Blundell and Schwartz 1999], and holograms [Slinger
et al. 2005]. Holograms present all depth cues, but are expensive
and primarily restricted to static scenes viewed under controlled
illumination [Klug et al. 2001]. Research is addressing these issues [Blanche et al. 2010], yet parallax barriers and volumetric displays remain practical alternatives, utilizing well-established, lowcost fabrication. Furthermore, volumetric displays can replicate
similar depth cues with flicker-free refresh rates [Favalora 2005].
This paper considers automultiscopic displays comprised of compact volumes of light-attenuating material, which we dub “Layered 3D” displays. Differing from volumetric displays with lightemitting layers, overlaid attenuation patterns allow objects to appear beyond the display enclosure and for the depiction of motion
parallax, occlusion, and specularity. While our theoretical contributions apply equally well to dynamic displays, such as stacks of
liquid crystal display (LCD) panels, our prototype uses static printing to demonstrate the principles of tomographic image synthesis.
Specifically, we produce multi-layer attenuators using 2D printed
transparencies, separated by acrylic sheets (see Figures 1 and 2).
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 95, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: A metric derived from our model, that predicts the perceived difference (right) between original and distorted disparity (middle).

Abstract
Binocular disparity is an important cue for the human visual system
to recognize spatial layout, both in reality and simulated virtual
worlds. This paper introduces a perceptual model of disparity for
computer graphics that is used to define a metric to compare a stereo
image to an alternative stereo image and to estimate the magnitude of
the perceived disparity change. Our model can be used to assess the
effect of disparity to control the level of undesirable distortions or
enhancements (introduced on purpose). A number of psycho-visual
experiments are conducted to quantify the mutual effect of disparity
magnitude and frequency to derive the model. Besides difference
prediction, other applications include compression, and re-targeting.
We also present novel applications in form of hybrid stereo images
and backward-compatible stereo. The latter minimizes disparity in
order to convey a stereo impression if special equipment is used but
produces images that appear almost ordinary to the naked eye. The
validity of our model and difference metric is again confirmed in a
study.
CR Categories:
I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]]: Picture/Image
generation—display algorithms,viewing algorithms;
Keywords: Perception; Stereo
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PDF
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configurations which is crucial for the understanding of a scene.
For this reason, conveying depth has challenged artists for many
centuries [Livingstone 2002] and has been identified as an important
problem in contemporary computer graphics [Wanger et al. 1992;
Matusik and Pfister 2004; Lang et al. 2010].
There are many known and unknown high-level processes involved
in stereo perception. In this work, we will exclusively consider
binocular disparity, a low-level, pre-attentive cue, attributed to the
primary visual cortical areas [Howard and Rogers 2002, Chapter 6]
which is one of the most important stereo cues [Cutting and Vishton 1995]. Different from previous studies of disparity [Howard
and Rogers 2002, Chapter 19], we propose a model to account for
the mutual effect on perceived depth of frequency and magnitude
changes in disparity, measured with a consistent set of stimuli.
Applications of our model include a stereo-image-difference metric, disparity re-targeting, compression and two novel applications:
backward-compatible stereo and hybrid stereo images. Backwardcompatible stereo minimizes disparity in order to show an almost
ordinary appearance when observed without special equipment, but
conveys a stereo impression if special equipment is used. Hybrid
stereo images depict different stereo content when observed from different distances. Finally, the metric is validated in another perceptual
study.
We make the following contributions:
• Measurement of detection and discrimination disparity thresholds, depending on magnitude and frequency of disparity;

Introduction

The human visual system (HVS) uses an interplay of many
cues [Palmer 1999; Howard and Rogers 2002] to estimate spatial

• A perceptual model and a resulting metric to predict perceived
disparity changes;
• A study to validate the effectiveness of our findings;
• Various application scenarios (including two novel ones:
backward-compatible stereo and hybrid stereo images).
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We report a concrete model for standard stereo equipment, but we
expose all details to build new instances for different equipments.

2

Background

Here, we give background information on stereoscopic vision and
show analogies between apparent depth and brightness perception.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 96, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Left: A burr puzzle made from B IMBA and right: the eleven puzzle pieces after disassembly.

Abstract
A 3D burr puzzle is a 3D model that consists of interlocking pieces
with a single-key property. That is, when the puzzle is assembled,
all the pieces are notched except one single key component which
remains mobile. The intriguing property of the assembled burr puzzle is that it is stable, perfectly interlocked, without glue or screws,
etc. Moreover, a burr puzzle consisting of a small number of pieces
is still rather difficult to solve since the assembly must follow certain orders while the combinatorial complexity of the puzzle’s piece
arrangements is extremely high.
In this paper, we generalize the 6-piece orthogonal burr puzzle (a
knot) to design and model burr puzzles from 3D models. Given a
3D input model, we first interactively embed a network of knots into
the 3D shape. Our method automatically optimizes and arranges the
orientation of each knot, and modifies pieces of adjacent knots with
an appropriate connection type. Then, following the geometry of
the embedded pieces, the entire 3D model is partitioned by splitting
the solid while respecting the assembly motion of embedded pieces.
The main technical challenge is to enforce the single-key property
and ensure the assembly/disassembly remains feasible, as the puzzle pieces in a network of knots are highly interlocked. Lastly, we
also present an automated approach to generate the visualizations
of the puzzle assembly process.
Keywords: Recreational graphics, 3D burr puzzle

1

Introduction

been developed for solving or generating puzzles [Freeman and
Garder 1964; Goldberg et al. 2002; Kong and Kimia 2001; Cho
et al. 2010]. In this work, we are interested in the making of burr
puzzles, which are particularly attractive, complex, and highly challenging to solve (Figure 1). A burr puzzle is a 3D model that consists of interlocking components with a single-key property [Cutler
1978; Cutler 1994; IBM Research 1997]. That is, when the puzzle
is assembled, all its parts are notched except one single key component which remains mobile. Unlike conventional puzzle games
such as jigsaw puzzles, where the challenge mainly arises from the
quantity of puzzle pieces, a burr puzzle attains a very high difficulty
index with only a small number of puzzle pieces. Such difficulty
index relates to the combinatorial complexity in the puzzle piece
arrangement and assembling order.
The burr puzzle pieces have specially-designed geometric structures which yield the unique characteristic of being interlocking:
once a burr puzzle is assembled by slipping in the last puzzle piece,
no other pieces can be taken out unless we first move the last piece,
which is called the key. Since the key piece locks the entire 3D
model, the whole geometric structure of the 3D puzzle can remain
stable without glue, screw, and nail, but at the same time, we can
still disassemble and then re-assemble it like common puzzles.
In this paper, we take a computational approach to generate burr
puzzles from a given 3D geometric model, in contrast to the traditional burr puzzles that are mainly cuboid in shape (Figure 2(a)).
The result is a partition of the 3D shape into perfectly-interlocking
puzzle pieces (Figure 1) that can be disassembled with a single

Puzzles have always been fascinating, intriguing and entertaining
adults and kids. Naturally, several computational methods have
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Figure 2: (a) A traditional cuboid burr puzzle; and (b) the canonical six-piece burr puzzle.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 97, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Left (a,b): a v-style pop-up at its fully opened state (a), and an intermediate state of closing (b). Right (c): actual handmade
v-style popups guided by our theories.

Abstract
Pop-up books are a fascinating form of paper art with intriguing geometric properties. In this paper, we present a systematic study of
a simple but common class of pop-ups consisting of patches falling
into four parallel groups, which we call v-style pop-ups. We give
sufficient conditions for a v-style paper structure to be pop-uppable.
That is, it can be closed flat while maintaining the rigidity of the
patches, the closing and opening do not need extra force besides
holding two patches and are free of intersections, and the closed
paper is contained within the page border. These conditions allow us to identify novel mechanisms for making pop-ups. Based
on the theory and mechanisms, we developed an interactive tool
for designing v-style pop-ups and an automated construction algorithm from a given geometry, both of which guaranteeing the popuppability of the results.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Geometric algorithms, languages,
and systems;
Keywords: pop-up, computer art, geometric modeling
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Introduction

If books are windows to the world, then pop-up books are probably
the most beautiful and delicate ones. With special paper mechanisms, vivid 3D scenes may “jump out” from a pop-up book and
also be flattened and stored in pages when the book is closed (Fig-
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ure 2). The history of this kind of “movable” books can be traced
back to the Catalan mystic and poet Ramon Llull in the early 14th
century. Today’s pop-up books continue to grab the fascination of
readers worldwide, children and adults alike, with amazing titles
authored by artists like Robert Sabuda, David Carter and Matthew
Reinhart.
Manual design of pop-ups has been mostly based on experience
and trial-and-error. A number of basic mechanisms for creating
simple pop-ups have been introduced by artists based upon their
experiences [Hiner 1985; Birmingham 1997; Carter 1999]. However, putting these mechanisms together to build a desirable pop-up
is never an easy task. Even for experienced masters, it would take
months of work to complete the designs in a pop-up book. Part of
the difficulty is that human experiences quickly become insufficient
to tell if a design can be correctly “popped-up” once the design gets
slightly more complex than just a few basic mechanisms. The only
way to verify a design is to actually make the pop-up by paper and
try folding it, which is an extremely time-consuming process.
From a geometric perspective, there are number of essential and
intriguing properties of a pop-up:
1. The pop-up can be closed down to a flat surface and opened
up again without tearing the paper or introducing new creases
other than those in the design.
2. The closing and opening of the pop-up do not need extra
forces other than holding and turning the two book pages.
3. The paper does not intersect during closing or opening.
4. When closed, all pieces of the pop-up are enclosed within the
book page.
There has only been limited study of pop-ups as a geometric problem. Existing works focus on the analysis of a small set of known
mechanisms (e.g., v-folds), with the objective of providing interactive design environments that replace actual paper-making during
the design process by virtual simulations. However, little effort has
been made to understand the geometric properties that a collection
of paper pieces should possess in order to be “pop-uppable”. Without such study, computer-assisted tools at best offer faster feedback
in the trial-and-error design, but cannot give intelligent advice as
how a design can be improved to satisfy the desired properties, or
offer guarantees on the validity of a design.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 98, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Naı̈ve upsampling of pixel art images leads to unsatisfactory results. Our algorithm extracts a smooth, resolution-independent
vector representation from the image, which is suitable for high-resolution display devices. (Input image c Nintendo Co., Ltd.).

Abstract
We describe a novel algorithm for extracting a resolutionindependent vector representation from pixel art images, which enables magnifying the results by an arbitrary amount without image degradation. Our algorithm resolves pixel-scale features in the
input and converts them into regions with smoothly varying shading that are crisply separated by piecewise-smooth contour curves.
In the original image, pixels are represented on a square pixel lattice, where diagonal neighbors are only connected through a single
point. This causes thin features to become visually disconnected
under magnification by conventional means, and creates ambiguities in the connectedness and separation of diagonal neighbors. The
key to our algorithm is in resolving these ambiguities. This enables
us to reshape the pixel cells so that neighboring pixels belonging
to the same feature are connected through edges, thereby preserving the feature connectivity under magnification. We reduce pixel
aliasing artifacts and improve smoothness by fitting spline curves
to contours in the image and optimizing their control points.
Keywords: pixel art, upscaling, vectorization
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Introduction

Pixel art is a form of digital art where the details in the image are
represented at the pixel level. The graphics in practically all computer and video games before the mid-1990s consist mostly of pixel
art. Other examples include icons in older desktop environments,
as well as in small-screen devices, such as mobile phones. Because
of the hardware constraints at the time, artists where forced to work
with only a small indexed palette of colors and meticulously arrange every pixel by hand, rather than mechanically downscaling
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higher resolution artwork. For this reason, classical pixel art is usually marked by an economy of means, minimalism, and inherent
modesty, which some say is lost in modern computer graphics. The
best pixel art from the golden age of video games are masterpieces,
many of which have become cultural icons that are instantly recognized by a whole generation, e.g. “Space Invaders” or the 3-color
Super Mario Bros. sprite. These video games continue to be enjoyed today, thanks to numerous emulators that were developed to
replace hardware that has long become extinct.
In this paper, we examine an interesting challenge: is it possible to
take a small sprite extracted from an old video game, or an entire
output frame from an emulator, and convert it into a resolutionindependent vector representation? The fact that every pixel was
manually placed causes pixel art to carry a maximum of expression
and meaning per pixel. This allows us to infer enough information
from the sprites to produce vector art that is suitable even for significant magnification. While the quantized nature of pixel art provides
for a certain aesthetic in its own right, we believe that our method
produces compelling vector art that manages to capture some of the
charm of the original (see Figure 1).
Previous vectorization techniques were designed for natural images
and are based on segmentation and edge detection filters that do not
resolve well the tiny features present in pixel art. These methods
typically group many pixels into regions, and convert the regions’
boundaries into smooth curves. However, in pixel art, every single
pixel can be a feature on its own or carry important meaning. As a
result, previous vectorization algorithms typically suffer from detail
loss when applied to pixel art inputs (see Figure 2).
A number of specialized pixel art upscaling methods have been developed in the previous decade, which we review in the next section.
These techniques are often able to produce commendable results.
However, due to their local nature, the results suffer from staircasing artifacts, and the algorithms are often unable to correctly resolve
locally-ambiguous pixel configurations. Furthermore, the magnification factor in all these methods is fixed to 2×, 3×, or 4×.
In this work, we introduce a novel approach that is well suited for
pixel art graphics with features at the scale of a single pixel. We
first resolve all separation/connectedness ambiguities of the original pixel grid, and then reshape the pixel cells, such that connected
neighboring pixels (whether in cardinal or diagonal direction) share
an edge. We then fit spline curves to visually significant edges and
optimize their control points to maximize smoothness and reduce
staircasing artifacts. The resulting vector representation can be rendered at any resolution.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 99, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Micrography images created using our system. Closeups of parts of the images shown in the middle. Left: excerpt from Alice in
Wonderland, target size 110x110cm. Right: Song of Songs, target size 42x60cm. Please zoom into the images using the digital version to
read the fine text. See supplementary material for large images.

Abstract

Links:

1
We present an algorithm for creating digital micrography images,
or micrograms, a special type of calligrams created from minuscule
text. These attractive text-art works successfully combine beautiful
images with readable meaningful text. Traditional micrograms are
created by highly skilled artists and involve a huge amount of tedious manual work. We aim to simplify this process by providing
a computerized digital micrography design tool. The main challenge in creating digital micrograms is designing textual layouts
that simultaneously convey the input image, are readable and appealing. To generate such layout we use the streamlines of singularity free, low curvature, smooth vector fields, especially designed for our needs. The vector fields are computed using a new
approach which controls field properties via a priori boundary condition design that balances the different requirements we aim to
satisfy. The optimal boundary conditions are computed using a
graph-cut approach balancing local and global design considerations. The generated layouts are further processed to obtain the
final micrograms. Our method automatically generates engaging,
readable micrograms starting from a vector image and an input text
while providing a variety of optional high-level controls to the user.
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Introduction

A calligram is an arrangement of words or letters designed to create
a visual image. Calligrams enjoy a rich tradition and wide variety of
styles limited only by the artist’s imagination. As stated by British
book designer Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson: “The whole duty
of Typography, as of Calligraphy, is to communicate to the imagination, without loss by the way, the thought or image intended to
be communicated by the Author”. A special type of calligraphy
known as micrography (or microcalligraphy) utilizes minute letters
to provide a unique interplay between textual content and image presenting a story or poem at the small scale and forming an image
when viewed as a whole. The gap in scale between lettering and
image is a defining characteristic of micrography and distinguishes
it from other types of calligrams.
Micrography places a large emphasis on the readability of the
text, with traditional micrography images, or micrograms, typically
drawn by professional scribes. While there are wonderful examples of this art throughout history (see [Apollinaire and Greet 1980;
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Abstract
The most important guiding principle in computational methods for
freeform architecture is the balance between cost efficiency on the
one hand, and adherence to the design intent on the other. Key issues are the simplicity of supporting and connecting elements as
well as repetition of costly parts. This paper proposes so-called circular arc structures as a means to faithfully realize freeform designs
without giving up smooth appearance. In contrast to non-smooth
meshes with straight edges where geometric complexity is concentrated in the nodes, we stay with smooth surfaces and rather distribute complexity in a uniform way by allowing edges in the shape
of circular arcs. We are able to achieve the simplest possible shape
of nodes without interfering with known panel optimization algorithms. We study remarkable special cases of circular arc structures
which possess simple supporting elements or repetitive edges, we
present the first global approximation method for principal patches,
and we show an extension to volumetric structures for truly threedimensional designs.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Geometric algorithms, languages,
and systems; I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Curve, surface, solid, and object representations
Keywords: architectural geometry, circular arc, repetitivity, congruent nodes, cyclides, volumetric meshes, double-curved and
single-curved panels, discrete differential geometry
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Introduction

Our work is motivated by the geometric challenges posed by freeform architecture, and, in particular, by the problem of rationalization of a freeform design. This means its decomposition into
smaller parts, thereby meeting two competing objectives: feasibility, and consistency with the designer’s intentions. Depending on
what constitutes the design, there have been different approaches to
this problem which have led to different kinds of specific geometric and computational questions. Mostly these questions involve
replacing smooth surfaces (possibly with an additional curve network on them) by other structures like meshes with special properties. The guiding thought in all considerations is the efficient
manufacturing of the surface parts and their respective necessary
supporting/connecting elements. Both simple geometry and repetition of elements contribute to this goal of efficiency.
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Figure 1: Architectural freeform designs based on circular arc
structures exhibit smooth skin, congruent node elements, and simple shapes of beams. In special cases like for the cyclidic CAS
shown here, they also admit offsets at constant distance.

Much work deals with decomposing a freeform surface design into
flat panels with straight beams between them. However, this process of approximating a smooth surface by a polyhedral surface
inevitably shifts complexity to the nodes (vertices): In general no
two nodes are congruent and, which is worse, a typical node exhibits torsion, i.e., is a truly spatial object whose manufacturing
is challenging (see Figure 2). It is possible to optimize nodes to
make them torsion-free, which simplifies production and enhances
the aesthetic appearance (cf. [Liu et al. 2006; Pottmann et al. 2007]
for quad meshes and [Schiftner et al. 2009] for hexagonal meshes).
Often the faceted appearance of planar panels is not intended, and
as a natural next step, rationalization with single-curved panels has
been proposed by [Pottmann et al. 2008]. This method leads to a
surface which is smooth in one direction, but non-smooth in the
other. Setting aside the cladding of surfaces by bendable panels
(e.g. made of wood and useful for interior design, cf. [Pottmann
et al. 2010]), the faithful reproduction of a smooth outer skin necessitates very costly manufacturing of double curved panels.
Figure 2: Node complexity. Manufacturing the connecting element
(yellow) via plasma cutting requires
much effort if the node has ‘torsion’,
because of its truly spatial shape.
This task can be rendered feasible by employing repetitive elements which recently have become a focus of study: Eigensatz
et al. [2010] show how a given smooth surface with given panel
boundaries may be decomposed into panels whose production requires as few costly molds as possible, such that all changes to the
original design are within prescribed tolerances. Thus not the panels themselves are repeated, but the auxiliary elements needed for
their manufacturing. During this panel optimization the given curve
network remains unchanged. The design of curve networks is not
addressed by [Eigensatz et al. 2010].
Both [Singh and Schaefer 2010] and [Fu et al. 2010] derive structures which aim at repetitive (i.e., congruent) panels. These panels
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 101, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
While the theory and applications of discrete Laplacians on triangulated surfaces are well developed, far less is known about the
general polygonal case. We present here a principled approach for
constructing geometric discrete Laplacians on surfaces with arbitrary polygonal faces, encompassing non-planar and non-convex
polygons. Our construction is guided by closely mimicking structural properties of the smooth Laplace–Beltrami operator. Among
other features, our construction leads to an extension of the widely
employed cotan formula from triangles to polygons. Besides carefully laying out theoretical aspects, we demonstrate the versatility of our approach for a variety of geometry processing applications, embarking on situations that would have been more difficult
to achieve based on geometric Laplacians for simplicial meshes or
purely combinatorial Laplacians for general meshes.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Curve, surface, solid, and object
representations, Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems.
Keywords: Discrete Laplace operator, generalized cotan formula,
geometry processing with polygonal meshes.

1

Motivation

Among the geometric atomic building blocks of graphics, triangles
have by far attracted the most attention—perhaps because triangles
are the simplest geometric figures that are able to represent twodimensional shapes, or perhaps even due to Plato’s foreshadowing
work Timaeus, where he records that “every solid must necessarily
be contained in planes; and every planar rectilinear figure is composed of triangles”. Yet, as favorable as the simplicity of triangles
might appear from a purist’s perspective, exclusively restricting
to triangles largely impedes artistic freedom. Ornaments, tilings,
kaleidoscope pattern, cubist art, architecture, or design would be
paltry without quadrilaterals, pentagons, hexagons, and in fact arbitrary polygonal shapes.
Likewise, in geometry processing, consider, for example, the clipping, trimming, and intersection of meshes, the insertion of meshes
into spatial data structures, such as kd- or BSP-trees, or the reconstruction of meshes using marching cubes or Voronoi tessellations.
Consider modeling and animating meshes with mixed quad-triangle
control nets, such as they commonly appear in geometric design. Or
consider the isolines of a surface parameterization, nets of curvature
∗ e-mail:
† e-mail:

marc.alexa@tu-berlin.de
wardetzky@math.uni-goettingen.de
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Figure 1: The non-planar faces of a polygonal mesh (left) can be
planarized (middle) using a gradient flow of an energy that is based
on our Laplacian. Likewise, the mesh can be conformally mapped
to the plane with automatic boundary placement (right).

lines, or Morse complexes on surfaces. All of these innately lead to
tessellations by general, non-triangular polygons.
Scrutinizing a parallel development, it seems fair to point out that
the majority of contemporary geometry processing tools rely on, if
only in the background, discrete Laplace operators, with the cotan
operator perhaps being the most prominent representative. The use
of discrete Laplacians spans mesh parameterization, fairing, denoising, manipulation, compression, shape analysis, and physical
simulation. Accordingly, the theory of discrete Laplacians on triangle meshes is a far developed field. To date, this theory has not
been extended to discrete surfaces with general polygonal faces.
Our work sets forth the missing development of discrete Laplacians
on surfaces with arbitrary (including non-planar and non-convex)
polygonal faces. We present a treatment that aims at maintaining
core properties of Laplace–Beltrami operators on smooth Riemannian surfaces. While our approach initially requires some amount of
theoretical development, the actual implementation is surprisingly
simple. In principle, the tools that we develop here seamlessly allow for extending geometry processing and physical simulation applications that are based upon the cotan operator from the triangular
to the general polygonal setting. Our approach, therefore, expands
the artist’s creative freedom and takes a step toward facilitating the
geometry pipeline, without sacrificing mathematical methodology.

2

Related Work

It would be impossible to do justice to the numerous publications in
geometry processing and physical simulation relating to the applications of the cotan formula and its variants, as it would amount to
citing several dozens of relevant works. Instead, we focus here on
those developments that are concerned with the theory of the cotan
Laplacian and that are relevant for our treatment.
For surfaces with triangular
faces, the so-called cotan formula is attributed to [Pinkall and Polthier 1993], where the relation to discrete mean curvature and minimal surfaces was first brought to light. Earlier, Dziuk [1988] had
presented a Finite Element approach that is equivalent to the cotan
formula. It was later found that Duffin [1959] had already explicitly
worked with the cotan representation.
Geometric discrete Laplacians

The last decade or so has brought forward several parallel developments extending the cotan formula. By concurrently considering a
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 102, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
We introduce Hodge-optimized triangulations (HOT), a family
of well-shaped primal-dual pairs of complexes designed for fast
and accurate computations in computer graphics. Previous work
most commonly employs barycentric or circumcentric duals; while
barycentric duals guarantee that the dual of each simplex lies within
the simplex, circumcentric duals are often preferred due to the induced orthogonality between primal and dual complexes. We instead promote the use of weighted duals (“power diagrams”). They
allow greater flexibility in the location of dual vertices while keeping primal-dual orthogonality, thus providing a valuable extension
to the usual choices of dual by only adding one additional scalar per
primal vertex. Furthermore, we introduce a family of functionals
on pairs of complexes that we derive from bounds on the errors induced by diagonal Hodge stars, commonly used in discrete computations. The minimizers of these functionals, called HOT meshes,
are shown to be generalizations of Centroidal Voronoi Tesselations
and Optimal Delaunay Triangulations, and to provide increased accuracy and flexibility for a variety of computational purposes.
Keywords: Optimal triangulations, Discrete Exterior Calculus,
Discrete Hodge Star, Optimal Transport.
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Introduction

A vast array of modeling and simulation techniques assume that
a mesh is given, providing a discretization of a 2D or 3D domain
in simple triangular or tetrahedral elements. As the accuracy and
stability of most computational endeavors heavily depend on the
shape and size of the worst element [Shewchuk 2002], mesh element quality is often a priority when conceiving a mesh generation
algorithm. Be it for finite-volume, finite-element, finite-difference,
or less mainstream computational schemes, the need for good triangle or tetrahedron meshes is ubiquitous not only in computer graphics, but in computational sciences as well—and as computational
power increases, so does the demand for effective meshing.
While generically “good” dual or primal elements can be obtained
via Centroidal Voronoi Tesselations [Du et al. 1999] or Optimal Delaunay Triangulation [Alliez et al. 2005] respectively, an increasing
number of numerical methods need strict control over both primal
and dual meshes: from discrete differential operators in modeling
(e.g., [Meyer et al. 2003]) to pressure solves in fluid simulation (as
recently mentioned in [Batty et al. 2010]), the placement of primal
elements with respect to their orthogonal dual elements is increasingly recognized as crucial to reliable computations. However, very
little is available to quickly and effectively design such orthogonal

Figure 1: Primal/Dual Triangulations: Using the barycentric
dual (top-left) does not generally give dual meshes orthogonal to
the primal mesh. Circumcentric duals, both in Centroidal Voronoi
Tesselations (CVT, top-middle) and Optimal Delaunay Triangulations (ODT, top-right), can lead to dual points far from the barycenters of the triangles (blue points). Leveraging the freedom provided by weighted circumcenters, our Hodge-optimized triangulations (HOT) can optimize the dual mesh alone (bottom-left) or both
the primal and dual meshes (bottom-right), e.g., to make them more
self-centered while maintaining primal/dual orthogonality.
primal-dual structures over complex domains. To address this lack
of adequate meshing tools, we introduce a theoretical analysis of
what makes a mesh and its dual numerically optimal in some common graphics contexts, along with practical algorithms to produce
optimized primal-dual triangulations.
1.1 Previous Work

Meshing complex 2D or 3D domains with high-quality elements
has generated a tremendous number of research efforts. Bounds
on numerical errors have resulted in the use of Delaunay triangulations [Edelsbrunner 1987] for finite-element computations, and
Voronoi diagrams [Okabe et al. 2000] for finite-volume methods.
However, the combined use of a primal mesh and its dual structure
has increased over the last decade in both modeling and simulation,
with quantities of both geometric (normals, mean and Gaussian curvatures, tangents) and physical (velocities, fluxes, circulations, vorticities) nature inherently located either on the primal mesh or its
dual [Desbrun et al. 2007]. Calculations involving these primal and
dual values in graphics were formalized in Discrete Exterior Calculus (DEC—see, e.g., [Hirani 2003]), now used in vision and image
processing as well [Grady and Polimeni 2010].
Delaunay/Voronoi pairs. In the context of discrete differential ge-
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ometric operators, Meyer et al. [2003] recommended a Voronoi (circumcentric) dual for tighter error bounds—but locally reverted to
the barycentric dual when a dual vertex was not contained in its primal simplex. For fluid simulation, Perot and Subramanian [2007]
and Elcott et al. [2007] advocated circumcentric duals as well, this
time to ensure that pressure gradients between adjacent cells were
parallel to the velocity samples stored on the common face. In
DEC terminology, this simply means that the flux through a face
and the circulation along its associated dual edge measure the same
component of a vector field. Moreover, another advantage of the
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 103, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
We introduce a new method for computing conformal transformations of triangle meshes in R3 . Conformal maps are desirable
in digital geometry processing because they do not exhibit shear,
and therefore preserve texture fidelity as well as the quality of
the mesh itself. Traditional discretizations consider maps into the
complex plane, which are useful only for problems such as surface parameterization and planar shape deformation where the
target surface is flat. We instead consider maps into the quaternions H, which allows us to work directly with surfaces sitting in
R3 . In particular, we introduce a quaternionic Dirac operator and
use it to develop a novel integrability condition on conformal
deformations. Our discretization of this condition results in a
sparse linear system that is simple to build and can be used to
efficiently edit surfaces by manipulating curvature and boundary
data, as demonstrated via several mesh processing applications.
Keywords: digital geometry processing, discrete differential
geometry, geometric modeling, geometric editing, shape space
deformation, conformal geometry, quaternions, spin geometry,
Dirac operator
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Introduction

How does one compute conformal deformations of a surface
in R3 ? Discretizing the well-known Cauchy-Riemann equations
does not help because these equations apply only to maps into
the plane. We instead describe the geometry of a surface M
via an immersion f : M → Im H into the imaginary part of the
quaternions Im H (Section 3). In this setting two surfaces f and
f˜ are conformally equivalent as long as their differentials df and
d f˜ are related by a scaling and rotation λ ∈ H at each point:
d f˜ = λ̄dfλ.
The surface f˜ is called a spin transformation of f [Kamberov
et al. 1998]. However, for arbitrary λ, this equation may have
no solution. We introduce a linear integrability condition
(D − ρ)λ = 0
that characterizes all valid transformations λ in terms of a prescribed change ρ in mean curvature half-density (Section 4.1) and
a first-order differential operator D called the Dirac operator (Section 4). The corresponding discrete operator is remarkably simple, involving only triangle areas and edge vectors (Section 5.2).

Figure 1: Using spin transformations, a model that has already
been carefully detailed (left) can be further altered without compromising texture or geometric detail (middle), whereas standard
mesh editing tools may not respect these features (right).

Practically speaking, this setup allows us to “paint” a change in
curvature on a surface and produce the corresponding conformal
deformation (Figures 2 and 13). As a result, we can edit surfaces
without degrading texture (Figures 1 and 20) or mesh quality
(Figure 3). The linearity of our formulation is most unusual: if
one instead wants to prescribe standard quantities (such as the induced metric, principal curvatures, etc.) more difficult non-linear
problems must be solved [Eigensatz et al. 2008]. We can also
perform standard mesh processing tasks such as flattening and
curvature flow (Section 7.3), and find conformal approximations
of arbitrary deformations (Section 7.2).
Contributions We introduce the quaternionic Dirac operator, lead-

ing to a beautifully simple integrability condition for spin transformations of smooth surfaces (Section 4). This condition is readily
discretized, enabling robust and accurate computation of conformal deformations (Section 5). Deformations are computed by
solving an eigenvalue problem and a Poisson equation; matrices
have the same sparsity as the standard cotangent discretization
of the Laplace-Beltrami operator [Duffin 1959]. Our discrete
Dirac operator faithfully captures the spectrum of its smooth
counterpart, and can be used to produce (for the first time) surface deformations that are perfectly conformal in the limit of
refinement, as validated by numerical experiment (Section 6).
We also show how changes in mean-curvature half density can
be used to express a variety of mesh processing tasks (Section 7).
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Figure 2: Given desired change in curvature (left) we construct
a new conformally equivalent surface (right). Green and purple
indicate a positive and negative change in curvature, respectively.
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This article presents a simple framework for progressive processing of
high-resolution images with minimal resources. We demonstrate this framework’s effectiveness by implementing an adaptive, multi-resolution solver
for gradient-based image processing that, for the first time, is capable of
handling gigapixel imagery in real time. With our system, artists can use
commodity hardware to interactively edit massive imagery and apply complex operators, such as seamless cloning, panorama stitching, and tone
mapping.
We introduce a progressive Poisson solver that processes images in a
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mations for interactive display (see Figure 1). We also allow for data-driven
adaptive refinements to locally emulate the effects of a global solution.
These techniques, combined with a fast, cache-friendly data access mechanism, allow the user to interactively explore and edit massive imagery, with
the illusion of having a full solution at hand. In particular, we demonstrate
the interactive modification of gigapixel panoramas that previously required
extensive offline processing. Even with massive satellite images surpassing
a hundred gigapixels in size, we enable repeated interactive editing in a
dynamically changing environment. Images at these scales are significantly
beyond the purview of previous methods yet are processed interactively using our techniques. Finally our system provides a robust and scalable out-ofcore solver that consistently offers high-quality solutions while maintaining
strict control over system resources.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/
Image Generation; I.4.3 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Enhancement; I.4.10 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Image Representation—Hierarchical
General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Performance
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Poisson equation, gradient domain editing, gigapixel images, out-of-core processing, cache-oblivious data layout
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1. INTRODUCTION
Gigapixel images are increasingly popular due to the availability of
high-resolution cameras and inexpensive robots for the automatic
capture of large image collections [GigaPan ]. These tools simplify
the acquisition of large, stitched panoramas, which are becoming
easily accessible over the Internet. Even larger images, massive
in size, are freely distributed, such as aerial satellite photography
from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Web site. Yet,
the full potential of such imagery is only realized by artists and
analysts enhancing, manipulating, and/or compositing the original
images. However, such editing typically requires significant offline
processing and computing resources beyond what can be typically
expected.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 2, Article 7, Publication date: April 2011.
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This article presents a new, unified technique to perform general edge-sensitive editing operations on n-dimensional images and videos efficiently.
The first contribution of the article is the introduction of a Generalized Geodesic Distance Transform (GGDT), based on soft masks. This provides a unified
framework to address several edge-aware editing operations. Diverse tasks such as denoising and nonphotorealistic rendering are all dealt with fundamentally
the same, fast algorithm. Second, a new Geodesic Symmetric Filter (GSF) is presented which imposes contrast-sensitive spatial smoothness into segmentation
and segmentation-based editing tasks (cutout, object highlighting, colorization, panorama stitching). The effect of the filter is controlled by two intuitive,
geometric parameters. In contrast to existing techniques, the GSF filter is applied to real-valued pixel likelihoods (soft masks), thanks to GGDTs and it can be
used for both interactive and automatic editing. Complex object topologies are dealt with effortlessly. Finally, the parallelism of GGDTs enables us to exploit
modern multicore CPU architectures as well as powerful new GPUs, thus providing great flexibility of implementation and deployment. Our technique operates
on both images and videos, and generalizes naturally to n-dimensional data.
The proposed algorithm is validated via quantitative and qualitative comparisons with existing, state-of-the-art approaches. Numerous results on a variety of
image and video editing tasks further demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.4.6 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Segmentation; I.4.4 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Restoration; I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation
General Terms: Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Image and video, segmentation, nonphotorealistic rendering, restoration, geodesic distance, geodestic segmentation,
tooning, denoising
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
Recent years have seen an explosion of research in computational
photography, with many exciting new techniques invented to help
users accomplish difficult image and video editing tasks effectively.
Much attention has been focused on segmentation [Boykov and
Jolly 2001; Bai and Sapiro 2007; Grady and Sinop 2008; Li et al.
2004; Rother et al. 2004; Sinop and Grady 2007; Wang et al. 2005],
bilateral filtering [Chen et al. 2007; Tomasi and Manduchi 1998;
Weiss 2006] and anisotropic diffusion [Perona and Malik 1990],
nonphotorealistic rendering [Bousseau et al. 2007; Wang et al.
2004; Winnemoller et al. 2006], colorization [Yatziv and Sapiro
2006; Levin et al. 2004; Luan et al. 2007], image stitching [Brown
et al. 2005; Agarwala et al. 2004], and tone mapping [Lischinski
et al. 2006]. Despite the many different algorithms, all these tasks
are related to one another by the common goal of obtaining spatially

smooth, edge-sensitive outputs (e.g., a denoised image, a segmentation map, a flattened texture, a smooth stitching map, etc. See
Figure 1). Building upon such realization, this article proposes a
new algorithm to address all those applications in a unified manner.
The advantage of such unified approach is that the core processing
engine needs be written and optimized only once, while maintaining
a wide spectrum of applications.
Edge-sensitive and spatially smooth image editing can be
achieved by modeling images as Markov random fields [Szeliski
et al. 2007]. However, solving an MRF involves time-consuming
energy minimization algorithms such as graph-cut [Kolmogorov
and Zabih 2004] or belief propagation [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004] in case of discrete labels, large sparse linear system
solvers in case of continously valued MRFs, for example, Grady
[2006] and Szeliski [2006]. Today’s image editing applications are
required to run efficiently on image sizes up to 20 Mpixels, and
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This article introduces a new approach for matting and compositing transparent and refractive objects in photographs. The key to our work is an image-based
matting model, termed the Attenuation-Refraction Matte (ARM), that encodes plausible refractive properties of a transparent object along with its observed
specularities and transmissive properties. We show that an object’s ARM can be extracted directly from a photograph using simple user markup. Once extracted,
the ARM is used to paste the object onto a new background with a variety of effects, including compound compositing, Fresnel effect, scene depth, and even
caustic shadows. User studies find our results favorable to those obtained with Photoshop as well as perceptually valid in most cases. Our approach allows
photo editing of transparent and refractive objects in a manner that produces realistic effects previously only possible via 3D models or environment matting.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation; I.4.8 [Image Processing And Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis;
J.5 [Computer Applications]: Arts And Humanities
General Terms: Algorithm, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Image matting and compositing, transparent objects
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to cut and paste objects in photographs is a prerequisite
for photo editing. While many effective approaches for segmenting
and matting objects from a single image exist [Li et al. 2004; Rother
et al. 2004; Wang and Cohen 2008], these approaches assume the
foreground objects are opaque. In many of these approaches, a user
marks a trimap that consists of definite foreground, definite background, and uncertain region. The opacity assumption simplifies the
matting problem in the uncertain regions by reducing the recovery
of the foreground object to an estimation of each pixel’s fractional
contribution of its color to the foreground (with the remainder being
the background).
Transparent and refractive objects, on the other hand, have three
properties that complicate their extraction and pasting. First, the
fractional alpha associated with the transparent object is distributed
over the whole object, as opposed to opaque objects where the frac-

tional alpha values are mostly at the boundaries. Second, transparent
objects commonly exhibit light attenuation through the object that
affects each color channel differently. As a result, the conventional
matting equation involving only a single scalar per pixel is insufficient. Finally, the refractive nature of these objects results in a
warped appearance of the background. Since the object’s 3D shape
is typically unknown, this warping function is also unknown. To
produce realistic composites, the refractive and transparent properties of these objects must be taken into consideration.
This article describes a new approach for matting transparent and
refractive objects from a photograph and compositing the extracted
object into a new scene. To accomplish this task we have modified
the opaque image matting and compositing equation to fuse refractive deformation, color attenuation, and foreground estimation. We
term this extracted information the Attenuation-Refraction Matte
(ARM). In general, a single photograph is insufficient to extract
accurate refractive properties of a transparent object. Our approach
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Abstract
Revision control is a vital component of digital project management
and has been widely deployed for text files. Binary files, on the
other hand, have received relatively less attention. This can be inconvenient for graphics applications that use a significant amount of
binary data, such as images, videos, meshes, and animations. Existing strategies such as storing whole files for individual revisions or
simple binary deltas could consume significant storage and obscure
vital semantic information. We present a nonlinear revision control system for images, designed with the common digital editing
and sketching workflows in mind. We use DAG (directed acyclic
graph) as the core structure, with DAG nodes representing editing
operations and DAG edges the corresponding spatial, temporal and
semantic relationships. We visualize our DAG in RevG (revision
graph), which provides not only as a meaningful display of the revision history but also an intuitive interface for common revision
control operations such as review, replay, diff, addition, branching, merging, and conflict resolving. Beyond revision control, our
system also facilitates artistic creation processes in common image
editing and digital painting workflows. We have built a prototype
system upon GIMP, an open source image editor, and demonstrate
its effectiveness through formative user study and comparisons with
alternative revision control systems.
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Revision control is an important component of digital content management [Estublier et al. 2005]. Popular revision control systems
include CVS, Subversion, and Perforce, to name just a few. By
storing file editing histories, revision control systems allow us to
revert mistakes and review changes. Revision control systems also
facilitate open-ended content creation [Shneiderman 2007] through
mechanisms such as branching and merging.
So far, the development and deployment of revision control systems
have been focused more on text than binary files. This is understandable, as text files tend to be more frequently used and revised,
and it is easier to develop revision control mechanisms for them.
(Simple line differencing already provides enough information for
text files.) However, in many graphics projects, binary files, such
as images, videos, meshes, and animations, can be frequently used
and revised as well. Here the lack of revision control for binary
files could cause several issues. Most existing general purpose re-
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anchor
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Introduction

anchor
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Figure 1: Nonlinear revision control example. From the input image (a),
we cloned the car twice with translation and perspective deformation (b)
followed by modifying their colors (c). Our revision control system recorded
and analyzed the actions into the DAG data structure as shown in (e). The
DAG is our core representation for revision control but not directly visible to
ordinary users due to potential complexity. Instead, we visualize the DAG
through a graphical revision graph (RevG, shown in (d)) in our external
UI. Users can interact with RevG and perform revision control functions.
Node border colors denote the action types (Table 1) and paths delineate
the action dependencies. In particular, parallel paths indicate operations
that are semantically (e.g. translation and deformation) or spatially (e.g.
coloring two individual cars) independent.
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vision systems employ a state-based model that stores the different
revisions as individual files without any diff/delta information, thus
bloating storage space and making it hard to deduce the changes between revisions. Even when deltas [Hunt et al. 1998] (or other lowlevel information like pixel-wise diff) are used, they usually lack
sufficient high-level semantic information for reviewing, branching, merging, or visualization.
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Such high level information can usually be recorded from live user
actions with the relevant image editing software. The visualization
and interaction design of such user action histories has long been
a popular topic [Kurlander 1993; Klemmer et al. 2002; Heer et al.
2008; Su et al. 2009a; Grossman et al. 2010]. Nevertheless, the
lack of a formal representation that depicts the comprehensive relationship (not only temporal but also spatial and semantic) between
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 105, Publication date: July 2011.
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Abstract
We present a novel method for increasing the efficiency of stochastic rasterization of motion and defocus blur. Contrary to earlier approaches, our method is efficient even with the low sampling densities commonly encountered in realtime rendering, while allowing
the use of arbitrary sampling patterns for maximal image quality.
Our clipless dual-space formulation avoids problems with triangles
that cross the camera plane during the shutter interval. The method
is also simple to plug into existing rendering systems.
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Introduction

Traditional rasterization assumes a pinhole camera and an infinitely
fast shutter. These assumptions cause the rendered image to lack
two effects that are encountered in real-world images: motion blur
and defocus blur. Motion blur is caused by visible objects moving
relative to the camera during the time when the shutter is open,
whereas defocus blur is caused by different points of the camera’s
lens seeing different views of the scene.
Most realtime rendering algorithms use point sampling on the
screen and average the resulting colors to get pixel colors. In
stochastic rasterization, we associate time (𝑡) and lens position
(𝑢, 𝑣) with each sample. The resulting average implicitly accounts
for motion and defocus blur.
In a traditional (non-hierarchical, non-stochastic) rasterizer, one
would find the 2D bounding box of the triangle on the screen and
test all samples within it. With this approach, the number of inside/outside tests is typically a few times larger than the number
of samples actually covered by the triangle. This brings us to an
important predictor for rasterization performance: sample test efficiency (STE), which is defined as the number of samples covered
divided by the number of samples tested [Fatahalian et al. 2009].
In a stochastic rasterizer, achieving good STE has been one of the
most elusive goals. If we just find the bounding box of the triangle
in screen space, that does not guarantee high STE. Consider the example of a triangle that covers only one sample. If we add motion
∗ e-mail:

{slaine,taila,tkarras,jlehtinen}@nvidia.com
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blur and allow the triangle to move from one image corner to another, it will still cover only approximately one sample, but its 2D
bounding box is the whole screen. The sample test of a stochastic
rasterizer is also several times more expensive than in traditional
rasterization, further amplifying the performance impact of STE.
Interestingly, stochastic rasterization does not appreciably increase
the cost of shading [Cook et al. 1987; Ragan-Kelley et al. 2011].
Our goal is to make STE less dependent on the amount of motion
or defocus blur, especially in the context of relatively low sampling densities of realtime rendering, where the current offline approaches [Cook et al. 1990] are inefficient. Contrarily to some recent approaches that improve STE by restricting to specific (lower
quality) sampling patterns [Fatalian et al. 2009], our work focuses
on achieving high STE without sacrificing quality, allowing the use
of arbitrary sample sets. We achieve this by computing 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑡
bounds for a pixel or a tile of pixels during rasterization, and then
avoiding the processing of samples that fall outside the computed
bounds.
We assume that the motion of the vertices is linear in world space,
and that the depth of field effect is physically based. We perform the
computation of (𝑢, 𝑣) bounds after projecting the vertices to screen
space. This is feasible because the apparent screen-space motion
of a vertex is always affine with respect to lens coordinates. For
𝑡 bounds, motion along 𝑧 makes the situation much more complicated because linear motion in 3D is mapped to non-linear motion
on the screen, and camera plane crossings cause singularities. To
avoid these problems, we instead work in a linear dual space where
the operations required for computing the bounds are linear and
straightforward, and the lack of perspective division ensures that
there are no singularities.
Our algorithm has the following desirable properties:
∙ Clipless dual-space formulation avoids problems with triangles that cross the camera plane during the shutter interval.
∙ High STE is achieved for arbitrary sampling patterns.
∙ Unlike in previous methods, each primitive is set up exactly
once.

2

Previous Methods

Akenine-Möller et al. [2007] describe a practical stochastic rasterization algorithm for rendering triangles with motion blur. They
fit an oriented bounding box that contains the triangle during the
exposure time, i.e., 𝑡 ∈ [0, 1], enumerate the pixels that the OBB
overlaps using hardware rasterization, and finally test each sample against the moving triangle. This basic structure can be found
in other stochastic rasterization methods as well. McGuire et al.
[2010] enumerate the pixels in a 2D convex hull formed by the six
vertices of a triangle at 𝑡 = 0 and 𝑡 = 1, which covers the projection
of the triangle at all 𝑡 given that the triangle stays in front of camera
plane. Near clipping is handled as a complicated special case.
Pixar Let us consider a simple example: a pixel-sized quad moves

𝑋 pixels during the exposure, and our frame buffer has 𝑆 stratified
samples per pixel. A brute force algorithm (or indeed [AkenineMöller et al. 2007] and [McGuire et al. 2010]) would test all of
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 106, Publication date: July 2011.
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We propose a generalized approach to decoupling shading from visibility
sampling in graphics pipelines, which we call decoupled sampling. Decoupled sampling enables stochastic supersampling of motion and defocus blur
at reduced shading cost, as well as controllable or adaptive shading rates
which trade off shading quality for performance. It can be thought of as
a generalization of multisample antialiasing (MSAA) to support complex
and dynamic mappings from visibility to shading samples, as introduced
by motion and defocus blur and adaptive shading. It works by defining a
many-to-one hash from visibility to shading samples, and using a buffer to
memoize shading samples and exploit reuse across visibility samples. Decoupled sampling is inspired by the Reyes rendering architecture, but like
traditional graphics pipelines, it shades fragments rather than micropolygon
vertices, decoupling shading from the geometry sampling rate. Also unlike
Reyes, decoupled sampling only shades fragments after precise computation
of visibility, reducing overshading.
We present extensions of two modern graphics pipelines to support decoupled sampling: a GPU-style sort-last fragment architecture, and a Larrabeestyle sort-middle pipeline. We study the architectural implications of decoupled sampling and blur, and derive end-to-end performance estimates on
real applications through an instrumented functional simulator. We demonstrate high-quality motion and defocus blur, as well as variable and adaptive
shading rates.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: ThreeDimensional Graphics and Realism; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Method-
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1. INTRODUCTION
In modern real-time rendering, shading is very expensive. This is
mirrored in hardware: an increasing majority of GPU resources are
dedicated to complex shader and texture units, while much of the
rest of the graphics pipeline—including rasterization and triangle
setup—is small by comparison. Effects such as motion and defocus
blur that require heavy sampling over a 5D domain (pixel area, lens
aperture, and shutter interval) can therefore be very expensive if the
shading cost increases linearly with the number of samples, as is
the case with stochastic rasterization or an accumulation buffer. As
a result, these effects usually must be approximated with heuristics
for real-time applications. However, while high-quality antialiasing,
motion, and defocus blur do require taking many samples of the
visibility function over a 5D domain, shading usually does not vary
dramatically over the shutter interval or lens viewpoints, and can be
prefiltered.
In this article, we introduce decoupled sampling, which separates
the shading rate from visibility and geometry sampling for motion
blur, defocus blur, and variable shading rates in graphics pipelines.
We seek to shade at a lower rate—for example, approximately
once per pixel—but sample visibility densely to enable supersampling effects at a reduced cost. Decoupled sampling is inspired
by multisample antialiasing (MSAA) and RenderMan’s Reyes
architecture [Akeley 1993; Cook et al. 1987], which reuse the
same shaded color for multiple visibility samples. Multisampling
computes the color of a triangle once per pixel but supersamples
visibility (Figure 2), achieving antialiasing without increasing
shading cost. However, MSAA is limited to edge antialiasing, and a
core contribution of this article is to extend this principle to motion
blur, defocus blur, and variable-rate or nonscreen-space shading.
These effects are challenging for MSAA because the correspondence between shaded values and visibility samples becomes
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Spark: Modular, Composable Shaders for Graphics Hardware
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Figure 1: A complex shading effect decomposed into user-defined modules in Spark. The dashed boxes show the programmable stages of the
Direct3D 11 pipeline; the colored boxes show different concerns in the program. Some logical concerns cross-cut multiple pipeline stages.

Abstract

problem of separation of concerns: the factoring of logically distinct program features into localized and independent modules.

In creating complex real-time shaders, programmers should be able
to decompose code into independent, localized modules of their
choosing. Current real-time shading languages, however, enforce
a fixed decomposition into per-pipeline-stage procedures. Program
concerns at other scales – including those that cross-cut multiple
pipeline stages – cannot be expressed as reusable modules.

Figure 1 shows a complex rendering effect that uses every stage of
the Direct3D 11 (hereafter D3D11) pipeline. In a single pass, an animated, tessellated and displaced model is rendered simultaneously
to all six faces of a cube map. The dashed boxes represent the programmable stages of the D3D11 pipeline. The colored boxes represent logically distinct features or concerns in the program. Some
concerns (such as tessellation) intersect multiple stages of the rendering pipeline. These are cross-cutting concerns in the terminology of aspect-oriented programming [Kiczales et al. 1997].

We present a shading language, Spark, and its implementation for
modern graphics hardware that improves support for separation of
concerns into modules. A Spark shader class can encapsulate code
that maps to more than one pipeline stage, and can be extended and
composed using object-oriented inheritance. In our tests, shaders
written in Spark achieve performance within 2% of HLSL.
Keywords: shading language, graphics hardware, modularity
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Introduction

Authoring compelling real-time graphical effects is challenging.
Where once shaders comprised tens of lines of code targeting two
programmable stages in a primarily fixed-function pipeline, increasing hardware capabilities have enabled rapid growth in complexity. Achieving a particular effect requires coordination of
shaders, fixed-function hardware settings, and application code.
In light of the increasing scope and complexity of this programming task, the time is right to re-evaluate the design criteria for
real-time shading languages. A modern shading language should
support good software engineering practices, so that diligent programmers can create maintainable code. Our work focuses on the
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Ideally, a shading language would allow each logical concern to be
defined as a separate, reusable module. Modularity and reusability are increasingly important as more complex algorithms are expressed in shader code. For example, tessellation of approximate
subdivision surfaces on the D3D11 pipeline requires a non-trivial
programming effort. A programmer should expend that effort once,
and re-use the resulting module many times.
Modern shaders comprise two kinds of code, which we will call
pointwise and groupwise. Early programmable graphics hardware exposes vertex and fragment processing with a simple mental
model: a user-defined kernel is mapped over a stream of input. This
ensures that individual vertices and fragments may be processed independently (or in parallel), and so shading algorithms are defined
pointwise for a single stream element. In contrast, groupwise operations, such as primitive assembly or rasterization, apply to an aggregated group of stream elements. Where historically groupwise
operations have been enshrined in fixed-function stages, current
rasterization pipelines such as Direct3D [Blythe 2006; Microsoft
2010a] and OpenGL [Segal et al. 2010] include user-programmable
stages that can perform groupwise operations: e.g., basis change,
interpolation, and geometry synthesis.
Today, the most widely used GPU shading languages are HLSL
[Microsoft 2002], GLSL [Kessinich et al. 2003], and Cg [Mark
et al. 2003]. These are shader-per-stage languages: a user configures the rendering architecture with one shader procedure for
each programmable stage of the pipeline. Figure 2 shows a possible
mapping of the effect in Figure 1 to a shader-per-stage language. To
meet the constraints of the programming model, cross-cutting concerns have been decomposed across multiple per-stage procedures.
More importantly, some pointwise and groupwise concerns are coupled in Figure 2. Each per-vertex attribute (color, texture coordinate, etc.) that is subsequently used in per-fragment computations
requires code to plumb it through each intermediate stage. When
tessellating a coarse mesh into a fine mesh, for example, we must
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 30, No. 4, Article 107, Publication date: July 2011.
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Figure 1: Complex lens flare generated by a Canon zoom lens. Left: reference photos. Right: renderings generated using our technique at
comparable settings. Even with many unknowns in the lens design and scene composition, as well as manufacturing tolerances in the real lens,
the renderings closely reproduce the “personality” of the flare.

Abstract

1

Lens flare is caused by light passing through a photographic lens
system in an unintended way. Often considered a degrading artifact,
it has become a crucial component for realistic imagery and an artistic means that can even lead to an increased perceived brightness.
So far, only costly offline processes allowed for convincing simulations of the complex light interactions. In this paper, we present
a novel method to interactively compute physically-plausible flare
renderings for photographic lenses. The underlying model covers
many components that are important for realism, such as imperfections, chromatic and geometric lens aberrations, and antireflective
lens coatings. Various acceleration strategies allow for a performance/quality tradeoff, making our technique applicable both in
real-time applications and in high-quality production rendering. We
further outline artistic extensions to our system.

Lens flare is an effect caused by light passing through a photographic
lens in any other way than the one intended by design—most importantly through interreflection between optical elements (ghosting). Flare becomes most prominent when a small number of very
bright lights is present in a scene. In traditional photography and
cinematography, lens flare is considered a degrading artifact and
therefore undesired. Among the measures to reduce stray light in an
optical system are optimized barrel designs, anti-reflective coatings,
and lens hoods.
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Introduction

On the other hand, flare-like effects are often used deliberately to
suggest the presence of very bright light sources, hence increasing
the perceived realism. In fact, nowadays the use of lens flare is
every bit as popular in games as it is in image and video editing.
For the production of computer-generated movies, great effort has
been taken to model cinema lenses with all their physical flaws and
limitations [Pixar 2008].
The problem of rendering lens flare has been approached from two
ends. A very simple and efficient, but not quite accurate, technique
is the use of static textures (starbursts, circles, and rings) that move
according to the position of the light source, and are composited
additively to the base image. Flares generated from texture billboards
can look convincing in many situations, yet they fail to capture the
intricate dynamics and variations of real lens flare.
At the other end of the scale, sophisticated techniques have been
demonstrated that involve ray or path tracing through a virtual lens
with all of its optical elements. The results are near-accurate but
very costly to compute, with typical rendering times in the order of
several hours per frame on a current desktop computer. Furthermore,
many samples end up being blocked in the lens system, which wastes
much of the computation time and leads to slow convergence. Also,
the solution only holds within the limits of geometric optics. Some
phenomena encountered in real lens flares, however, are caused by
wave-optical effects. Integrating them into a ray-optical framework
is by no means trivial and further increases the computational cost.
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